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Premise 

 

 

 

When my research began, back in 2009, the only thing I knew was that I wanted to 

investigate an underestimated fragment in the history of British cinema. During the 

1950s and 1960s, in fact, the British Film Institute and its „independent‟ branch, the 

Experimental Production Committee, funded many short- to mid-length film 

projects: though praised and deemed influential upon their release, those films are 

now almost unknown and forgotten. 

I moved to London in order to watch these films, many of which are still 

unreleased but available for viewing at the BFI. I went through all the Free Cinema 

films and the Experimental Film Fund productions. I knew that I had found my 

hunting ground, but I still did not know what to go hunting for.  

It was only when I came across a copy of Lorenza Mazzetti‟s K that I 

found the key to narrow down the scope of my research. K, taken from Franz 

Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis, is a radical tale of alienation and loneliness, an existential 

parable on the theme of the outsider, made by a foreign-born director who felt 

deranged and isolated from reality. The status of the foreigner, the outsider and the 

uprooted and its on-screen representation were the right lead to follow. When I 

met Lorenza Mazzetti in person for the first time, in July 2009, a chat with her 

confirmed that I was on the right track.  
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Then, Lorenza mentioned Lindsay Anderson‟s The White Bus, the story of 

an uprooted and disoriented girl confronting modern urbanisation. I rushed to 

watch it and decided that K, made in 1953, and The White Bus, made in 1967, would 

bracket the span of my investigation. 

The first chapter of this thesis defines the social and cultural context in 

which the films analysed here were conceived. In particular, the birth of the 

independent film journal, Sequence, the role of the Experimental Film Fund and the 

importance of Free Cinema are discussed as the main elements in the founding of a 

new film aesthetics. 

The second and third chapters are dedicated to Lorenza Mazzetti and to 

her British films: the aforementioned K and Mazzetti‟s distinctive contribution to 

Free Cinema, Together (1956). As part of my research, I supervised the restoration of 

K (which was funded by the Italian film association Cinit Cineforum Italiano) and 

edited issue no. 168 of the film journal Cabiria, dedicated to Mazzetti‟s film. The 

restored version of K was released on DVD and is enclosed here; the pages of 

Cabiria I edited are reproduced in Appendix 3. Going through the minutes of the 

Experimental Film Committee‟s meetings, I retrieved the original synopsis of 

Together, written by Mazzetti and Denis Horne. The Glass Marble, as the film was 

originally supposed to be called, is radically different from the finished film, which 

benefited from the intervention of Lindsay Anderson, who gave it an unscripted 

„poetic twist‟. The synopsis of The Glass Marble is reprinted in paragraph 3.1. 

The fourth chapter deals with an obscure film, Alone With the Monsters 

(1958), directed by Nazli Nour. Though not a major accomplishment, Alone With 
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the Monsters is an interesting variation on the theme of the outcast. In my 

interpretation, Nour‟s treatment of the outcast is extremely pessimistic: the process 

of rejection which creates the outcast takes place in the outcast‟s mind, thus 

implying that the outcast is the primary cause of his/her own condition. 

The fifth chapter examines Refuge England (1959), the first film of the 

Hungarian-born Robert Vas. Though this Free Cinema short is quite well-known 

and renowned, it has seldom been written about at length. Refuge England narrates a 

refugee‟s first impact with the city of London, his search for a place to stay and his 

attempts to decipher the English language and to understand the Londoners‟ 

habits. Refuge England is a captivating essay on the act of observation and on the 

definition of an individual‟s identity. During my research, I recovered the film‟s 

original synopsis, which was entitled D.P. [Displaced Person] and is reprinted in 

Appendix 4.  

The sixth and seventh chapters analyse three of Lindsay Anderson‟s key 

films: O Dreamland (1953), Every Day Except Christmas (1957) and The White Bus 

(1967). The two Free Cinema documentaries contribute to the definition of 

Anderson‟s aesthetics, which will be developed in the experimental, surreal and 

Brechtian The White Bus. Anderson‟s personality and the scope of his oeuvre are far 

too complex to be fully discussed in a couple of chapters, but the chosen films 

represent a valid summary of his ideas and ideals. Anderson‟s care for traditional 

values, his distaste for reactionary institutions and authorities, his commitment and 

attention to class struggle, his satirical view of the absurdities of life emerge from 
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these films in different ways and through the use of radically different film 

techniques.  

The final sequence of The White Bus, in which a young girl finds herself 

alone in a deserted fish-and-chip shop after a failed attempt to reconnect with her 

roots, is representative of the parable of all the characters in the films analysed 

here: the search for a place to call home is never over and the outsiders, the 

foreigners and the outcasts, endowed with an alien gaze that allows them to read 

reality from an exclusive angle, are destined to wander the world (physically or 

metaphorically) in a perennial and never ending journey. 
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1. 

British cinema after World War II: realism, commitment and „poetic truth‟ 

 

 

 

 The future of the cinema is usually an occasion 
for depressing prophecies. 
 

– Gavin Lambert 

 

 

 

1.1. Introduction 

The films analysed here were all made by filmmakers working in London in the 

1950s. Three of them were foreign-born: Lorenza Mazzetti, Robert Vas and Nazli 

Nour. One of them, Lindsay Anderson, was an outsider of British culture, born in 

India of Scottish origins. Mazzetti, Vas, Nour and Anderson conceived their films 

under different circumstances and without being acquainted with one another‟s 

work. The personality of Lindsay Anderson is the trait d‟union that links these 

filmmaking experiences (apart from Nazli Nour‟s), having intervened in the editing 

of Mazzetti‟s Together and having invited Robert Vas to take part in the sixth Free 

Cinema programme with his debut film, Refuge England.  

Three major events in the history of British cinema closely concern the 

films analysed here and are therefore worthy of examination: the rise of the 

independent film journal, Sequence; the foundation of the BFI Experimental Film 

Fund; the creation of Free Cinema and the elaboration of its aesthetic manifesto.  
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Free Cinema is a common ground to these films, some of them having 

been made under the influence of the ideas circulating at the time the Free Cinema 

manifesto was written. Cinematographer Walter Lassally and his distinctively bleak 

and cinema-verité-like photography hold three of these films together, including Nazli 

Nour‟s Alone With the Monsters. The fundamental financial support of the BFI 

Experimental Film Fund made the making of Together, Refuge England and Alone 

With the Monsters possible and was also crucial in the funding of some other Free 

Cinema films.  

The cornerstone debate on British cinema that took place in the early 

1950s on the pages of a small and independent journal called Sequence is the basis of 

the ideas behind the films I have examined, including Anderson‟s The White Bus. 

Thanks to the contributions of Anderson, Gavin Lambert and Karel Reisz among 

others, Sequence managed to initiate a discussion on the British film industry and on 

the aesthetic and ideological premises and consequences of such „class-bound‟ 

entertainment. 

 

 

 

1.2. British documentaries: social function and aesthetic challenge 

During World War II, British cinema displayed two distinct and separate souls: on 

one side, mainstream fiction cinema, dominated by magnates such as Michael 

Balcon, Alexander Korda and Filippo Del Giudice; on the other, the documentary 

movement headed by producer and director John Grierson. These two fronts, the 
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fictional and the factual, seldom came into contact. The images of Britain delivered 

by these two opposite types of cinema were of conflicting natures: mainstream 

cinema was made by middle- and upper-class filmmakers and was therefore 

reactionary and class-bound, still tied to a tradition and ideology that resisted the 

social and cultural disarray brought by World War II. In contrast, documentaries 

explored the lesser-known aspects of British society and were made in the public 

interest and screened for educational purposes, such as those instructing on the use 

of anti-raid shelters or, more trivially, on the correct use of telephone. 

John Grierson thought of documentary in terms of “sociological rather 

than aesthetic aims”:1 what he sought to realise through the documentaries he 

produced and supervised was an act of civic education.2 According to Grierson 

himself, “the British documentary group began not so much in affection for film 

per se as in affection for national education”.3 Through the production unit he 

headed (first at the Empire Marketing Board and then as a branch of the General 

Post Office), Grierson and his protégé directors set up a sort of filmic 

encyclopaedia of British life with an overtly didactic intent. These films also gained 

international success, thus establishing the British Documentary Film Movement as 

one of the most relevant worldwide.  

                                                 
1 John Grierson, “The Course of Realism”, in Forsyth Hardy (ed.), Grierson on Documentary, Collins, London 1946, p. 
140. Cf. Michael Chanan, The Politics of Documentary, British Film Institute, London 2007, p. 133). 
2 Bert Hogenkamp defines Grierson as a “young radical with a strong belief in the educational potential of film […] 
maintaining that the crisis of capitalism could be overcome by better educating the people regarding their civil 
responsibility” (Bert Hogenkamp, “Film and the Workers‟ Movement in Britain 1929-39”, in Sight and Sound, v. 45 n. 
2, 1976, p. 72. Quoted in Roy Armes, A Critical History of British Cinema, Oxford University Press, New York 1978, p. 
128. Cf. Michael Chanan, The Politics of Documentary, p. 133. 
3 John Grierson quoted in Lindsay Anderson, “Going It Alone”, in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, ed. Paul Ryan, 
Plexus, London 2004, p. 353. 
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The Griersonian documentaries were undeniably refined in terms of 

writing, editing and sound. In those films, two apparently conflicting ideas of 

cinema coexisted: on the one hand, the spirit of direct cinema and, on the other, a 

thoughtful elaboration of the filmed reality. It was Grierson himself who devised 

the well-known formula that defined documentaries methodologically as „the 

creative treatment of actuality‟.4 In his view, realism and artistic manipulation of 

reality were not at odds.  

If Grierson provided the formula, it was Humphrey Jennings who 

definitively merged the factual and the fictional, the realistic and the poetic, in films 

such as Spare Time (1939), Fires Were Started (1943) and A Diary for Timothy (1946). 

Jennings, originally a painter and a poet, also gave British documentaries new social 

relevance, focussing his attention on the people and on the ordinary events of 

everyday life. Moreover, Jennings was a visual artist profoundly indebted to 

surrealism and modernism, which led him to experiment with form and technique. 

As far as cinema, politics and the standards set by Grierson go, “he was 

unorthodox, and the unorthodoxy shows”.5 No wonder, then, that a similarly 

unorthodox and innovative director such as Lindsay Anderson defined Jennings 

“the only real poet the British cinema has yet produced”.6 The affinities between 

the two directors are undeniable, and most of Anderson‟s early documentaries are 

the ideal follow-up to Jennings‟ productions.  

  

                                                 
4 Cf. Brian Winston, Claiming the Real. The Documentary Film Revisited, British Film Institute, London, 1995, pp. 11-14. 
5 Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, “Humphrey Jennings: Surrealist Observer”, in Charles Barr (ed.), All Our Yesterdays, British 
Film Institue, London 1986, p. 322. 
6 Lindsay Anderson “Only Connect: Some Aspects of the Work of Humphrey Jennings”, in Sight and Sound, v. 23 n. 
4, Spring 1954, reprinted in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 359. 
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1.3. Sequence 

In 1946, Oxford University had just started its own Film Society magazine, which 

was at the time assembled and edited by two undergraduates, John Boud and Peter 

Ericsson. After the first issue, the two sought to broaden the magazine‟s scope into 

something more elaborate. Lindsay Anderson joined them and began co-editing the 

journal, which was then published as Sequence in December 1946. From its second 

issue,7 Sequence became London-based. Gavin Lambert and Penelope Houston 

stepped in as co-editors and contributors, followed by Karel Reisz. The enriched 

team of critics, who were soon to be regarded as the Young Turks of British film 

criticism (and of criticism of British films), established Sequence as an independent 

quarterly. It was non-subsidised and largely funded by its own editors,8 by some of 

their friends willing to invest their money (and prepared not to get it back), and by 

a few private sponsors Anderson was in charge of recruiting. Sequence was a short-

lived enterprise: only fourteen issues were published from 1946 to 1953, the last 

being edited by Anderson and Reisz. Nevertheless it represented quite an 

achievement in creating a new standard for film criticism and became a reference 

journal, also retrospectively: 

Sequence had a very short life, but it build a reputation over a very few years. [...] The 
number of people who bought Sequence was very small and the circulation was 
probably no more than a couple of thousand. But it was read by interested people, and 
this was the time when Sight and Sound, published by the British Film Institute, was a 
real dead duck, a terrible paper. So there was room for a little magazine which may 

                                                 
7 Lindsay Anderson recalls: “Sequence [...] was eventually published but was not very good. [...] The first issue which 
became recognisable as the Sequence people remember was Sequence 2” (Lindsay Anderson, “A Child of Emipre”, in 
Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 39).  
8 As Gavin Lambert recalls: “As the magazine -was produced on a shoestring, I also helped in typing the copy (more 
than a half of which we wrote ourselves), designing the layout, calculating the number of words and the size of stills 
for each page, correcting proofs, and packaging the orders from bookstores, newsagents, and subscribers” (Gavin 
Lambert, Mainly About Lindsay Anderson, Alfred A. Knopf, New York 2000, p. 50). Cf. Lindsay Anderson, “Sequence. 
Introduction to a Reprint”, in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 48. 
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not have sold many copies but which was very refreshing in comparison with the 
dreary Sight and Sound.9  

 
Sequence was devised to be “a personal, authoritative film magazine”,10 an amateur 

but not amateurish endeavour conceived as “determinedly uncompromising, 

specialist and personal, serious and humorous, enthusiastic and well-informed”.11 

Sequence‟s guidelines resided in its editors‟ personal, and sometimes conflicting, 

tastes.  

 

 

 

  

                                                 
9 Lindsay Anderson, “A Child of Empire”, pp. 39-40. 
10 Ibid., p. 39. 
11 Lindsay Anderson, “Sequence. Introduction to a Reprint”, p. 41. 
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The journal‟s stance was both aesthetic and polemical – and the two modes were 

deeply intertwined. The editorials, articles and reviews seemed to have three major 

targets: the condition of the British film industry; British cinema‟s insensitivity 

towards social problems and marginal situations; the necessary renewal of forms 

and subjects; and the hoped-for emergence of new authors, as was happening in 

theatre and literature. What Sequence encouraged was a quest for a committed 

cinema, for a renewed social interest and for a slightly more daring approach to 

film technique. Sequence thus anticipated the later claims of Free Cinema and the 

British New Wave: 

A reverse continuity can be traced from Britain‟s New Wave of the late fifties, back 
to Free Cinema (1956 to 1958) and to Sequence in the years after the War. The 
magazine was not particularly pro-British and certainly not political, but later 
developments were realist in style and implicitly (not explicitly) left-wing.12 

  
Film criticism in Sequence was far from simply theoretical (“the bloodless theorising 

of Film Departments”):13 through the praxis of reviews, film theory and aesthetic 

principles were discussed, society was criticised and social changes advocated. The 

whole discourse on commitment (be it social, political, moral or ethical), which 

would permeate the Free Cinema years, began in its essence among the pages of 

Sequence.  

Sequence‟s attacks on the British film industry and its major producers and 

directors were often sharp and unrepentant. The Sequence contributors advocated a 

“radical shake-up”14 of a cultural system and film culture that, as Karel Reisz 

                                                 
12 Ibid., p. 43. 
13 Ibid., p. 49.  
14 Karel Reisz quoted in Colin Gardner, Karel Reisz, Manchester University Press, Manchester & New York 2006, p. 
18. 
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pointed out, “seemed to us out of touch with what was going on, and stiflingly 

class-bound”.15  

 

 

 

1.4. The case of Chance of a Lifetime 

Sequence comprised articles which became pivotal in the development of Lindsay 

Anderson‟s film aesthetics, including “Angles of Approach” and “Creative 

Elements”.16 One of the most relevant, however, is Anderson‟s review of Bernard 

Miles‟ film, Chance of a Lifetime (1950), which appeared in Sequence Eleven.17 In his 

review, Anderson enumerates the reasons for “the failure of Britain to achieve, in 

fifty years of picture making, any considerable tradition of cinema”.18 According to 

Anderson, British cinema is stale, middle-class and class-bound, with no attitude to 

introspection and self-examination. It is therefore unable to sympathise with social 

levels other than the middle class. Mainstream cinema staged the social and spiritual 

sufferings of upper classes, completely disregarding the moral and physical misery 

of the workers. Anderson advocates a „new‟ British cinema able to emancipate the 

lower classes from the roles of “comic relief”19 or patronised stock characters. 

Chance of a Lifetime tackles head-on the issue of “the relationship between 

                                                 
15 Ibid.  
16 See also Erik Hedling, “Lindsay Anderson: Sequence and the rise of auteurism in 1950s Britain”, in Ian MacKillop – 
Neil Sinyard (eds.), British Cinema of the 1950s: A Celebration, Manchester University Press, Manchester 2003, pp. 23-
31. 
17 Cf. Lindsay Anderson, “Chance of a Lifetime” (review), in Sequence, n. 11, Summer 1950, pp. 39-40. Despite its 
importance in the development of Anderson‟s film criticism, the review does not appear in the collection of 
Anderson‟s writings, Never Apologise. It is reproduced below, see Appendix 1. 
18 Lindsay Anderson, “Chance of a Lifetime”, p. 39. 
19 Ibid.  
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management and labour in industry”.20 Anderson flags the film as “a forerunner, a 

pioneer”,21 if not on an ideological basis then at least in cinematic terms. In his 

review, Anderson praises 

the liveliness and lifelike-ness of its people and places. Shot on location, at a real 
factory, its backgrounds are splendidly genuine: the ramshackle works are cramped 
and littered with the refuse of years; the village pub is attractive without being 
offensively picturesque; and when one of the workmen comes to London he has the 
temerity to ride in a real bus. The direction is very craftsmanlike, and the 
photography admirably achieves the drab tones of everyday without sacrifice of 
visual interest. Best of all, though, are its people. For once here is a producer who 
has troubled to look around and pick players of fresh talent instead of efficient 
stereotypes: […] the workers play with an unaffected, highly enjoyable spontaneity 
that comes almost as a revelation.22 

 
The characteristics of Chance of a Lifetime that struck Anderson as groundbreaking 

were mainly connected to the film‟s immediate representation of working-class 

reality. It is difficult for us today not to see the artificial nature of such 

representation. In its best moments, though, the plot of Chance of a Lifetime is 

exemplary of a small-scale social revolution and its narrative parable bears the traits 

of a liberal (and at times para-Marxist) social utopia. Chance of a Lifetime has the 

undeniable merit of giving full-bodied roles and a considerable amount of screen 

time to working-class characters and of recreating a work environment that rings 

true. Location shooting, drab photography and a low-contrast black and white 

palette contribute to the realistic look of the film, somehow anticipating the visual 

impact of „kitchen sink‟ films.  

However, Chance of a Lifetime was considered to have no commercial 

appeal by distributors:  

                                                 
20 Ibid.  
21 Ibid., p. 40. 
22 Ibid. 
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When Chance of a Lifetime opened at the Leicester Square Cinema on April 27th [1950], 
a new era dawned: for the first time a commercial cinema had been forced, by 
Government action, to show a film which would otherwise have been denied a 
booking by either of the big circuits. In itself, no doubt, this principle of dictation is 
not a good one; but where unrestricted enterprise has resulted in near-monopoly, and 
where these monopolies are controlled by business-men who are shortsighted as well 
as hard-headed, one can only applaud a regulation which gives the worthwile 
independent film a chance to pay for itself.23 

  
To Lindsay Anderson, Chance of a Lifetime became the standard-bearer of a personal 

fight for a different kind of cinema. The film foreshadows the principles of Free 

Cinema: it is a committed film, conceived outside the film establishment and 

screened outside the usual screen circuits without the aid of major distribution 

companies. Chance of a Lifetime also represents the „chance of a lifetime‟ for British 

cinema: a chance for change and improvement, a chance for the British film 

establishment to re-discuss and re-assess itself, a chance to devise a new kind of 

cinema.  

British cinema would have to wait at least six years before seeing the 

seed of committed realism grow into a well-formed and sturdy plant.  

 

 

 

  

                                                 
23 “Free Comment”, in Sequence, n. 11, Summer 1950, p. 1. 
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1.5. The BFI Experimental Film Fund 

In 1952, the British Film Institute – at the time directed by Denis Forman – set up 

and administered a fund dedicated to the selection and development of 

experimental films24 made by young directors, many of them debut filmmakers. In 

a note dated 1953, Forman writes:  

The vicissitudes of the past have led me to believe that the Institute would be well 
advised to put in motion a well-balanced experimental programme, taking particular 
care not to allow highbrow or avant-garde subjects to predominate.25 

 
The opening of the Experimental Film Fund (or the Telecinema Production 

Committee, as it was first named) filled the gap created by the shutting down of the 

state-funded Crown Film Unit by the Conservative government that same year.26 

The dismantlement of the unit meant that documentaries would no more be 

funded except for strictly informational or propagandist reasons. Such an 

important field for experimentation with form and technique was at risk of being 

lost. As Forman said: 

I hope it will be possible too for the British Film Institute to sharpen the 
experimental edge of the film industry which, in the tradition of Len Lye, Cavalcanti 
and Norman McLaren, has often been associated with documentary achievements in 
the past.27 

 
The Experimental Film Fund was opened thanks to an initial contribution of 

£12,500 by the film industry and was governed by a committee (the Experimental 

                                                 
24 “The word „experimental‟ has been interpreted very broadly; but the emphasis has hitherto been on films whose 
originality lies rather in their content than in their technique” (“Note on the Experimental Film Production 
Committee”, BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive, Box 121 [location O/19/1], File 2: Experimental Film Fund). 
“The sort of experiment that the Committee certainly did not have in mind was, for example, avant-garde cinema” 
(Christophe Dupin, “Early Days of Short Film Production at the British Film Institute: Origins and Evolution of the 
BFI Experimental Film Fund (1952-66)”, Journal of Media Practice, v. 4 n. 2, 2003, p. 84). 
25 Denis Forman, “Note to the Experimental Production Committee”, 1953. BFI Special Collections, Michael Balcon 
Collection [location H/45]. 
26 Cf. Christophe Dupin, “Early Days of Short Film Production at the British Film Institute”, p. 81. See also Colin 
Gardner, Karel Reisz, p. 57. 
27 Denis Forman, “Further Notes”, Sight and Sound, April-June 1952, p. 180, cited in Christophe Dupin, “Early Days 
of Short Film Production at the British Film Institute”, p. 81. 
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Film Production Committee, later Experimental Production Board) chaired by 

renowned producer Michael Balcon28 and composed of members such as Basil 

Wright, Thorold Dickinson and Karel Reisz.  

The committee evaluated the submitted film treatments and synopses 

and, once these were approved, allocated money for the films to be shot in their 

entirety or in part. The British Film Institute gave assistance in the distribution, and 

the fund and the directors then shared any profits from the film. 

The committee operated simultaneously within and outside the 

institutional frame of the British Film Institute. Though conceived as a branch of 

the institute, the committee was not sustained directly by the BFI and operated in a 

fully independent way. In fact, it was so disengaged from the institute that it did not 

even have its own premises and most of the meetings were held at Balcon‟s studios. 

The fund mainly sponsored short to mid-length documentaries, art 

documentaries and fiction films. Constantly struggling with budget issues, the 

committee tried to turn the films into profitable endeavour, submitting them to 

festivals and contests, distributing them or selling the rights for television 

broadcasting. Budget deficiency also meant technical deficiency: sometimes the 

sum granted by the fund was not enough to cover the rental of sufficiently 

advanced equipment, so some of the films were shot with provisional cameras and 

unsteady sound gear, not to mention edited with elementary post-production tools.  

                                                 
28 “What brought Balcon to the Institute in 1952 was despair at the myopia of the film industry, whose improvidence 
never ceased to amaze him. [...] He believed passionately in open opportunity for young talent, not for any indulgent 
commitment to youth, but for the good businessman's reason that creativity is the beginning of cinema, the vital 
element of its bloodstream” (Stanley Reed, “Michael Balcon, 1896-1977”, in BFI News, January 1978. Cf. Christophe 
Dupin, “Early Days of Short Film Production at the British Film Institute”, p. 81). 
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The committee also funded but did not officially sponsor Free Cinema.29 

Nevertheless, Free Cinema films established a quality standard that enhanced the 

fund‟s prestige and at the same time became the artistic and economic guiding 

rubric30 for the selection of the projects that were submitted to the committee: 

the inexpensive use of 16mm, black and white film stock, small-scale production and 
the imaginative use of sound and image juxtaposition not only compensated for the 
lack of slick production values but also, like Italian neo-realism, generated a certain 
recognizable style that increasingly became a common standard of excellence.31 

 

 

 

1.6. Free Cinema 

 

 It was unlike anything else then to be seen on 
the commercial screen. 
 

– Alexander Walker 

 

Free Cinema was a revolutionary act in British film culture. Devised by Lindsay 

Anderson, the Free Cinema manifesto was co-written by Anderson, Karel Reisz, 

Tony Richardson and Lorenza Mazzetti, and reads as follows: 

These film were not made together; nor with the idea of showing them together. But 
when they came together, we felt they had an attitude in common. Implicit in this 
attitude is a belief in freedom, in the importance of people and in the significance of 
the everyday. 
As film-makers we believe that 

                                                 
29 “By financing five „official‟ Free Cinema films between 1956 and 1959, the Experimental Film Fund became de 
facto the movement‟s main sponsor. In return, one can argue that Free Cinema secured the immediate future of the 
Experimental Film Fund by providing its first public successes. The identification of the two became so strong that 
Balcon had to clarify the situation in a brochure promoting the films funded by the BFI: „although the link between 
the British Film Institute and Free Cinema is close and friendly, the movement is essentially an independent one. The 
films have not all been financed by the Experimental Fund; not all the productions of the Fund made in the spirit of 
Free Cinema‟” (Christophe Dupin, “Early Days of Short Film Production at the British Film Institute”, p. 86. Quote 
from Michael Balcon taken from the introduction to Experiment in Britain, BFI, London 1958. See also Colin 
Gardner, Karel Reisz, p. 59). 
30 Cf. Colin Gardner, Karel Reisz, p. 59. 
31 Ibid. 
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No film can be too personal. 
The image speaks. Sound amplifies and comments. 
Size is irrelevant. Perfection is not an aim. 
An attitude means a style. A style means an attitude. 

 
Free Cinema was initially planned as a one-off programme showing three short 

films that were related to each other in terms of technical, aesthetic and sociological 

innovation. Free Cinema was so successful that it became a six-instalment 

programme and ran in London from 1956 to 1959. Of the six Free Cinema 

programmes, three were dedicated to British films, not all of them made by British 

directors.  

The first Free Cinema screenings were held at the National Film Theatre 

in London from 5 to 8 February 1956. The programme included Lindsay 

Anderson‟s O Dreamland, which had been made in 1953 and then shelved (see 

chapter 6); Karel Reisz‟ and Tony Richardson‟s Momma Don‟t Allow, a survey of 

suburban jazz clubs and teddy boys; and Lorenza Mazzetti‟s Together, shot in 35mm 

(see chapter 3). 

The third Free Cinema programme bore the title “Look at Britain!”, after 

one of Humphrey Jennings‟ films. The films, showing the Committee for Free 

Cinema‟s “feelings about Britain”,32 featured Lindsay Anderson‟s Wakefield Express, 

about the whole professional, industrial and social process of newspaper 

production; Claude Goretta‟s and Alain Tanner‟s portrait of Piccadilly Circus by 

night, Nice Time; an extract from The Singing Street, made in 1952 by the Edinburgh-

based Norton Park Film Unit – an ensemble of directors that shared many of the 

Free Cinema interests and characteristics; and Lindsay Anderson‟s Every Day Except 

                                                 
32 Free Cinema 3 manifesto, May 1957, in Free Cinema (booklet, ed. Christophe Dupin), enclosed in Free Cinema, 
DVD boxset, British Film Institute, 2006, p. 17. 
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Christmas, a major accomplishment recounting the everyday life of the Covent 

Garden market workers (see chapter 6). 

The sixth and final Free Cinema programme screened in March 1959 

and included: Robert Vas‟ Refuge England, a parable on the displaced person, which 

is analysed here (see chapter 4); the first Unit-Five-Seven-produced film, Enginemen, 

directed by Michael Grigsby; and finally Karel Reisz‟ We Are the Lambeth Boys, one 

of the distinctive Free Cinema inquests on peripheral London‟s youth. 

„Free Cinema‟ was a label concocted by Anderson and it made its first 

appearance as the title to an article written by Alan Cook.33 It was “just a label of 

convenience”34 (as Anderson put it), a banner created by the directors in order to 

group and show their films – and for the journalists, so that they might have a 

common label to refer to when writing about the screenings.35 As Reisz recalls: 

We made films and wrote manifestos to provide a little publicity for the movement, 
but the value of those films, if they have one, lies in the films themselves and not in 
the movement.36 

 
Free Cinema sprang directly from the ideas nurtured by Anderson, Reisz and the 

other Sequence columnists and was funded in part by the Experimental Film Fund. It 

comprised a series of films that challenged the forms and methods of traditional 

cinema and at the same time tried to establish a new and independent tradition in 

filmmaking. The Free Cinema directors shared  

                                                 
33 “Free Cinema was not invented for the occasion, but derived from an article in Sequence some six years before. This 
had been an article on the American avant-garde, sent from New York by Alan Cook […] I had come up with the 
term „Free Cinema‟ to describe the kind of independent work [the article] was dealing with. It seemed to suit our 
purpose admirably, so we called ourselves „The Committee for Free Cinema‟, managed to get four days showings 
from the National Film Theatre and set about making our „Manifesto‟” (Lindsay Anderson, “Free Cinema 1”, in Free 
Cinema booklet, pp. 5-6). 
34 Lindsay Anderson interviewed by Alexander Walker in Alexander Walker, Hollywood England. The British Film 
Industry in the Sixties, Orion Books, London 2005, p. 26. 
35 “Without that declamatory title, I honestly believe the Press would have paid us no attention at all… It was a 
successful piece of cultural packaging” (Ibid., p. 27). 
36 Karel Reisz quoted in Alan Lovell, “Free Cinema”, in Alan Lovell – Jim Hillier, Studies in Documentary, Viking Press, 
New York 1972, p. 134. 
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a belief in the idealistic possibility of reform rather than revolution […] the 
opportunity to circumvent the all-pervasive middle-class parochialism that was 
suffocating mainstream British cinema.37 

 
In terms of social analysis, representation of cultural unrest and depiction of 

everyday life, the Free Cinema group was closely connected to the revolutions 

happening in British theatre and literature.38 There was aesthetic and ideological 

continuity to the theatrical and literary output of, among others, John Osborne, 

Shelagh Delaney, Alan Sillitoe, John Braine and Kingsley Amis. The years between 

1956 and 1959 were crucial in terms of social disenchantment, political reform and 

cultural achievements. Theatre, not cinema, was the first to provide a space for the 

re-elaboration and expression of social instances at the time. As Alexander Walker 

writes: 

It was an event on the theatrical, not the political front in 1956 that provided a 
rallying point for people‟s disaffections and uncertainties: the presentation of John 
Osborne‟s Look Back in Anger at the Royal Court Theatre in May of that year. […] 
What the „Free Cinema‟ people were attempting, George Devine at the Royal Court 
was simultaneously achieving. […] There was only one place that showed no 
instantaneous awareness of the ferment that was happening around it – and this was 
the British cinema.39 

 
Free Cinema might then be marked as a cinematic attempt at reading contemporary 

British society the way theatre and literature were doing. Most Free Cinema films 

were in fact medium-length social surveys rather than straightforward tales about 

British life.  

The process of applying the methods of socio-anthropology to the study 

of the British people had begun in the 1930s with the Mass Observation 

organisation, which had been co-founded by Humphrey Jennings and was 

                                                 
37 Colin Gardner, Karel Reisz, p. 56. 
38 Cf. Michael Chanan, Politics of Documentary, p. 154. 
39 Alexander Walker, Hollywood England, pp. 41, 43. 
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therefore closely connected to the British documentary movement.40 The studies 

conducted by Mass Observation were fundamentally catalogues of the daily habits 

of British citizens and were ideally at the basis of the so-called post-war 

„community studies‟ which flourished throughout the 1950s.41 The sociological 

studies of the late Fifties and early Sixties were especially focussed on the 

communities inhabiting East London, which mainly consisted of working-class 

families. Reportage books such as Family and Kinship in East London,42 Education and 

the Working Class43 and others (mainly published by Pelican Books) in addition to 

the well-known The Uses of Literacy44 were sociological surveys which exposed 

situations and living conditions which were unknown to the majority of their 

readers.45  

The Free Cinema films somehow belong to this category of studies: 

sociology is incorporated in many of the Free Cinema works: they lean towards a 

sort of „scientific realism‟ that derives its material from a close observation of life as 

it is. It is the filmmakers‟ interest in the lesser-known layers of society that makes 

Free Cinema a unique experience.46  

                                                 
40 Cf. Brian Winston, Claiming the Real, pp. 135-137. 
41 Cf. Stuart Laing, Representation of Working Class Life, 1957-64, Macmillan, Lonodn 1986, pp. 31-57. See, for example, 
Charles Madge – Tom Harrisson, Mass Observation. Britain, Faber and Faber, London 2009 (or. ed. 1939). 
42 Cf. Michael Young – Peter Willmott, Family and Kinship in East London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London 1957. 
43 Cf. Brian Jackson – Dennis Marsden, Education and the Working Class, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London 1962. 
44 Cf. Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy. Aspects of Working-Class Life, Penguin, London 2009. 
45 “Necessarily the genre of social exploration relies for its effect on the dramatic, the revelatory, the shocking; it 
cannot tell us either what we already know or the details of a bland, wholesome life-style” (Stuart Laing, 
Representations of Working-Class Life, p. 53). 
46 After expressing a rather critical point of view on Free Cinema, Raymond Durgnat writes: “The best Free Cinema 
films concern margins of society; Guy Brenton and Lindsay Anderson‟s Thursday‟s Children [sic, not properly a Free 
Cinema film], Lorenza Mazzetti‟s Together, Robert Vas‟s Refuge England, and March to Aldermaston, a „collective‟ film 
whose guiding hand is reputedly Lindsay Anderson. They concern, respectively, handicapped children, tramps, 
refugees and C.N.D. Their common theme is minority groups with problems of communication. They are, in one 
way or another, sensitive and beautiful films, and with Every Day Except Christmas and We Are the Lambeth Boys can be 
welcomed into the Jennings class” (Raymond Durgnat, A Mirror for England. British Movies from Austerity to Affluence, 
BFI & Palgrave McMillan, London 2011, p. 158).  
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What the sociological reports achieved through scientific clarity, the Free 

Cinema directors – and Anderson in particular – tried to attain through a „poetic‟ 

process, that is, through the inventive use of film. Given the directors‟ status of 

foreigners, outsiders and „poetic rebels‟, it was inevitable that their work investigate 

atypical and peripheral subjects: 

The group‟s isolation manifests itself in subjects like jazz clubs, youth-centres, fun-
fairs, flower-and-vegetable market-life, or the interdependence of deaf-mutes, which 
evoke a responsive sympathy for the lonely or restricted […] and an implicit envy for 
those who can be part of a system and retain their individuality.47 

 
Where Free Cinema diverges from the social studies and the documentaries 

preceding it is in the involvement of the filmmaker‟s personal gaze. Reality as we 

see it in the Free Cinema films is consciously filtered through the author‟s 

subjectivity: each film delivers its maker‟s personal interpretation of the facts of life. 

Be it a documentary (the technically radical O Dreamland), a fiction film (Together) or 

a hybrid form (Refuge England), each Free Cinema short could only have been made 

by its particular director.  

On the technical side, Free Cinema was a pioneering experience: for the 

first time in British cinema, young and seemingly independent directors were given 

the chance to use portable equipment to make their films. Using lightweight 16mm 

cameras and working in small units, the Free Cinema directors could investigate 

reality more freely. The asynchronous recording of sound opened a new field for 

experiment, which led to an inventive use of the soundtrack and gave the process 

of dubbing and mixing a new kind of relevance. As Anderson writes in the 

introduction to the third Free Cinema programme:  

                                                 
47 Alexander Walker, Hollywood England, p. 34. 
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With a 16 millimetre camera, and minimal resources, and no payment for your 
technicians, you cannot achieve very much in commercial terms. You cannot make a 
feature film, and your possibilities of experiment are severely restricted. But you can 
use your eyes and ears. You can give indications. You can make poetry.48 

 
The result was the achievement of freedom of expression, which was the 

movement‟s real aim.  

 

 

 
1.7. A movement of foreigners? 

In March 2001, Kevin MacDonald chaired a panel discussion on Free Cinema 

which included Lorenza Mazzetti, Karel Reisz, David Robinson and Walter 

Lassally. Referring to the origins of some Free Cinema directors, MacDonald 

asked:  

Do you think that it‟s a coincidence that all three of you, not David, are in some 
sense, or were in some sense, exiles, émigrés here? Walter, I think you came from 
Germany in 1939, I‟m not sure when you came from Czechoslovakia, Karel, and you 
had also had an experience of Fascism.49 

 
Answering the question, Mazzetti and Lassally speak of a significant (and „Jungian‟) 

coincidence. As we will see, the directors‟ status of foreigners, émigrés and refugees 

allowed them to investigate British reality with a new kind of gaze. Exploring a 

world that was completely new to them, they managed to cast a fresh and original 

glance on reality. Their position as outsiders of British society and culture allowed 

them to sympathise with groups and elements which were considered marginal. As 

aliens in a pre-ordered system, they were able to scrutinise that system, to question 

                                                 
48 Free Cinema 3 manifesto, May 1957, in Free Cinema (booklet), p. 17. 
49 Free Cinema. NFT Interview, transcript of panel discussion held at the National Film Theatre, London, published on 
22 March 2001, http://explore.bfi.org.uk/4e674f2c0cadb. 
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it, to exercise sharp critique but also to look at it in awe, finding beauty and poetry 

where no one else could. 

Though undeniably British, also Lindsay Anderson liked to describe 

himself as a foreigner or a stranger. As he writes:  

I was born in Bangalore, a child of Empire. Did these antecedents make for an 
alienation, long unrecognized? 
As Englishness triumphs, I find myself feeling increasingly alien. Whether this is 
really a matter of racial characteristics I cannot say. But I have learnt to recognize 

qualities in myself which the English find antipathetic.
50

 

 
Born in India of a military family, raised in traditional and conservative schools like 

Cheltenham College and Oxford, constantly fighting the turmoil of an unexpressed 

(homo)sexuality, particularly passionate about class struggle, Lindsay Anderson was 

an outsider in his own group of friends, fellow students and fellow filmmakers. His 

origins and his critical but not disrespectful attitude towards the establishment and 

institutions allowed him to view reality from a different angle. His aim was the re-

discussion (in personal, political, aesthetic and cinematic terms) of traditional 

values, which had to be reassessed in the light of the recent historical changes. As 

we will see in the two chapters dedicated to Anderson‟s work (chapters 6 and 7), he 

simultaneously – but not ambivalently – loves and hates the objects of his critique. As 

Gavin Lambert wrote two months after Anderson‟s death in 1994, “Lindsay came 

to be the Great Outsider of British films, and yet he remained basically a 

romantic”.51 His oeuvre is based on what Erik Hedling calls a “dialectic between 

„outsider‟ and „romantic‟, between „Anderson the growler‟ and „Anderson the 

                                                 
50 Lindsay Anderson, “My Country Right or Wrong?”, in Sunday Telegraph magazine, 26 June 1988. Reprinted in 
Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, pp. 33-34. 
51 Gavin Lambert, “Lindsay Anderson. Unrequited Lover”, in Sight and Sound, v. 4 n. 10, October 1994, p. 18. 
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artist‟”52 – a dialectic which is never resolved. As Geoffrey Nowell-Smith has 

recently said to me: “Anderson‟s distaste for the things that are destroying the 

things he loves sometimes overpowers the love for the things he loves”. Anderson 

is a reformer as much as a preserver, a fighter for freedom who does not forget his 

cultural roots: he is a critical conscience, always awake and always prodding for a 

reaction.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
52 Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-Maker, Cassell, London 1998, pp. 3-4. 
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2. 

“If I look at the world in horror”: Lorenza Mazzetti‟s K (1953) 

 

 

 

“This getting up so early,” [Gregor Samsa] thought,  
“makes anyone a complete idiot.” 

– Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis 
 

I was simply too miserable to get out of bed. 
– Franza Kafka, letter to Felice Bauer, November 17, 1912. 

 

 

 

2.1. From the Armoire of Shame 

Film director, writer and painter Lorenza Mazzetti was born in Italy in 1928. Her 

mother, Olga Liberati, passed away soon after childbirth: Lorenza and her twin 

sister Paola were raised by their father Corrado Mazzetti whose untimely death 

came a few years later, when his daughters were only four. The twins‟ custody was 

then granted to Corrado‟s sister Cesarina „Nina‟ Mazzetti, who lived in the Tuscan 

countryside together with her husband Robert Einstein, cousin to Nobel laureate 

Albert Einstein, and their two daughters Annamaria and Luce.  

Since the Einsteins were used to entertaining intellectuals and artists in 

the family‟s villa in Rignano sull‟Arno, Lorenza Mazzetti grew up in a prosperous, 

open-minded and multilingual cultural environment. Among the acquaintances of 

the Einsteins was Professor Rodolfo Paoli, a lecturer in German literature at the 

University of Florence. Professor Paoli made regular visits to the villa and used to 
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discuss Franz Kafka‟s work over dinner, having translated The Metamorphosis into 

Italian in 1934.1 

 

  

Lorenza and Paola Mazzetti  
with Cicci, Cesarina and Luce Einstein. 

Cesarina “Nina” Mazzetti and Robert Einstein. 

 

On 3 August 1944 the Einstein family, with the exception of Robert himself, was 

wiped out by the Schutzstaffel. Nina, Annamaria and Luce were murdered in cold 

blood by the same German soldiers who had been occupying the top floor of their 

villa from the previous year. Robert, who had been warned of the impending 

danger, managed to escape the tragedy but committed suicide one year later on 13 

July 1945. Robert Einstein was Jewish by family though he was not an observant 

Jew – therefore, he thought he was the SS‟ one and only target. His wife, in fact, 

                                                 
1 Cf. Franz Kafka, La Metamorfosi, tr. Rodolfo Paoli, Vallecchi, Firenze 1934. 
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came from a Protestant family, so Annamaria and Luce, born of a Christian 

mother, were not strictly speaking Jewish. The fact that the three women‟s lives 

were not spared (even though there was no real religious or racial pretext behind 

their murders) makes it clear that the killings were an act of indirect revenge 

towards Albert Einstein, who was seen as being guilty of betraying the Nazi cause 

by leaving Germany and later giving up his German nationality. The slaughter took 

place in front of the sixteen-year-old Lorenza and Paola: “Our lives were spared”, 

Lorenza recalls, “only because our name was not Einstein but Mazzetti. […] I owe 

my life to the fact that I was „of another race‟”.2 

In 1951, after a few months spent in France with Paola at Marguerite 

Duras‟ house,3 Lorenza (already graduated in Foreign Languages from the 

University of Florence) decided to leave her past behind and move to London, 

where she would do the humblest jobs, working as a waitress at Charing Cross and 

eventually struggling to attend the Slade School of Fine Art – principal William 

Coldstream having granted her a last-minute enrolment. Mazzetti recalls: 

I wanted to escape to forget the horror and the constantly returning nightmares 
which in fact were less terrifying than the reality which materialized as soon as I 
woke up. In London I would certainly forget all this.4 

 
  

                                                 
2 Lorenza Mazzetti, afterword to Il cielo cade, Sellerio, Palermo 2007, p. 165. All translations are mine, except where 
indicated. 
3 Cf. Giorgio Betti, L‟italiana che inventò il Free Cinema inglese. Vita cinematografica di Lorenza Mazzetti, Vicolo del Pavone, 
Piacenza 2002, pp. 6-8.  
4 Lorenza Mazzetti, “London Diaries”, tr. Jehanne Marchesi, in A proposito del Free Cinema Movement / Concerning the 
Free Cinema Movement. Exhibition Catalogue, Associazione Culturale Voci della Terra, Roma 2010, p. 27. 
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Lorenza Mazzetti working as a barmaid in London. Photo by Lindsay Anderson. 

 

What happened after Lorenza Mazzetti settled in London is now part of the history 

of British Cinema. Her involvement in the Free Cinema movement, together with 

Lindsay Anderson, Tony Richardson and Karel Reisz, is widely known. What is less 

well-known is that three years before Together (her BFI-funded film launched by the 

first Free Cinema programme in 1956), Mazzetti directed a short movie backed 

(„involuntarily‟: Lorenza signed bills and promissory notes without having been 

authorized) by the Slade.5 It was an adaptation of Franz Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis, 

which she shot and edited in 1953. 

  

                                                 
5 The Slade eventually opened Britain‟s first university film department in 1960. Cf. Henry K. Miller, “The Slade 
School and Cinema: Part Two”, in Vertigo, v. 3 n. 5, Spring 2007, http://www.closeupfilmcentre.com/ 
vertigo_magazine/volume-3-issue-5-spring-2007/the-slade-school-and-cinema-part-two/. See also Henry K. Miller, 
“From First Principles: A Prehistory of the Slade Film Department”, in Vertigo, v. 3 n. 4, Winter 2007, http://www. 
closeupfilmcentre.com/vertigo_magazine/volume-3-issue-4-winter-2007/from-first-principles-a-prehistory-of-the-
slade-film-department/. 
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2.2. K from 1953 to 2012 

Mazzetti‟s rendition of Kafka‟s novella goes under the title K, though it was also 

known and referred to in its earlier stages as [The] Metamorphosis (when screened in 

Belgium, it was presented as K ou La Métamorphose). Though the film was shot in 

1953, it began circulating the following year: for this reason, K is usually dated 

1954.6 

Revolutionary in its way of interpreting and updating Kafka‟s text and 

themes, Mazzetti‟s directorial debut was chosen by Ernest Lindgren, curator of the 

National Film Library and Deputy Director of the British Film Institute, as 

representative of the upcoming British experimental cinema and shown in Brussels 

as part of a one-night festival aptly entitled L‟Avenir du Cinéma (Palais des Beaux-

Arts, 2 April 1954).7 

Apart from some isolated screenings,8 K has never been properly 

distributed and has remained unreleased and virtually unknown until recently. Its 

restoration and release on DVD were made possible in 2010 and 2011 respectively 

through the direct involvement of Lorenza Mazzetti, who handed a negative and 

two positive black-and-white 16mm prints of K to the Italian film association Cinit 

                                                 
6 Cf. Lorenza Mazzetti, “Come divenni scarafaggio”, in Cinema nuovo, v. 4 n. 69, 25 October 1955, p. 286. 
7 Lorenza Mazzetti recalls: “I was sent a magazine from Belgium in which there was an article about The 
Metamorhposis [K]. The British Film Institute had submitted the film to the Festival of Brussels [sic]. Critics from all 
around Europe had seen it. To my great surprise, they said that The Metamorphosis had been one of the most 
impressive films. René Micha said it was the most accomplished of all the adaptations of Kafka, even of those made 
for the theatre. In an article on Kafka, which he had written for La Nouvelle Revue Française, he spoke of The 
Metamorphosis saying that „the most striking aspect of the film is the disheartened and obsessive atmosphere 
surrounding Gregor Samsa, which has been obtained without employing any surrealistic technique. Indeed, if the 
paradox in Kafka‟s story is that the beetle lures us into thinking he is a man, in the film the paradox consists in a man 
who leads us to believe he is a beetle‟” (Lorenza Mazzetti, “Come divenni scarafaggio”, cit., p. 286. Cf. René Micha, 
“Kafka à la Scène et à l‟Écran”, in La Nouvelle Nouvelle Revue Française, y. 2 n. 23, 1 November 1954, pp. 916-917). 
8 K was also screened during a Grasshopper Group meeting, where it was received as too experimental, despite the 
peculiar tastes in cinema that characterised the Group (cf. Sheila Chalke, “Animated Explorations: The Grasshopper 
Group 1953-1983”, in Ian Craven [ed.], Movies on Home Ground: Explorations in Amateur Cinema, Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, Cambridge 2009, p. 251). 
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Cineforum Italiano.9 The restoration, which I was given the task of supervising, 

brought back a well preserved and highly experimental (albeit at times amateurish) 

film which includes some unusually daring shots and cuts, and an as-crisp-as-

possible soundtrack which reveals Mazzetti‟s peculiar choices in sound editing and 

dubbing. Apart from a home-made and private DVD made by Mazzetti herself from 

which a short and silent scene is missing,10 no other versions of the film are known 

to exist. The one recently released on DVD runs for 27 minutes and 31 seconds. 

K was followed by a further short movie taken from Kafka, The Country 

Doctor (1953-54 circa).11 Though according to Mazzetti the film was completed and 

screened, no trace of it has been found so far.  

 

 

 

  

                                                 
9 K is now available on DVD as enclosed to issue no. 168 of the Italian film journal Cabiria, which also features essays 
dedicated to the film and its director.  
10 I am referring to the scene in which Gregor‟s mother and sister knock on his door. The sudden silence is due to 
the unfortunate loss of a small bit of soundtrack. Mazzetti decided to excise the scene because she deemed the 
absence of sound unjustified – but resolved not to remove it from the restored version of the film for philological 
reasons. 
11 “I went back to Rome where I met Daniele Paris, the young composer who agreed to write the score to the film 
[K]. Some of my friends helped with the dubbing. While I waited [for the score to be completed], I finished shooting 
another of Kafka‟s stories, The Country Doctor, that I had begun in London” (Lorenza Mazzetti, “Come divenni 
scarafaggio”, p. 286). 
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2.3. K in sequences 

 

Sequence 1. Opening credits (46”)12 

 

   

   

   

   

   

                                                 
12 Though the film was made entirely while Lorenza Mazzetti was a student at the Slade and though the British Film 
Institute had no active role in the making of the film, the opening credits state first “The British Film Institute 
presents” and then “The Slade School of Fine Art / University College London presents”. The title of the film is 
clearly K (not The Metamorphosis) and the film is “Suggested by the Work of Franz Kafka”. The list of actors and 
technical contributors follows. 
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Sequence 2. Gregor in the city (2‟ 34”) 

 

   

A view of London from above. 
 
 
 

Gregor sits on a bus crossing the city. 

   

Gregor gets off the bus… 
 
 
 

… with a suitcase in his hand and crosses a crowded market. 

   

Gregor walks down a portico and stops at a door – which he opens, entering the building. 
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Sequence 3. Gregor and his boss (2‟ 29”) 

 

   

Gregor enters his employer‟s office. While talking to him, Gregor unveils his family‟s hardship. 
 
 
 

   

Gregor‟s voice is not in synch and sounds like it is going on in his head.  
His boss keeps walking across the room not listening to him. Fade to black. 
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Sequence 4. Gregor wakes up from uneasy dreams (4‟ 48”) 

 

   

The film‟s only intertitle  
occurs here.  

 
 
 

The voice of Gregor‟s mother: 
“Gregor[y] it‟s very late.  
You‟ll miss the train!” 

Gregor‟s mother, his sister and his 
father knock on his bedroom door. 

   

Gregor is on the floor on all fours 
and does not answer. 

 
 
 

His is a small and dirty room,  
full of abandoned objects. 

Gregor‟s employer is called upon… 

   

…and enters Gregor‟s room 
together with his family. 

Gregor hides behind his bed until 
the others leave the room. 

The door closes. Fade to black. 
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Sequence 5. Gregor walks after his employer and falls (5‟ 34”)13 

 

   

Gregor follows his boss around the 
city, carrying two suitcases. 

 
 
 

Gregor stumbles and falls. A brief insertion shows Gregor on all 
fours in his room. 

   

As the scene resumes, Gregor  
stands up and runs after his boss. 

Gregor and his boss climb the stairs 
to what might be the boss‟ place. 

Ignored by his employer, Gregor 
picks the goods from his suitcase. 

Fade to black. 

 

                                                 
13 This sequence is analysed in par. 2.13.  
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Sequence 6. Gregor in his room shows signs of alienation (2‟ 41”) 

 

   

The door to Gregor‟s room opens. Gregor in a nightgown shows 
definitive signs of alienation. 

 
 
 

His sister brings him food. 

   

Gregor contemplates the rain hitting 
against his window. 

 
 
 

The door opens again: 
Gregor‟s sister finds him standing against the window. 

 
 

  

Gregor stares at the rain again. 
 

His sister comes back one last time  
to feed him. 

Gregor hides beneath a heap of 
abandoned objects. 
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Sequence 7. Gregor on the roofs (1‟ 32”) 

 

   

A dreamlike sequence opening with 
a view of the outskirts from above. 

 
 
 

Gregor jumps and dances on the roofs. 

   

The editing associates him with a strolling player. Fade to black. 
 

   

 

 

 

Sequence 8. Once again in Gregor‟s room (13”) 

 

   

A brief scene with Gregor in his room, peeking from behind the heap of discarded objects. 
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Sequence 9. Gregor in the air (3‟ 07”) 

 

   

Gregor visits a building yard. 
 
 
 

   

There, he is accidentally lifted by a crane. 
 
 
 

   

Views of London‟s East End from above. 
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Sequence 10. The final act (3‟ 58”) 

 

   

Gregor crawls out of his room. 
 
 
 

In the living room, his family is playing music to entertain some guests. 

   

When they see Gregor, the music stops and they all stand up.  
From Gregor‟s POV, they look at him in horror. 

 
 
 

Gregor backs off… 

 
 

  

…chased by his father holding the 
infamous apples. 

Gregor goes back to his room,  
lies down and bites on his hand. 

His father closes the door. The end. 
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2.4. Lorenza Mazzetti meets Franz Kafka 

Mazzetti‟s first approach to Kafka‟s Metamorphosis was an early one: in her late 

childhood she used to overhear the conversations between Robert Einstein and 

Rodolfo Paoli during which the Italian scholar would praise and debate the writer‟s 

work.14  

 

 

Front cover of the Italian edition of Franz Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis,  
translated by Rodolfo Paoli (Vallecchi Editore, Florence, 1934). 

 

  

                                                 
14 “I knew Kafka because Uncle Robert and Aunt Nina read him and discussed him at meals with Professor Paoli 
[…] who had brought them the book as soon as it came out. A book which unsettled the whole family. From behind 
the door I listened to Gregor Samsa‟s strange story and it remained impressed in my mind” (Lorenza Mazzetti, 
“London Diaries”, pp. 30-31). 
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Fascinated by the novella and by Kafka‟s personality as she was, Mazzetti soon 

bought herself a copy of the book. As she recalls, especially once in London she 

would go back to Kafka – that is, to The Metamorphosis as well as to many other 

stories – every time she felt the urge to connect with someone who shared her 

bitter feelings towards life:  

In him I saw a fragility in relating to the world, a sense of being different: an outsider, 
one who can‟t enter into other peoples‟ worlds. I was like him: I felt exactly like 
Kafka who would never be able to enter the castle – I would never connect with 
others.15 

 
Though shot with non-professional equipment and at times showing technical 

deficiencies, K displays a quite innovative use of the cinematic medium. Naïve as it 

may look, the film presents a highly experimental side as far as the shooting, 

editing, scoring and dubbing are concerned. The framing is often slanting, allusive, 

significantly „poetic‟ – a term that is here employed à la Lindsay Anderson; image 

and sound seldom go together, Mazzetti making extensive use of asynchronous 

voicing and of the contrasting, disharmonic score composed by Daniele Paris; the 

editing is far from conventional and is at times non-linear, which makes adjoined 

sequences clash rather than flow. In order to deliver her own vision of Kafka‟s 

Metamorphosis, Mazzetti resolved to manipulate the very technique of film-making 

so that it would meet her own expressive and artistic needs.  

Even the approach to Kafka‟s text is somehow groundbreaking and 

unorthodox, above all because Mazzetti‟s Gregor Samsa does not turn into vermin. 

While drawing on Kafka‟s novella, Mazzetti stripped it to the bone and singled out 

those elements which would allow her to develop her own discourse on alienation 

                                                 
15 Lorenza Mazzetti interviewed by Marco Duse. See below, Appendix 2. 
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and uprooting, injected the film and the character of Gregor with strong 

autobiographical elements, and included newly conceived scenes of an evanescent 

and dreamlike quality in order to create a suspended and estranged atmosphere.  

The very title of the film K makes it clear that Mazzetti is not taking into 

account only The Metamorphosis but its author and his poetics. To Mazzetti, the 

whole of Kafka‟s oeuvre served as a sort of literary mirror that reflected her own 

spiritual odyssey, her feelings of displacement and misplacement and her sense of 

detachment from ordinary life, which her move to London had not quenched but 

kindled. Having decided not to share the story of her uncle‟s family with anyone, 

Mazzetti bore the tragedy within herself: scarred by the memories of her relatives‟ 

murders, she felt she would never be the same again – never an ordinary young 

lady. Constantly seeking but never finding her own place in society, Mazzetti 

enriched her reading of Kafka with a subtle but persistent trace of existentialism, 

derived from her readings of Sartre and Camus, whom she had met during her stay 

in France.16 

  

                                                 
16 Cf. Giorgio Betti, L‟italiana che inventò il Free Cinema inglese, pp. 7-8. 
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2.5. Gregor Samsa according to Lorenza Mazzetti 

Mazzetti‟s adaptation of Kafka‟s novella adheres to the spirit of the text while still 

being largely experimental. Apart from the general development of the narrative, 

Mazzetti retains some characteristic traits of Kafka‟s story such as: the alienating 

and burdening nature of Gregor‟s job (though Mazzetti‟s Gregor seems to enjoy it 

a bit more than Kafka‟s)17 the frequent hitting of raindrops against Gregor‟s 

windows;18 the narrowness of the room in which Gregor isolates himself at night;19 

the detachment of Gregor from the ground;20 the sound of music in Gregor‟s 

house leading to the narrative‟s climax21 and the final shutting-off or casting out of 

Gregor.  

The words Kafka uses at the very beginning of The Metamorphosis to 

designate Gregor‟s new mutant identity are “ungeheueren Ungeziefer”. Stanley 

Corngold emphasizes that “„Ungeheuer‟ […] connotes the creature who has no place 

in the family”.22 Gregor‟s exclusion from his own family anticipates and mirrors his 

marginalisation from society: vetoes and rejection coming from a smaller 

community such as one‟s family are extended to larger communities, such as 

neighbourhood, work environment or the whole of society. Eric Santner maintains 

that  

                                                 
17 “I‟ve got the torture of travelling, worrying about changing trains, eating miserable food at all hours, constantly 
seeing new faces, no relationships that last or get more intimate” (Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis, tr. and ed. Stanley 
Corngold, W.W. Norton & Company, New York & London 1996, p. 4). 
18 Cf. Ibid., pp. 3, 33. 
19 “[T]he precaution he had adopted from his business trips, of locking all the doors during the night even at home” 
(Ibid., p. 5). 
20 “He especially liked hanging from the ceiling” (Ibid., p. 23). 
21 Cf. Ibid., pp. 34-36. 
22 Stanley Corngold quoted in Eric Santner, “Kafka‟s Metamorphosis and the Writing of Abjection”, in Franz Kafka, 
The Metamorphosis, tr. and ed. Stanley Corngold, p. 199. 
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Gregor‟s fall into abjection [is to be] understood as a by-product of his encounter 
with the ultimate uncertainty as to his place in the community of which his father is the 
nominal master.23  

 
If family is to be regarded as a synecdoche which stands for society, then 

“ungeheuer” becomes a term to designate someone who is or has been cast out, the 

pariah. 

“Ungeziefer”, instead, is the term Kafka uses to describe the final stage of 

Gregor‟s metamorphosis (which coincides with the novella‟s inception), the being 

he has turned into: vermin, an insect or, as is more commonly but less accurately 

said, a beetle or a cockroach. Kafka‟s choice of the word Ungeziefer, and therefore of 

the whole system of imagery connected to it, informs a very specific kind of 

metaphor: 

German usage applies the term Ungeziefer (vermin) to persons considered low and 
contemptible, even as our usage of “cockroach” describes a person deemed a 
spineless and miserable character. The travelling salesman Gregor Samsa […] is “like 
a cockroach” […]. However, Kafka drops the word “like” and has the metaphor 
become reality when Gregor Samsa wakes up finding himself turned into a giant 
vermin. With this metamorphosis, Kafka reverses the original act of metamorphosis 
carried out by thought when it forms a metaphor; for metaphor is always 
“metamorphosis”. Kafka transforms metaphor back into his fictional reality, and this 
counter-metamorphosis becomes the starting point of his tale.24 

 
Mazzetti exploits the metaphorical element in The Metamorphosis and pushes its 

significance to extremes. Drawing from her present experience as a foreigner and 

an outsider in London, Mazzetti turns Gregor Samsa into a young and skinny sales 

agent, incessantly hanging round an employer who does not seem to care for him – 

thus representing Mazzetti‟s seemingly ever-failing attempts to interact with society. 

While Kafka‟s Gregor Samsa wakes up on a day like any other completely 

                                                 
23 Ibid. 
24 Walter Sokel, Franz Kafka: Tragik und Ironie, Zur Struktur seiner Kunst, Fischer Taschenbuch, Frankfurt am Main 
1983, p. 110. Quoted in (and translated by) Stanley Corngold, “Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis: Metamorphosis of the 
Metaphor”, in Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis, tr. and ed. by Stanley Corngold, W.W. Norton & Company, New 
York & London 1996, p. 82. 
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transformed, in K no physical metamorphosis takes place: Mazzetti‟s Gregor is 

progressively overcome by destabilising crises of identity which force him to stay in 

bed, skip his job and eventually close himself off in his small bedroom, an alien to 

his family and to the world.  

It is known that Kafka forbade that his book be illustrated as he did not 

want Gregor‟s metamorphosis to be shown. Nevertheless, he authorized cover 

illustrations of his book that showed the Samsa family in horror and the half-open 

door to Gregor‟s room. To Kafka, then, the core of his tale is not Gregor but the 

Samsas and their horror towards the transformed Gregor. Mazzetti, on the other 

hand, by showing a Gregor who has undergone an inner but not outer 

metamorphosis, shifts her film‟s focus onto Gregor himself, on the intimate pain 

he feels, on his douleur de vivre. Mazzetti thus transforms The Metamorphosis into a 

radical tale of alienation – a conscious over-reading of the novella which perhaps 

betrays but more likely underpins Kafka‟s own intentions. Not displaying an animal 

body, Mazzetti‟s Gregor is not a monster tout court, but only in the eye of those who 

take him as such: his family, his employer and – as some random shots of Gregor 

looking straight into camera might suggest – (part of) the audience.  
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2.6. A metaphysical metamorphosis 

K begins with Gregor drowned and lost in the smothering urban and human traffic 

of overcrowded London streets – and ends with Gregor trapped in a stiflingly 

narrow bedroom, replete with used and forgotten objects (and similar to the one 

Mazzetti used to live in at the time). Gregor‟s „transformational arc‟ as designed by 

Mazzetti is inexorable:25 at first he experiences displacement and detachment from 

daily life; then, tired of the daily routine, he wakes up „transformed‟ – that is, eager 

for something which could transcend the ordinary. Finally, Mazzetti‟s Gregor does 

not die under the friendly fire of his father throwing apples at him but is 

condemned to live a life which does not comprehend him.26 

The establishing shots of K place Gregor in a definite here and now (cf. 

seq. 2): the streets, traffic transport, clothes, common people framed in close-ups, 

the documentary-like roughness of the shots, the absence of production design and 

of photographic treatment – all establish that the action takes place in London as 

found at the beginning of the Fifties. K implants Kafka‟s novella in the filmmaker‟s 

contemporary reality. It is an actualization of The Metamorphosis, in which some of 

the peculiarities of Gregor‟s character prove useful to recount the social and 

spiritual post-war crisis. This is why Gregor‟s metamorphosis in K is not of a 

physical but of a metaphysical nature: the Second World War had crowded the 

world with „monsters‟ (crippled, mutilated, and deformed by radiation) that 

                                                 
25 Giuliano Baioni intends Kafka‟s Metamorphosis as a cul-de-sac, whose development and ending are already inscribed 
in its inception and are therefore unavoidable. Cf. Giuliano Baioni, Kafka. Romanzo e parabola, Feltrinelli, Milano, 1997 
(1962), pp. 82-83. See also Martin Greenberg, “Gregor Samsa and Modern Spirituality”, in Harold Bloom (ed.), Franz 
Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis, Chelsea House Publishers, New York & Philadelphia 1988, pp. 19-35. 
26 Cf. Martin Greenberg, who claims that Kafka‟s Gregor Samsa, while slowly dying throughout the novella, lives 
“death in life. […] his life is his death and there is no salvation.” (Martin Greenberg, “Gregor Samsa and Modern 
Spirituality”, p. 20).  
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embodied and obliterated even the most daring fantasies, but it had also generated 

other types of „monsters‟, not physically but psychologically or emotionally 

impaired – the veterans and survivors. K takes on this diversity, the diversity of 

those who find themselves mutated not in their bodies but in their spirits. After 

World War II, on the other side, a social and urban reconstruction began which 

tended to reinstate a renewed cult of the banality of everyday life (Lindsay 

Anderson will have his say about this by making O Dreamland). It is this scenery 

which makes Mazzetti turn to existentialism: beholding a society that tries to 

overwrite memory and memories, man is forced to choose between being and nothing 

– and those who choose to be, to express themselves by affirming the uniqueness 

of their identity, are destined to clash with a newly-massified society that englobes 

the average man but rejects the alien. 

 

 

 

2.7. Reference a posteriori: Colin Wilson‟s The Outsider 

In 1956 Colin Wilson published his most famous essay, The Outsider.27 Since her 

first reading of Wilson‟s book, Mazzetti has acknowledged it as closely related to 

her English films, even though K and Together were conceived and made long before 

the release of The Outsider. 

Wilson‟s and Mazzetti‟s view of the outsider have many points in 

common. First of all, according to Wilson, the outsider is constantly seeking his 

                                                 
27 Cf. Colin Wilson, The Outsider, Phoenix, London 2001. 
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true self, his own true identity. Secondly, the outsider is endowed with a higher 

sensitivity that allows him to grasp out-of-reach truths though exposing him to 

inner suffering and torment – that is why the outsider usually expresses himself as 

an artist, a poet and/or a prophet, often going unheard. The outsider is destined to 

contemplate and understand the world though he is excluded from it. 

Wilson defines the outsider as the “hole-in-corner man”28 who can see 

deeper into things and feels he is surrounded by “a sense of strangeness, of 

unreality”.29 The outsider, who can be a real-life person – usually but not 

necessarily an artist30 – or a fictional character, sees beyond the given and presumed 

order of bourgeois society, “and what he sees is essentially chaos”.31 The outsider‟s 

mission is to reveal a concealed truth that “must be told at all costs”,32 that is, the 

world is not orderly and is less rationally organised than it may seem: beyond its 

apparently geometrical and plain surface there lies disorder, corruption, suffering 

and uncertainty. The affinities between the outsider and the artist are especially 

those that regard “the old, familiar aesthetic experience”,33 the creative act which 

aims at and is generated through the reduction of chaos to order. Art is meant to 

uncover and deliver the aforementioned truth which is in turn, once spoken, not 

recognised as such by the outer world. The outsider‟s revelation of chaos through 

the order of literature, poetry, music or painting is not taken into account, and so 

the outsider becomes an unacknowledged prophet. Though he is the only one who 

                                                 
28 Ibid., p. 15. 
29 Ibid. 
30 “The Outsider may be an artist, but the artist is not necessarily an Outsider” (Ibid.). See also Melvin Rader, “The 
Artist as Outsider”, in The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, v. 16 n. 3, March 1958, pp. 306-318. 
31 Colin Wilson, The Outsider, p. 15. The Outsider is therefore “a man who has awakened to chaos” (Ibid.). 
32 Ibid., p. 15. 
33 Ibid., p. 23. 
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realizes how damaged and corrupt contemporary society is, the outsider ends up 

with “retreat[ing] into his room, like a spider in a dark corner”,34 his social phobia35 

deriving from the existentialist traits of his character.36 The chaotic and somehow 

elusive conformation of modern cities worsens the outsider‟s tendency to self-

isolation. Speaking of London, Wilson writes: “the city itself, the confusion of 

traffic and human beings in Regent Street, can overwhelm a weak personality and 

make it feel insignificant”.37 

Though frustratingly exclusive, the outsider‟s dislodged point of view is a 

privileged one. From the outside he can analyse, re-order and po(i)etically re-

organise fragments of reality whose relevance the insiders do not notice, as they 

regard them as commonplace or ordinary.38 The outsider is somehow placed (or 

places himself) outside or aside the flow of history and so he can immediately 

pinpoint the relevance of moments in history which are contemporary to him. 

Paradoxically, it is through this analytical engagement with reality that the outsider 

ceases to be an outsider and becomes, albeit momentarily,39 a sort of enlightened 

insider, one who can see the real condition humankind is in and try to open someone 

                                                 
34 Ibid., p. 84. 
35 “[The Outsider] lives alone, wishes to avoid people” (Ibid.). 
36 According to Wilson, the outsider “tends to express himself in Existentialist terms. […] For him, the only 
important distinction is between being and nothingness” (Ibid., p. 27). There are obvious overlapping areas between 
Wilson‟s definition of the outsider and existentialist philosophy. In 1958 the American philosopher and scholar, 
William Barrett, published a survey on Existentialism entitled Irrational Man which summed up the origins, 
development and currents of Existentialism up to the aftermath of World War II. Discussing Kierkegaard and 
Nietzsche as proto-Existentialists, Barrett states that they were “witnesses who suffered for their time what the time 
itself would not acknowledge as its own secret wound” (William Barret, Irrational Man. A Study in Existential 
Philosophy, Anchor Books, New York 1990, p. 13) – a definition which tallies with that of the outsider given by 
Wilson. Barrett also maintains that “The [atomic] bomb reveals the dreadful and total contingency of human 
existence [therefore] Existentialism is the philosophy of the atomic age” (Ibid., p. 65). 
37 Colin Wilson, The Outsider, p. 25. 
38 “It is the stranger […] who finds what is familiar to the group significantly unfamiliar and so is prompted to raise 
questions for inquiry less apt to be raised at all by Insiders” (Robert K. Merton, “Insiders and Outsiders: A Chapter 
in the Sociology of Knowledge”, in American Journal of Sociology, v. 78 n. 1, July 1972, p. 33). 
39 The outsider finds himself trapped in a vicious circle: as soon as he tries to place himself into society, to become 
therefore an insider, he is recognized as an outsider and pushed back to the margins. 
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else‟s eyes. It is mainly for this reason, and not by coincidence, that most of the 

Free Cinema directors were foreign-born: Mazzetti was from Italy, Vas from 

Hungary, Tanner and Goretta from Switzerland, Reisz from Czechoslovakia… 

They all shared one peculiar trait, that of coming from outside England, visiting the 

country for the first time and finding themselves injected in an environment which 

they had to scrutinise in order to get acquainted with. What these outsiders coming 

from abroad were perhaps less ready to face was the counter effect of their 

supposedly ethnographic look on the English people: the revelation about oneself 

that the observation of the other(s) inevitably brings forth.40 

The outsider‟s prophecies, his artistic output, his visions and (cinematic) 

gaze, are not to be mistaken for the outsider‟s identity, however autobiographical 

these outputs might be: those are actions and products performed by the outsider 

which might carry traces of him but could not stand for his identity. It is through his 

aesthetic activities that the outsider attends to the self-imposed task of finding his 

real self:41 “The outsider is not sure who he is. „He has found an “I”, but it is not 

his true “I”.‟ His main business is to find his way back to himself”.42 In K, Gregor‟s 

is a lost identity which needs defining or re-defining. With almost complete 

pessimism Gregor‟s job, his family, the city he lives in and the film itself do not 

provide him with one.  

                                                 
40 “The most important [cultural] „shocks‟ to be encountered by those who enter another culture or subculture are 
those of self-discovery. Revelations about oneself may become clear only upon return home; moreover, they may 
also be engendered by everyday social experiences in one‟s own cultural setting” (Deirdre A. Meintel, “Strangers, 
Homecomers and Ordinary Men”, in Anthropological Quarterly, v. 46 n. 1, January 1973, p. 47). 
41 “The Outsider‟s first business is self-knowledge” (Colin Wilson, The Outsider, p. 71). 
42 Colin Wilson, The Outsider, p. 145. Cf. Lorenza Mazzetti interviewed by Marco Duse: “I did not have a room of my 
own. I did not know who I was” (see below, Appendix 2). 
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The first step towards the definition of the outsider‟s identity is the 

realisation that modern identity is caged, imprisoned in social and economic (or 

„class‟) systems that not only shape such identity but also prevent every mutation or 

evolvement. Like T.S. Eliot‟s Hollow Men, which Wilson refers to in his book,43 

modern man is in prison – and quite contented to be. “And the Outsider?”, Wilson 

asks. “He is in prison too: […] but he knows it”.44 The realisation of his 

imprisonment is followed by a claim for freedom, which in turn cannot be obtained 

but through self-knowledge. The claim for freedom does not necessarily lead to 

freedom itself: it is the very process of claiming, of crying out, that is proper of the 

outsider. Eventual freedom might not come – it seldom does. When it comes to 

Kafka‟s work, Wilson‟s conclusion is: “Its imperative seems to be: Claim your 

freedom, or else…”.45 It is exactly this claiming of freedom that Mazzetti‟s Samsa 

enacts – but once such freedom is grasped, Samsa is restrained: once tasted, 

freedom is lost to the stifling rules of the “comfortable, insulated world of the 

bourgeois”46 and cannot be regained.47 

  

                                                 
43 Cf. Colin Wilson, The Outsider, cit., pp. 154-55. 
44 Ibid., p. 154. 
45 Ibid., p. 31. 
46 Ibid., p. 15. 
47 When Richard Hoggart wrote The Uses of Literacy in 1957, he entitled the book‟s tenth chapter “Unbent Springs: A 
Note on the Uprooted and the Anxious”. In this chapter, Hoggart depicts the life condition of members of the 
working class who find themselves endowed with “talent sufficient to separate them from the majority of their 
working-class contemporaries” (Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy, p. 264). Mazzetti‟s Gregor Samsa might as well 
be a „working-class outsider‟. The working-class young man whose skills put him in the position of the outsider (even 
though Hoggart does not employ this term) finds himself “cut off by his parents as much as by his talent which 
urges him to break away from his group” (Ibid., p. 265). Detached from his family and from the habits of his class 
and community, this uprooted figure is in conflict with the world: “He does not wish to accept the world‟s criterion 
[...] so he merely dreams of getting-on, but somehow not in the world‟s way” (Ibid., p. 270). However, Hoggart 
maintains, this conflict does not lead to rebellion but to self-seclusion and solitude, to a form of radical non-
belonging: “He finds it difficult to establish contact even with others in his condition” (Ibid., p. 274). The 
Hoggartian outsider has crossed the line and taken a definitive step away from his people - but where to, he does not 
know. “He has gone beyond class” (Ibid., p. 272) and now there is no turning back. No wonder his readings include 
“the early Aldous Huxley and perhaps Kafka” (Ibid., pp. 273-274). 
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2.8. Mazzetti‟s Samsa as an autobiographical character 

At the Slade School, Mazzetti got to know the young, talented and bashful painter 

Michael Andrews, whom she chose to cast as Gregor. By casting an artist in the 

role of an outsider, Mazzetti postulates the principle of incompatibility of the most 

sensitive souls with the contemporary surrounding environment.48 The artist‟s 

inaptness, in both Wilson‟s and Mazzetti‟s views, is psychological as much as 

physical – as Mazzetti says of Michael Andrews: “He had an innate gentleness but I 

wondered how he would manage to live in the real world without breaking in two 

like a twig”.49 It is a definition which could just as well refer to Mazzetti herself. K is 

then to be regarded as an essay on the outsider which foretells and sums up 

Wilson‟s. The theme of the outsider informs most of Mazzetti‟s work, including 

Together and her novels, in particular Rage (Con rabbia, 1963) in which Kafka is 

explicitly mentioned several times and whose main character Penny – an 

„autobiographical transmutation‟ of the author herself – says: “Everything is ready 

for life – except me”.50 

World War II and the bombing experienced in London in 1940 provided 

the disruptive element necessary for the disclosure of truth. The moment of crisis, 

especially if generalized, turns for the outsider into a moment of revelation: the 

traumatising event generates insight and knowledge – or at least a thirst for them.51 

Though not taking part in the debate on realism and the cinema which was taking 

                                                 
48 “[T]he Outsider is not a freak, but is only more sensitive than the „sanguine and healthy-minded‟ type of man” 
(Colin Wilson, The Outsider, cit., p. 107). 
49 Lorenza Mazzetti, “London Diaries”, p. 29. 
50 Lorenza Mazzetti, Con rabbia, Garzanti, Milano 1969, pp. 181-182 (my translation). 
51 “It appears that man is willing to learn about himself only after some disaster; after war, economic crisis, and 
political upheaval have taught him how flimsy is that human world in which he thought himself so securely 
grounded. What he learns has always been there […] But so long as man does not face up to such a truth, he will not 
do so” (William Barrett, Irrational Man, p. 35). 
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place in Britain at the time, Lorenza Mazzetti embraced the cause of a cinema more 

focussed on marginalities, in line with Lindsay Anderson‟s and Gavin Lambert‟s 

statements which were then appearing on journals such as Sequence and Sight and 

Sound – not to mention the Free Cinema manifesto, which Mazzetti will sign in 

1956 together with Anderson, Karel Reisz and Tony Richardson. 

Gregor-Andrews-Mazzetti represent a unity, a cluster of deranged 

identities, adrift and alone, traumatized by the impact of contemporary society, by 

the bombings and the horrors of World War II. Though an amateur at her debut, 

Mazzetti proves capable of using cinema as a means of investigating reality, though 

it is a psychic and subjective reality she is concerned with. K, in fact, is a work of 

fiction which does not embed the aesthetics and techniques derived from 

documentary which the Free Cinema directors will programmatically employ. What 

Mazzetti delivers is a theorem on the relativistic perception of reality: World War II 

has definitively eroded the very idea of a monolithic truth. Therefore, Mazzetti‟s 

technique is everything but rigorous: her gaze is unstable, allusive, daring and 

fragmented – the world as she films it is as ugly and squalid as Gregor‟s perception 

of it. What K stages is not simply an inquiry into the human condition but the re-

discussion of an identity (hers as well as Gregor‟s) in poetic terms. It is clear, then, 

that for Lorenza Mazzetti Gregor is sort of a cinematic self-portrait, and that 

Kafka‟s novella is used as a pre-text to deliver her own sense of estrangement and 

displacement, her poetics of self-detachment and of self-removal from history:52   

                                                 
52 “In giving up at last all hope of re-entering the human circle, [Kafka‟s] Gregor finally understands […that] the 
truth about his life is his death-in-life by his banishment and self-banishment from the human community. But 
having finally accepted the truth, having finally bowed to the yoke of the metaphor that he has been trying to shake 
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2.9. The weight of subjectivity 

K cannot be considered, in Bazinian terms, as a window open onto contemporary 

British reality. The subjective gaze of Mazzetti‟s Gregor Samsa literally informs the 

film‟s imagery both in the scenes shot from Gregor‟s point of view and in the 

objective shots. Moreover, it is the very grammar of the film and its structure that 

are altered so that they may follow the character‟s deranging subjectivity. Gregor‟s 

is an unstable persona, whose increasingly distorted perception of reality modifies the 

way the cinematic medium looks at him and delivers him to the audience. Thanks 

to her naïve and non-academic approach to the cinematic medium, Mazzetti proves 

daring in her stylistic and technical choices: the result is a film whose composition 

and imagery look at times unprecedented, mingling traditional narration, 

experimental point-of-view shots and images derived from the character‟s mental 

process in a system of free association.  

Mainly shot with a hand-held camera, K shows several trembling and 

unsteady shots. Some of them, of course, are not intentional – but some distortions 

of the cadre are, and are particularly meaningful. As long as Gregor‟s condition of 

alienation worsens, the shots become more and more unstable and the framing 

definitely discards symmetry and balance. Gregor is often framed in slanting shots, 

and many of his point-of-view shots are slanted and unbalanced: the world is askew 

to him – as he is to the world.  

                                                                                                                                                         
off, he begins to sense a possibility that exists for him only in his outcast state” (Martin Greenberg, “Gregor Samsa 
and Modern Spirituality”, p. 27). 
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These are instances that display the oblique and conflictual way in which Gregor 

relates to reality and are at the same time moments that question the gaze, 

depriving it of the most common points of reference. A character like Gregor‟s 

cannot be contained or comprised in an ordinary and perfectly balanced framing – 

because he functions as a disturbance, an element of instability whose presence 

creates chaos. 

If Gregor‟s character – and the whole of Kafka‟s imagery – informs the 

development as well as the look of the film, we can therefore infer that the 

supposedly objective shots in K are in fact strongly affected by the character‟s 

subjectivity which is in turn a mirror to the author‟s. Apart from the establishing 

shots in the opening sequence – and one can argue that even those might not be 

thoroughly objective – there seems to be no room for „objective objectivity‟ in K, 

or rather: objectivity is there somewhere, but it is mediated by Gregor‟s subjectivity. 
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Mazzetti‟s gaze is not crystal clear and her intent is not for a surgical analysis of 

reality. Her idea of cinema is not transparent (not a window) but somehow blurred 

by her own distorted vision of reality. The director‟s identity was at the time on the 

verge of collapse, so her film bears the marks of an unresolved search for stability. 

While a personality as strong as Lindsay Anderson‟s knew how to film reality 

passionately but straightforwardly, that is, how to subjectively elaborate and 

comment on an objectively investigated fragment of reality, Mazzetti cannot help 

but reassert her troubled self in every single shot. In this respect, Mazzetti‟s work 

represents a clear step aside from the aesthetics of its time. Paraphrasing the Free 

Cinema manifesto, K is a way too personal, if not utterly subjective, film. 

 

 

 

2.10. A question of point(s) of view 

It is through the use of subjective shots that the film establishes its pivotal point, 

that is, Gregor does not turn into vermin, but is considered as such by his family: it 

is their judgement that provokes Gregor‟s final seclusion. While Kafka‟s 

Metamorphosis has its climax in the very first sentence,53 Mazzetti postpones her coup 

de théâtre till the end. Those who are acquainted with Kafka‟s story will expect 

Gregor‟s actual metamorphosis to happen at least at the end of the film. Through 

Gregor‟s eyes, instead, we see his room, the door to the living room and Gregor‟s 

family (playing music and entertaining guests) from a very low angle, the camera as 

                                                 
53 Cf. Martin Greenberg, “Gregor Samsa and Modern Spirituality”, p. 19. 
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close to the ground as possible. In turn, each member of the party looks down to 

the camera (that is, to Gregor), horrified. We might be led to think that the 

metamorphosis happened during the night. The following reaction shot, though, 

shows what Gregor‟s family are scared of: not an insect but Gregor himself, on all 

fours in his nightshirt, alienated but not mutated. Gregor is perceived as a monster 

whilst still retaining his human traits. In Kafka‟s novella, Gregor‟s family at first do 

not recognize him after the metamorphosis, and in the end provoke his death. In K, 

Gregor is clearly recognized but nevertheless beaten and restrained. Gregor‟s father 

throws apples not at a monster that once was his son but at the still-human Gregor. 

His non-metamorphosis finally deconstructs the metaphor at the core of the 

literary text. It is not a cockroach Mazzetti wants to show, but a human being – a 

real human being about to be crushed.54 What Mazzetti seems to imply here, in 

accordance with Wilson‟s theories on the outsider, is that Gregor is caught in a 

vicious circle: he is an outcast who, once recognized as such, gets cast out. 

As the ending of K approaches, Gregor‟s point of view is employed to 

re-establish the hierarchy of power: when Gregor‟s father is about to close the door 

to his room for one last time, Gregor observes the scene from a very low angle, 

thus replicating Kafka‟s description of Gregor seeing only his father‟s shoes, which 

look enormous to him.55 Gregor is then forced to recognise, even without 

accepting it, the stateliness of authority. This lowering of Gregor‟s perspective 

mirrors the debasement of Gregor‟s aspirations, the lowering of his horizon(s), the 

annihilation of his self.  

                                                 
54 Cf. Giorgio Betti, L‟italiana che inventò il Free Cinema inglese, p. 15. 
55 Cf. Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis, tr. and ed. Stanley Corngold, p. 28. 
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Earlier on, Gregor‟s point-of-view shots were used to develop one of 

Mazzetti‟s most brilliant intuitions, the shot of Gregor‟s hands on the living room‟s 

carpet. Right after widening the scopic horizons of her character in the sequences 

set on the roofs and on the crane (cf. par. 2.11), Mazzetti narrows them down: 

within the cinematic frame, and within Gregor‟s own gaze, there is only enough 

room for his own hands, the very same hands that Gregor bites at the end of the 

film, in an act of self-feeding, as though he has nothing else to live on. Even 

Gregor‟s gaze experiences the aforementioned diminishing „transformational arc‟. 

By the end of the film, Gregor‟s point of view is reduced to two angles only: the 

low angle looking up, which emphasizes the pyramid of hierarchy which 

overwhelms the character, and the low angle looking further down, which 

frustrates the gaze and forces it to feed on the images coming from an over-

restricted environment (the hands, the carpet, nothing much more). 

 

 

 

2.11. Of rain and air 

The more Gregor looks at the world, the more he feels distanced from reality and 

perceives it as devoid of meaning. His gaze wonders restlessly but cannot focus nor 

linger on anything in particular. Being unable to catch reality, Gregor‟s gaze can 

perhaps grasp something behind or beyond it.56 In at least one sequence of K (cf. seq. 

6), Gregor proves to be endowed with a transcendental gaze. Alone in his room, 

                                                 
56 “How can an individual hope to escape the general destiny of futility? Blake‟s solution was: Go and develop the 
visionary faculty” (Colin Wilson, The Outsider, p. 246). 
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Gregor hears the ticking of rain against his window, his hands moving all over the 

glass and the window pane. The camera (Gregor‟s point of view) seeks and follows 

the suggestions of light and backlight, the frame is sectioned by the perpendicular 

axes of the window pane, Gregor‟s solitary hands against the window become a 

silhouette. It is a highly poetic moment, of that kind of cinematic poetry that 

Lindsay Anderson would have liked. An interruption of narration in favour of a 

lyrical sequence, these scenes suspend time and give way to an experiment with 

light and shadow which reminds us of the films of Kenneth Anger, the most lyrical 

sections in Humphrey Jennings‟ documentaries or the early depictions of natural 

elements made by Joris Ivens (e.g. Rain [Regen], 1929). Gregor is clearly seeking 

something that is just out of reach but still is there. Time, a pigeon-holing category 

of modern life, is momentarily suspended via Gregor‟s mental process, thus giving 

him a taste of freedom.57 The treatment of sound in this sequence supports its 

transcendental nature: the disharmonies of Daniele Paris‟ score are now muted, and 

the only sound is that of falling rain, which suggests the existence of a dimension 

that lies beyond the immediate reality of everyday life.  

As in Kafka‟s novella, where Gregor reaches the utmost happiness when 

he comes to terms with his insect body and starts exploiting its new potentials 

(climbing on walls, crawling on the ceiling, etc.), Mazzetti‟s Gregor experiences his 

most euphoric moment when he asserts his mutated identity by walking, jumping 

and dancing on the East End rooftops and detaches himself from the ground when 

                                                 
57 “What is important to the mental process sequence in that new, undefined temporal relations are introduced; time 
is no longer continuous or simultaneous” (Edward R. Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema. A Theory of Narration and 
Subjectivity in Classical Film, Mouton Publishers, Berlin – New York – Amsterdam 1984, p. 86). 
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lifted by a crane.58 While Kafka‟s Gregor can „enjoy‟ his monstrous body till his 

death, Mazzetti‟s Gregor is given a pessimistic twist, and does not climb on the 

roofs for real: the sequence is one of Gregor‟s mental processes.  

The German philosopher, Günther Anders, comments on Kafka‟s 

Metamorphosis defining Gregor as a Luftmensch, one who is more concerned with 

impractical, intellectual or transcendental things than with concrete everyday 

matters:  

Because Gregor Samsa wants to live as an artist [i.e. as a Luftmensch – one who lives 
on air, lofty and free-floating], in the eyes of the highly respectable, hard-working 
world he is a „nasty bug‟ [dreckiger Käfer]: and so in The Metamorphosis he wakes up as a 
beetle whose ideal of happiness is to be sticking to the ceiling.59 

 
Mazzetti appropriates the concept of Luftmensch and devises the rooftops and crane 

sequences in order to make of her Gregor an angelic creature of the air. 

A hallucinated fragment of freedom, it is shot slightly in slow motion, 

which gives the sequence an oneiric quality. Gregor‟s heavy salesman suitcases 

become weightless props to circus-like acrobatics performed by Michael Andrews 

himself. The editing associates Gregor with a street musician who carries all the 

musical instruments he needs on his shoulders: the two images, once matched by 

the editing, suggest euphoria and vitality but also self-sufficiency. In „his‟ world, 

Gregor is a self-sufficient (and mutant) being who can „play his own music‟ and 

knows the way to happiness. As we have said, his dance on rooftops is but a 

fantasy, a flight from reality, and the real Gregor is destined to remain constrained. 

                                                 
58 “The Outsider […] is a self-divided man; being self-divided, his chief desire is to be unified. […] When the 
Outsider becomes aware of his strength, he is unified and happy” (Colin Wilson, The Outsider, pp. 58-59). 
59 Stanley Corngold, “Kafka‟s The Metamorphosis: Metamorphosis of the Metaphor”, p. 81. Corngold quotes from 
Günther Anders, Kafka – Pro und Contra, Bech, Munich 1951, pp. 40-41. See also: Veronica Pellicano, “Un viaggio 
nell‟aria: la narrativa ebreo-tedesca e quella Yiddish dopo il 1945”, in Linguæ &. Rivista di lingue e culture moderne, n. 2, 
2002, p. 37. See also: http://www.ledonline.it/linguae/allegati/linguae0202pellicano.pdf. 
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Through fantasy, Gregor has taken to the sky and taken on the angelic nature that 

is proper of the outsider – and a trait that Lorenza Mazzetti has singled out as 

fundamental of Gregor‟s character.60 

 

 

 

2.12. Experiments with sound 

In both K and Together, Mazzetti makes unconventional use of dialogue, sound and 

music. In Together, the alteration of the usual process of sound dubbing is due to the 

fact that the two main characters are deaf-mutes and is therefore subject to the 

characters‟ physical impairment. In K, dialogues, music and silence are instead 

subordinate to Gregor psychological inaptness, to his deranged subjectivity.  

The film‟s most experimental trait, as with the manipulation of sound, is 

the use of asynchronous voice dubbing. Unable to use direct sound recording, 

Mazzetti recorded Michael Andrews‟ voice during post-production, thus turning a 

technical deficiency into a creative treatment of sound.  

Gregor‟s words, so many yet so devoid of meaning, literally cram the 

sound track. The cues uttered by Andrews are distinguishingly monotonic and 

monotonous: Gregor only talks about his job and the financial asset of his family – 

and, as we have seen, his words are never cared for (he asks several times to his 

employer: “Sir, do you hear me?”). Gregor‟s sentences, which do not match 

Andrews‟ lips, are repeated over and over. There is no difference in sound between 

                                                 
60 “It was important that Gregor‟s family be presented as horrified at someone who was beautiful, in fact angelic. 
Michael, indeed, looks like an angel” (Lorenza Mazzetti interviewed by Marco Duse, see Appendix 2). 
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outdoor and indoor dialogue, or between close-ups and larger shots: Gregor‟s 

sentences sound all alike because they are all equally irrelevant. The use of 

asynchronous dialogue stresses the remoteness of language from the speaker: 

words are reduced to pure utterance, to talking for talking‟s sake – they are unfit 

and unable to grasp and describe reality, let alone to modify it. Moreover, a slight 

and hardly audible reverb seems to detach Gregor‟s words not only from his 

character but from the surface of the screen: those words do not belong to Gregor 

anymore (he repeats them mechanically, as though they were not coming from him 

but were instead learnt by heart and repeated or coming from an outer source), do 

not belong to the narrative (they do not influence the diegesis) and do not belong 

to the reality surrounding the characters. The transformed Gregor, in fact, will soon 

stop talking, getting rid of such a useless tool as language, alternating inner silences 

to musical explosions (of a hallucinatory nature). 

 

 

 

2.13. A breach in the „front‟: Kafka, Goffman and Laing 

At least one of Mazzetti‟s peculiar editing choices is worth discussing here. During 

an otherwise ordinary sequence (cf. seq. 5), Gregor‟s employer is walking on the 

street with Gregor tagging along. Gregor keeps talking to him and his words go 

unheard as usual. Trying to catch his employer‟s attention, Gregor moves closer to 

him but stumbles and falls to the ground. Here, a sudden cut shows Gregor on all 

fours in his bedroom, wearing a nightshirt (the insert lasts for just five seconds). A 
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further cut and we are back to the main sequence, in which Gregor pulls himself 

together and stands up.  

 

   

 

The insert comes unexpected but is significantly revealing: its position suggests that 

something has happened in the very moment of Gregor‟s fall, and that the Gregor 

who rises from the ground is not the same Gregor as before. Something has intervened 

in the very moment of his fall and has changed the nature of the character: 

Gregor‟s metamorphosis, already sketched in the previous sequences, hastens its 

process starting from here. This sudden cut, an actual „wound‟ in the flow of the 

narrative, is to be regarded as a (Freudian) slip, a non-declared flash forward, that 

uncovers an unavoidable and already present future.  

The analysis of this sequence will be made clearer if we refer to the 

socio-psychological studies developed by Ervin Goffman (The Presentation of Self in 

Everyday Life)61 and Ronald D. Laing (The Divided Self)62 during the years when K was 

made. While on duty, Gregor wears his everyday mask, that which Goffman calls 

the front:63 the “expressive equipment”64 employed by an individual in order to 

                                                 
61 Cf. Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, Penguin, London 1990. 
62 Cf. Ronald D. Laing, The Divided Self, Penguin, London 2010. 
63 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, pp. 32-44. 
64 Ibid., p. 32. 
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perform those actions that relate him to society, the front is made up of setting 

(“insignia of office or rank; clothing; sex, age and racial characteristics; size and 

looks; posture; speech patterns; facial expressions; bodily gestures”),65 appearance 

(which tells us “of the performer‟s social statuses [... and] whether he is engaging in 

formal social activity, work, or informal recreation”)66 and manner (“which warn[s] 

us of the interaction role the performer will expect to play in the oncoming 

situation”).67 Wearing an oversized grey suit, a tie and a hat, carrying his suitcase 

and rehearsing his speech about the goods he is selling, Gregor is setting up his 

front and then performing his self. The daily Gregor, the untiring worker, the bold 

salesman, is but a representation (also in theatrical terms) of his self, which is just a 

self. Gregor is a metteur-en-scene of a false self (as opposed to a true inner self)68 that, 

as Laing puts it, “arises in compliance with the intentions or expectations of the 

other”69 (family, employer, society) and only serves to “maintain an outer 

behavioural normality”.70  

Back to sequence 5, Gregor‟s fall momentarily interrupts the acting of 

his socially accepted self, and Gregor (the „actor‟) steps for a few instants out of his 

role. The impact with the ground opens a breach in the „front‟ which allows Gregor 

and us to see the soon-to-be real Gregor, his inner self: a different and alienated 

                                                 
65 Ibid., p. 34. 
66 Ibid., p. 34. 
67 Ibid., p. 35. 
68 “The false-self system […] exists as the complement of an „inner‟ self which is occupied in maintaining its identity 
and freedom by being transcendent, unembodied, and thus never to be grasped, pinpointed, trapped, possessed” 
(Ronald D. Laing, The Divided Self, pp. 94-95). 
69 Ibid., p. 98. Laing also claims that such compliance leaves room for one‟s true self only “in imagination or in 
games or in front of a mirror” (Ibid., pp. 98-99), which is exactly what happens when Gregor imagines himself 
dancing on rooftops. 
70 Ibid., p. 99. Laing calls a „false self‟ what Goffman describes as “a truer self, the self we would like to be” (Erving 
Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, p. 30. Goffman quotes from Robert Ezra Park, Race and Culture, The 
Free Press, Glencoe 1950, p. 250). Despite the differences in terminology, Goffman‟s „front‟ and „true self‟ and 
Laing‟s „false self‟ all come down to the same concept. We will define the „front‟ as a „false self‟ because it better 
marks the opposition between the daily and the private Gregor (the „inner self‟). 
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being, lonely and detached from the world. Laing discusses Kafka, quoting from 

Lionel Trilling, in the chapter dedicated to ontological insecurity.71 There, Laing 

singles out “three forms of anxiety encountered by the ontologically insecure 

person”.72 One of these, which Laing calls „implosion‟,73 is derived from “the full 

terror of the experience of the world as liable at any moment to crash in and 

obliterate all identity […] Any „contact‟ with reality is then in itself experienced as a 

dreadful threat”.74 Gregor‟s fall represents his final contact with reality. His 

regression begins here, his condition worsening as the fall reveals how unbearable 

his social mask is: Gregor wakes up and stands up transformed and begins the search for 

his new self. He will soon find out that his true and inner Self does not belong to 

the world – and all he‟s left with is a narrow dark room in which to retreat and start 

dreaming.75  

                                                 
71 Cf. R.D. Laing, The Divided Self, pp. 39-40. 
72 Ibid., p. 43. 
73 Cf. ibid., pp. 45-46. 
74 Ibid. 
75 “To prefer the imaginary is not only to prefer a richness, a beauty, an imaginary luxury to the existing mediocrity in 
spite of their unreal nature. It is also to adopt „imaginary‟ feelings and actions for the sake of their imaginary nature. 
[…] it is not only an escape from the content of the real (poverty, frustrated love, failure of one‟s enterprise, etc.), 
but from the form of the real itself, its character of presence, the sort of response it demands of us” (Jean-Paul 
Sartre, Psychology of Imagination, quoted in R.D. Laing, The Divided Self, pp. 84-85). 
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3. 

The living impaired: Lorenza Mazzetti‟s Together (1956) 

 

 

 

3.1. From K to Together 

On 9 March 1954 the BFI Experimental Production Committee met for the fifth 

time at Ealing Studios, London. Chaired by Michael Balcon, the meeting was 

attended by Basil Wright and Denis Forman among others. A passage in the 

minutes of that meeting states that the committee members and their guests were 

shown “an extract from the Kafka short story THE BEETLE made by a group of 

Slade students”.1 The Beetle was of course K and the group of Slade students was the 

one led by Lorenza Mazzetti. Forman‟s presence at the meeting attested his interest 

in Mazzetti‟s work: the then Director of the BFI was there to support the young 

filmmaker in submitting a new idea for a short film to the committee. In fact, the 

screening of The Beetle served as a preliminary to the evaluation of a new proposal, 

penned by Lorenza Mazzetti and Denis Horne, presented to the committee on that 

very same day. This proposal for a film to be made under the patronage of the 

Experimental Film Fund was a synopsis in seven sequences titled The Glass Marble. 

Here is an extract from the meeting minutes: 

THE GLASS MARBLE. 
The synopsis for a film proposed by a group of Slade students was considered. The 
Director explained that the synopsis possibly gave an inadequate picture of the 
students‟ intentions and he circulated a dialogue script of the first sequence of the 

                                                 
1 BFI Archive Collection, held in the BFI Special Collections: Box P/2 (location O/25/5). See also Michael Balcon 
Collection, H/75. 
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film. After discussion it was agreed to proceed with this proposal along the lines of 
the budget submitted, authority being given only for the expenditure of £500 
necessary to complete a mute assembly. It was agreed, however, that the Committee 
would earmark 50% of the remaining budget for finishing the film, namely £900 out 
of £1.800 so that a proportion of the funds needed for the completion of the film 
would be available, should the mute assembly justify further expenditure.2 

 
The Glass Marble was nothing but Together in its embryonic stage. More than that, the 

synopsis of The Glass Marble gives us an idea of what the film as originally fashioned 

could have been had Mazzetti and Horne not fought during shooting, causing 

Horne to leave the set and thus seriously compromising the film‟s production – 

and what it could have been had Lindsay Anderson not intervened in the film‟s 

editing, recommending further shooting and the discarding of the original narrative 

in favour of a more poetic and elliptical tone. The Glass Marble is the straightforward 

story which lies behind Together; it is the first and more complex narrative structure 

which at times still surfaces in the finished film. A copy of the Glass Marble synopsis 

is preserved in the BFI Archive Collection. Here is its full transcription. 

  

                                                 
2 Minutes of the BFI Experimental Production Committee‟s fifth meeting, 9 March 1954. BFI Archive Collection, 
held in the BFI Special Collections: Box P/2 (location O/25/5). See also Michael Balcon Collection, H/75. 
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THE GLASS MARBLE
3

 

Synopsis. 

[1954] 

 

 

Sequence One. 

A ruined church in the Dockland area of London. 

A gang of demolition workers have just arrived to clear the site. Working 

with the gang, two deaf mutes draw attention to their disability. They are 

the centre of embarrassed attention. The news spreads that two deaf mutes 

are working with the gang. 

On the way to their lodging house, the deaf-mutes are waylaid and tormented 

by local children who see in the deaf mutes a new amusement and escape from 

the boredom of the streets. 

 

 

Sequence Two. 

The lodging house of the deaf-mutes, run by Sam Beckett and his wife. They 

have a small child about three years old. Mrs. Beckett discusses the deaf-

mutes with Sam. He is easy going and tolerant. She fears the talk of the 

neighbours and also has a superstitious fear of the deaf-mutes.  

Wally and Patch come in for their evening meal. They are ignored by the 

Becketts. Sam is embarrassed. Mrs. Beckett hostile. April, a young factory 

worker who is also staying with the Becketts comes in, and shows dislike 

for the deaf-mutes. They retire to their room upstairs. 

Jim of the demolition gang, arrives in search of April, who at first demurs 

to his invitation to go out, and then accepts it.  

The deaf-mutes, in their room, also make themselves ready to go out. 

                                                 
3 Lorenza Mazzetti – Denis Horne, The Glass Marble, synopsis submitted to the BFI Experimental Production 
Committee, BFI Archive Collection, held in BFI Special Collections: Box P/2 (location O/25/5). 
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Sequence Three. 

The Dockland area at night. The camera explores the narrow, twisting street 

near the wharves. One of these is scarcely more than a passage between two 

high brick walls. In the middle of this passage is a single wooden post, 

hip-high, apparently making it impossible for a vehicle to proceed beyond 

this point.  

The sound of feet running. The sound approaches along the perspective of 

darkness, until quite close at hand the sobbing intake of breath of the 

fugitive is heard. A bright beam of light appears along the alleyway, 

throwing into sharp relief the figure of a man, running towards the camera. 

He pauses at the post, and leans against it panting, for a moment. The 

light which appears to come from the headlamp of a car, draws nearer. The 

man begins walking quickly, looking back over his shoulder. The sound of an 

engine running in low gear. C.S. of a Jeep driven by a civilian. A 

policeman jumps out, followed by another. They examine the post. The Jeep 

is backed and then run at speed against the post which snaps off. The chase 

continues. C.S. of fugitive as he again hears the pursuers approaching. He 

again begins to run. The lighted windows of a public-house are seen over 

the fugitive’s shoulder. The camera follows the man to the door, lifts to 

name of pub: [blank space] Before entering he turns, sees the light of the 

Jeep approaching at speed. Cut to... 

 

 

Sequence Four. Interior of public house. 

From point of view of Deaf-mutes – the scene is silent. 

Camera watches fugitive enter public bar. He is apparently known to some of 

the men drinking at the bar. He orders a pint of bitter. His hand is 

bandaged, with a handkerchief. Camera pans bar. Two small wizened old 

women, sitting at a long deal table drinking stout. They sit in peaceful 

immobility, occasionally raising a glass to their wrinkled faces. 
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A piano player, a thin, frenzied man, who plays with a jerky concentrated 

rhythm. From the corner of his mouth dangles a limp cigarette. 

A bearded man, wearing ear-rings, stockily built, about fifty, of slow 

relentless talk, which covers every topic with a thick, inebriated gloss of 

personal experience. As he speaks he takes a thick, short pipe from his 

mouth, and emphasises his remarks with it. 

The barman – an enormous man who smokes a cigar and wears his shirt sleeves 

rolled to the elbows. 

The barmaid, a dark pretty girl, who treats the male customers with 

provocative disdain. 

Smoky, the street singer, who occasionally sings accompaniments to the 

piano, or plays the accordion. 

A pin-table. 

“The Duchess” An affected, weak-minded woman, about forty-seven, who can 

never forget the days when she was better off, and who regards her presence 

in the pub as an act of charity. 

Wally and Patch sitting alone. They study the feet of dancers – the 

barmaid, April, and Jim. 

They play a game at the pin-table, which gives rise to an incident in which 

their disability is advertised to the curious. 

The pub closes. The bearded man still tries to converse with the Duchess. 

Wally and Patch go home. The camera follows them. Wally is drunk. Cut to... 

Interior Room. Patch helps Wally into bed. They sleep. 

 

 

Sequence Five. Morning. 

Wally and Patch wake up. Camera pans scene from window. Wally and Patch 

descend to have breakfast alone. April brings in the tea. She is more 

friendly to Patch. They go to work. She watches them from the doorway. 

On the job, Wally drives the dredger. Patch directs from the ground by hand 

signals.  
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In the lunch-hour break, they see children playing marbles. They are the 

children who baited them the day before. Wally puts his foot on the biggest 

marble. He puts it in his pocket and walks away. The children follow 

shouting and throwing stones. Wally shows the marble with pride to Patch, 

who is eating his lunch in the bombed building. 

The children plan to recover the marble. They make elaborate plans to 

waylay the deaf-mutes on their way home. They build a booby trap, and set a 

trail which they hope the deaf-mutes will follow. The deaf-mutes fall into 

the trap, and Wally almost loses the marble. They are hurt. They go home 

and attend to each other’s injuries. 

Patch makes tea, while Wally counts his possessions.  

Cut to... 

 

 

Sequence Six. About nine p.m. 

Wally and Patch going to the pub. Their peculiarities are now well known. 

All eyes are on them, when they enter the bar. Comments are freely passed 

about their behaviour and characters. Cut to... 

Scene in street. April is now walking with a young dock worker. They pass 

Jim, who nods curtly to April. Cut back to... 

Bar. Jim enters and orders pint of bitter. He talks to bearded man in 

monosyllables. April enter with her new friend. This leads to quarrel 

between Jim and April. Jim goes out. April drinks too much. She dances. 

April dances with Patch. Wally’s jealousy is roused. Patch and April go out 

together. Wally follows them and sees April giving Patch a kiss. She sees 

Jim waiting. He seizes her arm roughly. They go off, she is protesting. 

Wally in a fit of jealousy refuses to go home with Patch. He wanders alone, 

and eventually goes to sleep in a barge. Cut to... 

Interior room. Patch is lying awake in bed, waiting for Wally to return. 

The clock strikes 2 a.m. 
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Sequence seven. Next morning. 

Interior room. Patch wakes up. Wally has not returned. Cut to... 

Wally in barge, still fast asleep. Cut to... 

The job. Jim is looking at his watch. Eventually Patch turns up late. He is 

dispirited. He makes signs that Wally has gone. Jim puts another man in 

Wally’s place in the crane. Patch is absent-minded and careless. Cut to... 

Wally. The news has got to the children that he is in the barge. They creep 

up on him stealthily and push crates on top of him. He fights his way out. 

They pursue him. Cut to... 

The job. There has been an accident. Patch is fatally hurt. The ambulance 

arrives. Cut to... 

Wally running. He has escaped the children. He is leaning against the wall 

panting when he sees the ambulance. A forewarning makes him begin to run 

towards the church. He arrives in time to see Patch taken away. The rest of 

the workmen leave him alone. In a state of semi-idiocy he sits down and 

eats a caramel. Then he gets up and wanders zig-zag across the broken 

ground towards the lodging house. He is watched with tense curiosity by the 

neighbours who have heard of the accident to Patch. He goes upstairs to the 

room, and sits down at the table. Carefully he counts over his possessions, 

and puts them all together in his handkerchief, takes his hat and coat and 

goes out into the street. Camera follows him as he walks dangerously, 

without appearing to know or care where he is going, for he is a man now 

bereft of all imagination... He walks, indifferent, in a world of 

increasing sounds... the sounding of a motor car horns, as drivers try to 

avoid running him down... 
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3.2. How The Glass Marble became Together 

The Glass Marble is predictably different from Together in the way scripts usually 

differ from finished films. In this case, though, the discrepancies between synopsis 

and film are drastic and striking. Though the film, once green-lighted by the 

committee, was supposed to be made in a form as close as possible to the original 

treatment on the basis of which it was granted a fund, Together diverges radically 

from The Glass Marble both in its narrative and in its tone. While Together benefits 

from a meditative pace and an almost non-narrative patchwork of vignettes, The 

Glass Marble is replete of action and presents a rather articulated structure, including 

a sub-plot of unrequited love, that between Jim and April, which is completely 

excluded from the finished film, and survives only in Michael Andrews‟ character‟s 

passion for the dancer at the funfair.4 

Shooting began in the summer of 1954 and the film was shot entirely in 

35mm. Daily fights between Horne and Mazzetti led to the former‟s dismissal from 

the set and to the end of the couple‟s affair. As Mazzetti recalls:  

I met Denis Horne, who‟d been at Oxford where he‟d known Lindsay Anderson and 
Tony Richardson, and I immediately fell in love with him. I asked him to co-direct 
the film but the script he wrote had lots of dialogue and what I really wanted was 
silence. We argued a lot and he wanted to direct the film on his own, but [Eduardo] 
Paolozzi said, “Either Lorenza directs it or I‟m off.” So I finished the film alone.5 

 
Horne‟s sacking saw Mazzetti working on the film by herself and having several 

problems finishing it. However, it also led to a radical shift in the film‟s tone, 

namely to a film more silent and richer in allusions. Though Horne and Mazzetti 

are credited as co-directors of the film and Horne as the sole scriptwriter, it is 

                                                 
4 The two deaf-mutes in Together go without a name. I will refer to the deaf-mutes in The Glass Marble as Patch and 
Wally and to the deaf-mutes in Together by the names of the actors, Andrews and Paolozzi respectively.  
5 Lorenza Mazzetti interviewed by Christophe Dupin in Bryony Dixon – Christophe Dupin, “Soup Dreams”, in Sight 
and Sound, v. 11 n. 3, March 2001, p. 30. 
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common knowledge that this was done in order to settle the argument and find a 

suitable legal (and personal) agreement. From a certain point on, Lorenza Mazzetti 

became the only person in charge of the film, directing it and even starting to edit it 

by herself.  

 

  

Lorenza Mazzetti and Denis Horne. 

 

After completing the first mute assembly of The Glass Marble, Mazzetti was forced 

to go back to Italy because of problems related to her visa. When the committee 

met for the sixth time on 12 January 1955, a 30-minute silent rough cut of The Glass 

Marble was screened. Somehow displeased with the work done by Mazzetti thus far, 

the committee delegated a sub-committee to view all the rushes of the film and 

prepare a specific report which would state whether or not there were the 

conditions for the films to be completed. In the meantime, the possibility to bring 

the director back to London to finish her work was considered. When the 

committee met again on 3 March 1955, Ernest Lindgren and Basil Wright, having 

seen the complete rushes of The Glass Marble, insisted that the committee take every 

step necessary to ensure the completion of the film:  
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Mr. Lindgren reported that Mr. Basil Wright had, together with the officers, viewed 
the full assembly of this film [The Glass Marble] running for some 90 minutes and that 
Mr. Wright enthusiastically held the view that the Committee should finish this film, 
preferably with the assistance of Miss Mazzetti, and if this proved impossible, alone. 
The Secretary reported that he had received a message from Miss Mazzetti that she 
would be prepared to complete the film in Italy if she could be sent the cutting copy 
and after discussion the Committee agreed that, provided proper safeguards could be 
obtained, the cutting copy should be sent to Italy for Miss Mazzetti to work on.6 

 
Lorenza Mazzetti eventually returned to England and resumed her work in the 

cutting room. It was during the troubled editing of the film that Mazzetti first met 

Lindsay Anderson, who had been called upon by the BFI – by Denis Forman in 

person according to Mazzetti, though it was more probably someone from the 

committee who made such suggestion – to help her. As we will see, the influence 

of Lindsay Anderson in the film is evident. Mazzetti recalls his involvement in the 

project thus: 

I started to cut the film in a cutting room owned by the BFI in the middle of the 
countryside. As I was experiencing many difficulties, [Denis] Forman asked Lindsay 
Anderson to give me a hand. Lindsay saw the film, liked it and decided to help me to 
edit it and work on the soundtrack with John Fletcher. Daniele Paris came all the way 
from Rome to compose some of the music and we added a few traditional English 
songs. By then Lindsay had become a good friend.7 

 
Apparently, Mazzetti had not shot enough material to cover the sequences as they 

were intended to be. While suggesting additional shooting, Anderson also advised 

that the film take on a more poetic tone, exploiting the silences, the long shots and 

the unfinished sequences that Mazzetti had already shot. Slowly, under Anderson‟s 

chiselling supervision, The Glass Marble evolved into Together. It was Anderson who 

set out with Walter Lassally and John Fletcher to shoot the barges crossing the 

Thames that mark the beginning and the end of the film and give it its peculiar and 

                                                 
6 Minutes of the BFI Experimental Production Committee‟s seventh meeting, 3 March 1955. BFI Archive 
Collection, held in the BFI Special Collections: Box P/2 (location O/25/5). See also Michael Balcon Collection, 
H/75. 
7 Lorenza Mazzetti interviewed in Bryony Dixon – Christophe Dupin, “Soup Dreams”, p. 30. 
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highly significant quasi-circular structure. Anderson restrained from keeping a diary 

of the Free Cinema years8 but the aforementioned circumstances are confirmed by 

Walter Lassally in his autobiography:  

On Together [John Fletcher] and I provided what is known as „additional 
photography‟, which in this case formed part of the transformation of Lorenza 
Mazzetti‟s film undertaken by Lindsay, who had discovered Lorenza one day in the 
basement of the BFI‟s original premises in Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, sticking 
bits of film on the wall with Scotch tape, as the facilities there were a bit primitive. 
Together had started out as a straight narrative story, „The Glass Marble‟ […] 
Unfortunately, the narrative had been so badly undercovered as to be virtually 
incomprehensible, and Lindsay, recognising the distinctive quality of much of the 
material, helped Lorenza turn the film into a poetic evocation of the principals‟ lives, 
played out in the grey but visually striking setting of London‟s semi-abandoned 
dockland, with its canals, bridges and vast empty spaces. It was to heighten this 
atmosphere that the said „additional photography‟ was needed, followed by an 
intensive editing period, just as on Every Day Except Christmas. 
Both these films are prime examples of films shaped largely in the cutting room, 
which is not to denigrate the quality of their original material, but to point out that, in 
contrast to most productions, both feature and documentary, the original script – 
such as it was – had little to do with the finished film. This is a luxury not often 
permitted within the framework of the industry, with its ever-tightening schedules, 
which call for the pre-planning of every detail in the name of efficiency, but which 
are ill-adapted to the realisation of a poetic evocation.9 

 
Anderson, who had recently won an Academy Award for Best Documentary with 

Thursday‟s Children (co-directed with Guy Brenton), suggested that Mazzetti 

summon Daniele Paris to compose the score.10 In June 1955, a further amount of 

£800 circa was granted for the addition of sound and the completion of the whole 

production.11 By mid-January 1956 the film, now entitled Together, was complete to 

a total cost of £2088 and shown to the BFI‟s director James Quinn and to Thorold 

Dickinson. In a letter to Michael Balcon, Quinn stated that the film “had been 

pulled together largely successfully, thanks to Lindsay Anderson‟s intervention”, 

                                                 
8 Cf. Lindsay Anderson, The Daries, ed. Paul Sutton, Methuen, London 2005, pp. 64-65. 
9 Walter Lassally, Itinerant Cameraman, John Murray, London 1987, pp. 20-21. 
10 Cf. Maria Francesca Agresta, Il suono dell‟interiorità. Daniele Paris per il cinema di Liliana Cavani, Luigi di Gianni e Lorenza 
Mazzetti, Libreria Musicale Italiana, Lucca 2010, p. 9. 
11 Budget plan for the addition of sound and completion of the production of The Glass Marble [Together], paper 
attached to the minutes of the 8th Experimental Production Committee meeting, 30 June 1955 (BFI Special 
Collections, Michael Balcon Collection, location H/75a). 
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although “the [quality of the] sound track, which is particularly important, is not as 

good as it should be”.12 

 

 
 

Lindsay Anderson, John Fletcher, Lorenza Mazzetti and Daniele Paris. 

 

In February Together was screened at the National Film Theatre as part of the first 

Free Cinema programme, alongside Lindsay Anderson‟s O Dreamland and Karel 

Reisz and Tony Richardson‟s Momma Don‟t Allow. Together was selected as one of 

the British entries at the 1956 Cannes Film Festival, where it won the Mention au 

film de recherche. It was also screened at the Cork and Edinburgh Festivals the same 

year. The film was then given a five-week run at the Academy cinema in London.13  

After visiting Cannes to collect her award, Lorenza Mazzetti went back 

to Italy to call on her twin sister Paola, who had just given birth to a baby girl. 

                                                 
12 Letter to Michael Balcon from James Quinn, 12 January, 1956. Michael Balcon Collection I/54. 
13 Cf. Christophe Dupin, “Together (1956)”, entry in BFI Screenonline, http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/ 
439078/index.html. 
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Despite her plans for a brief stay in her home country, she would never return to 

England. Having met Cesare Zavattini during the Cannes Film Festival, once in 

Italy Lorenza teamed up with him on a few film projects (Le Italiane e l‟amore, 1961; 

I misteri di Roma, 1963) that kept her in Rome. Mazzetti returned to London only in 

2001, for a celebration of Free Cinema organised by the BFI.14 Her return to 

London is narrated in a documentary directed by Giulio Latini, Lorenza Mazzetti: In 

the World of Silence (2001). 

  

                                                 
14 A transcription of the discussion held at the National Film Theatre, London, can be found on the BFI website: 
http://www.bfi.org.uk/features/interviews/freecinema.html. The panel included Lorenza Mazzetti, Karel Reisz, 
David Robinson and Walter Lassally and was chaired by Kevin MacDonald.  
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3.3. Together in sequences 

 

Sequence 1. Opening credits (1‟ 20”) 
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Sequence 2. Introducing the East End and the characters (4‟ 52”) 

 

   

Views of the still desolate bombsites 
of the East End… 

 
 
 

…which children have taken over and turned into their playground.  

 
 

  

A barge crosses the Thames. Cranes at work: this is the 
industrious side of London. 

The two deaf-mutes leave their 
workplace. 

 
 
 

 
 

  

As the two deaf-mutes approach the 
camera, the ambient noises are loud. 

The sounds cut off.  
The two speak to each other using the sign language. 

 
 
 

 
 

  

The deaf-mutes are pestered by the children… …and looked at suspiciously by the 
East Enders.  
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Sequence 3. Dinner at home (4‟ 18”) 

 

 
 

  

At home: the two share a small 
room in a boarding house. 

 

An insertion shows a caricature of 
the deaf-mutes drawn on the 

sidewalk… 
 
 
 

…probably done by the landlord‟s 
younger daughter, as the editing 

suggests. 

 
 

  

They dine with their landlords… …and Andrews stares romantically at the landlord‟s elder daughter. 
Fade to black. 
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Sequence 4. The children, the market and community life (4‟ 15”) 

 

 
 

  

In the street, kids play with marbles. 
 
 
 

It‟s market day: the film assumes a documentary-like tone…  
 

   
 

…and delivers a heartfelt portrayal of the East Enders‟ community life. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

The two deaf-mutes visit the 
market.... 

…then walk away, pestered by the 
kids as usual. 

Paolozzi plays with one of them. 
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Sequence 5. A night at the pub (3‟ 19”) 

 

 
 

  

Later on, the two enter a pub crowded with people. Jazz music plays. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

The deaf-mutes are sitting, sort of 
embarrassed. 

The sound cuts off completely, and Andrews engages in an impossible 
conversation with a customer. 

 
 
 

   
   

When Andrew‟s pov is abandoned, 
music sets in again. 

The two deaf-mutes leave the pub 
as night approaches. 

Street lights are lit. Fade to black.  
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Sequence 6. The two deaf-mutes blocking a van (2‟ 50”) 

 
 

  

Morning. The deaf-mutes go to 
work. 

 
 
 

Walking down an alley, they do not realise they are blocking a van that is 
running behind them. 

 
 

  

They are told off by the driver. As they look at him, silence falls.  
Fade to black. 

 

 

Sequence 7. The deaf-mutes‟ work and the children‟s playground (3‟ 10”) 

 
 

  

The two deaf-mutes are shown at work on barges and buildings by the wharf.  
 
 
 

 
 

  

Their scenes are intercut with those of kids playing and singing children‟s rhymes.  
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Sequence 8. Stealing the kids‟ marbles (1‟ 18”) 

 

   
   

On their way home, the two deaf-mutes stop by the playground and 
Paolozzi steals the kids‟ marbles. 

They are bullied by the kids and 
chase them away. 

 

 

 

 

Sequence 9. At home, an embarrassed dinner (3‟ 57”) 

 

   
   

At home, the deaf-mutes help each 
other get comfortable. 

Paolozzi empties his pockets and counts the marbles he has stolen. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

The landlord calls for them. Dinner is ready: we hear the sound of cutlery on plates  
but not the words the landlady utters.  
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Sequence 10. To the funfair (4‟ 29”) 

 

   
   

On a wall down the street, the kids 
draw a caricature of the deaf-mutes. 

Andrews leaves home by himself and goes to a funfair. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

There, he stops at a dancer‟s show. He looks at the dancer cravingly. 

 

 

 

 

Sequence 11. Meeting by the bridge (1‟ 08”) 

 

   
   

A brief sequence showing the two deaf-mutes meeting by a bridge  
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Sequence 12 One more night at the pub (3‟ 36”) 

 

   
   

Later on, the deaf-mutes enter a pub with people dancing to jazz music and drinking. 
 
 

   
 

Paolozzi counts the kids‟ marbles 
again. 

 
A girl is dancing near their table. Paolozzi leaves, and Andrews is 

approached by the girl, once again engaging in an impossible conversation.  

 
 
 
 

Sequence 13. Daydreaming (2‟ 28”) 

 

   
   

At home in bed, Andrews daydreams of coming home with the funfair dancer and kissing her. Fade to black.  
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Sequence 14. The final accident (7‟ 21”) 

 

   
   

The following morning, the two 
deaf-mutes get ready for work. 

On their way, they stop by the 
bridge. 

Paolozzi leaves Andrews alone for a 
few minutes. 

 
 
 

 
 

  

Andrews sits on the bridge and stares at the water… …while kids pull faces at him. 
 
 
 

   
 

Trying to knock his hat off, the kids accidentally provoke Andrews‟ fall into the river before running away. 
 
 
 

   
 

Andrews cries for help, but Paolozzi, now back, cannot hear him. A barge crosses the Thames leaving 
the two to their separate destinies. 
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3.4. From Beckett to Neorealism 

Both The Glass Marble and Together are set in the Docklands area of London, a 

derelict landscape which still looked like a bombsite more than ten years after the 

end of World War II. The bleak surroundings with bombed-out buildings and 

heavy industrial machinery are the proper background to a story which is 

reminiscent of Samuel Beckett‟s Theatre of the Absurd. In fact the playwright is 

explicitly referred to in the film‟s original treatment by the name of one of the 

secondary characters, Sam Beckett. Though the finished film drops this allusion, 

Together bears traces of Beckett‟s theatre, while The Glass Marble does not. Through 

its silences, its slow pace, the many instances of non-communication and the ruins 

of East London, which are a representative of existential devastation, Together poses 

questions on human existence in a post-war scenario, which are resolved 

pessimistically with the death of one of the characters rather than unresolved as in 

Beckett‟s theatre. Though Beckett‟s Waiting for Godot premiered in Paris only in 

1953 and in London in 1955, the play also seems to be called forth by the 

character‟s duality and by their physicality: Andrews and Paolozzi share some traits 

with Vladimir and Estragon and are also coupled in the way circus clowns usually 

are, that is, in a correspondence of slim and fat build and of happy and sad faces – 

all of this mingled with an undeniable touch of Laurel and Hardy.  

Notably, The Glass Marble is less centred on the two deaf-mutes than 

Together. The title itself directs our attention to Wally‟s stealing of the children‟s 

marbles (an explicit reference to Ferenc Molnár‟s novel, The Paul Street Boys, which 

Mazzetti has acknowledged as a source of inspiration), while the title Together, which 
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Lindsay Anderson came up with, points to the unique relationship between the two 

deaf-mutes.  

The Glass Marble synopsis follows the law of cause and effect, thus 

resulting in a traditional narrative, while Together is an allusive and almost circular 

film whose sequences are not strictly linked to one another. The Glass Marble lingers 

on the world surrounding the two deaf-mutes, while Together is a tale of their 

solitude in that world. The two approaches to the same material are completely 

different: The Glass Marble might be more dynamic and more action-oriented but 

the characters of the two deaf-mutes are not fully developed and do not function as 

symbols of displacement and marginalisation. The Glass Marble is not – or not yet – 

that neorealistic and poetic film which Together proved to be. 

This difference in approach also influenced the film‟s finale, which in the 

Glass Marble story saw Patch killed by an accident due to his distress on the job. 

The ending of Together is instead related to the character‟s physical and existential 

condition: Andrews drowns in the Thames after having been chased by the kids 

and momentarily left alone by Paolozzi. He might have been saved had he been 

able to cry out. It is not immanent fate or destiny that regulates the deaf-mutes‟ 

lives, but their condition of being different. The two live in a world where not even 

mutual help between them is possible. Andrews and Paolozzi‟s characters are not 

simply hearing impaired: they are living impaired. 
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3.5. The casting of Eduardo Paolozzi and London „As Found‟ 

As with her first film, K, Lorenza Mazzetti cast two non-professional actors as the 

main characters of Together: Michael Andrews, who had starred as Gregor Samsa in 

K, and Eduardo Paolozzi. The choice of the two actors is primarily a question of 

physicality: Andrews was slim and nervy while Paolozzi was stout and shy. The 

looks of the two are poles apart but in this great difference they comprise the 

whole of mankind. The Andrews/Paolozzi duality (sustained by Daniele Paris‟ 

score, played on violin and oboe) might parallel not only Mazzetti‟s sense of 

displacement but also her being part of a temporarily disjoined couple:  

I couldn‟t really understand what this story meant, except that the situation of two 
people immersed in a world they ignored […] filled me with emotion. After all I too 
felt an outsider, and being a twin I felt I was a double.15 

 
The casting of Andrews and Paolozzi calls forth ideas about the exclusive-inclusive 

relationship between the artist and society. The casting of Paolozzi in particular, at 

the time a well-established artist, pushes these ideas even further. At the time he 

was cast, Eduardo Paolozzi had already exhibited his work at the Festival of Britain 

in 1951 and at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in 1952. He had also taken part 

in and co-organised the ICA exhibition, Parallel of Life and Art, in 1953. Paolozzi 

and his fellow artists operated within an aesthetic frame which was later defined as 

„As Found‟,16 a non-organic artistic and cultural movement interested in 

discovering the pre-existing, in attributing a quality to things which were already there. 

The creative act in As Found art does not lie in creation itself but in the 

                                                 
15 Lorenza Mazzetti, “London Diaries”, p. 33. 
16 Cf. Claude Lichtenstein – Thomas Schregenberger (eds.), As Found. The Discovery of the Ordinary, Lars Müller 
Publishers, Zurich 2001. 
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foregrounding of the here and now through the assignation of a value to already 

extant things which are taken for granted, considered useless or ignored:  

The As Found attitude is antiutopian, and the properties of the things it brings to 
light are those of directness, immediacy, rawness, and material presence. As Found is 
a concern with the here and now, with the real and the ordinary, with the tangible 
and the real. [… It] means the autonomous discovery of what is supposedly 
unimportant and the gift of making something important for oneself from it.17 

 
As Found, an umbrella label which overlaps with literature (the Angry Young 

Men), visual arts (Brutalist Art), architecture and also Free Cinema18, is at the root 

of the many cultural changes that Great Britain went through after World War II. 

Through an anti-traditional, unorthodox and non-deferential look at the present, 

dismissing Britishness and tradition that had gradually been eroded, As Found 

managed to render the actual, desolate and yet somehow vital image of Great 

Britain after the conflict. Eduardo Paolozzi embodied the aesthetic principles of As 

Found, and his presence in Together inevitably brings these principles into the film. 

Together presents London „as found‟: its East End of poverty and hard work, its 

bombsites, its damaged houses still in ruins, its unbelievable drabness compared to 

monumental central London. The unadulterated London of Together displays its 

distance from the centres of power, from the institutions, from progress: tragic 

historical events have left their heavy, indelible mark. The East End itself has been 

pushed aside and marginalised – a real war relic still awaiting reconstruction.  

                                                 
17 Claude Lichtenstein – Thomas Schrengenberg, “As Found. A Radical Way of Taking Note of Things”, in Id., As 
Found, pp. 9, 12. 
18 “For the exponents of As Found movement […] the reality of images was a central prerequisite for their work. 
Taking up and reworking something that existed previously promised them a higher obligation than evoking an 
abstract ideal did, whether in art, architecture, city planning, literature, or cinema. Are spots of flaking paint, graffiti, 
puddles on the ground, or patches of rust on a flat surface just faults or deficiencies in reality? […] So-called 
deficiencies are integrated, accepted into the image; they are accepted as part of the whole. They are ingredients to 
the „image‟ that they helped create. The Free Cinema movement slogan „Perfection is not an aim‟ should be 
understood in this sense” (Ibid., p. 10). 
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The presence of Paolozzi incorporates the aesthetic, sociological and 

political stance of As Found into the film: through his character, the spectator 

becomes a first-hand witness of the actual state of affairs in post-war London, 

which in turn is elevated by the director‟s subjectivity to a metaphor for existential 

unrelatedness, thus combining documentary and fiction, actuality and poetry.  

 

 

 

3.6. Lindsay Anderson‟s intervention and the film‟s poetic twist 

I remember how Lorenza Mazzetti used to insist, when we were editing Together, that 
she wanted it to be the most boring film ever made. Of course she meant she wanted 
it to be a film whose beauty and significance would be expressed precisely in those 
elements of style (extreme slowness and austerity) which the desensitised, 
conventionalised audience would fail to understand – and therefore be bored by.19 

 
When Lindsay Anderson intervened in the editing of Together, in accordance with 

Mazzetti he tried to create a kind of “lingering, poetic concentration”20 which 

derived from the slowness and apparent torpor of the film. Mazzetti‟s intent was 

personal and poetic, while Anderson‟s, as usual, was also didactic: the hypnotic 

pace of the film was devised as a means to address the audience directly. The 

spectators might reject the film as being boring and vague, or could interrogate 

themselves about its alienating visuals and therefore about the nature of the story 

narrated on the screen. Together is set in motion by a circular – rather than linear – 

narrative: until the final accident disrupts their lives, the two deaf-mutes are shown 

repeating the same actions day after day. On the technical side, the long takes and 

                                                 
19 Lindsay Anderson, “Vital Theatre”, in Encore, November-December 1957, reprinted in Lindsay Anderson, Never 
Apologise, p. 283. 
20 Ibid. It can be argued that Together provided Anderson with his first chance to experiment with Brechtian devices 
on the screen. 
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the travelling shots sustain the idea of continuous but idle movement and of huge 

amounts of time spent doing nothing of relevance. 

None of the accidents that happen in Together really disturbs the 

repetitiveness of the two deaf-mute‟s lives,21 which are so isolated and marginal as 

to not be involved in the common mechanisms of narration. The two are caged in 

a circle of repetitive movements and habits that leads to substantial immobility. 

They are apparently unable to push forward the flow of the narrative. Were it not 

for the children that prod them and in the end provoke the film‟s final tragedy, 

nothing would interrupt the monotonous flow of the deaf-mutes‟ lives. Failing to 

have a grip on the world that surrounds them, they slip over the surface of things 

so that the events cannot affect them. Their distinctive feature is their inefficiency 

in influencing reality: the two deaf-mutes are uninfluential. 

Within this frame, a conventional narrative arc with twists and sub-plots 

(as in The Glass Marble) would have felt artificial. Instead, Mazzetti opted for a 

neorealistic approach at the film‟s narrative – an approach a posteriori, of course, 

since much of the film‟s structure must have been devised during the editing. Of 

neorealism, Mazzetti retains those traits that André Bazin postulated, namely the 

way neorealism depicted reality, that is through a fictional but naturalistic and 

virtually non-mediated mise-en-scene of phenomena. From its direct-cinema looks to 

its finale à la Zavattini, Together conveys a sense of reality, of being there, of 

witnessing a genuine moment in the characters‟ lives, of watching a phenomenon as 

it takes place. 

                                                 
21 Cf. Gavin Lambert, “Free Cinema”, in Sight and Sound, v. 25 n. 4, Spring 1956, p. 174. 
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The two deaf-mutes do not exactly act – and here lies the greatest 

difference in characterisation between Together and The Glass Marble: they are 

spectators and victims of the events that happen around them. If acting means 

inserting oneself in the flow of history – or of the narrative – and breaking the 

chain of events thus creating a diversion – a plot twist – then the protagonists of 

Together are not agents but observers of occurrences they do not relate to. The fact 

that they cannot speak or hear sustains both their unrelatedness and their role of 

passive observers, since sight is the only cinematically relevant sense that they can 

properly use. Their inability to alter the chain of events is reflected, as we have 

seen, in the dilation of the scenes‟ duration, in the insistent use of long takes and in 

the redundant narrative structure. Together therefore conforms to Gilles Deleuze‟s 

definition of „time-image‟, which the critic associates to the new conception of 

cinematic time that arose with neorealism:22 

neorealism registers the collapse of sensory-motor schemes: characters no longer 
“know” how to react to situations that are beyond them, too awful, or too beautiful, 
or insoluble […] So […] the possibility appears of temporalizing the cinematic image: 
pure time, a little bit of time in its pure form, rather than motion.23 

 
„Time in its pure form‟ is achieved through a substantial disposal of editing: scene 

cutting is avoided in favour of dilated shot length. Deleuze, who theorised on time-

image, converges here with Bazin, who saw editing as a trick and long takes and 

depth of field as the proper generators of meaning in cinema. In his “Defence of 

Rossellini”, Bazin states that neorealism “considers reality as a bloc, not 

                                                 
22 The time-image “appears for the first time in the deep crisis of the European post-war order, when Italian 
Neorealism suspended the links between action and perception and transformed characters from agents into 
observers” (Gilles Deleuze, “On The Time-Image”, in Negotiations, 1972-1990, tr. Martin Joughin, Columbia 
University Press, New York 1995, p. 59. Quoted in Thomas Elsaesser – Malte Hagener, Film Theory. An Introduction 
Through the Senses, Routledge, London 2010, p. 159). 
23 Ibid. 
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incomprehensible but indivisible”.24 Indivisibility is expressed through the lack of 

fragmentation of sequences into clusters of scenes brought forth by the 

predilection of long takes – but also through the impossibility to separate character 

and setting: the film syntax of neorealism, which is also the film syntax of Together, 

allows for a contextualisation of the film‟s characters who are indissolubly related 

to their environment (Together could not but be set in London) and for a passionate 

contemplation of reality25 through its representation, with a lingering attitude – 

precisely the one Anderson aimed to achieve – which is made possible by the 

expanded length of each single take. 

Together is not a politically or ideologically charged documentary like O 

Dreamland nor a socio-romantic one like Every Day Except Christmas – neither is it a 

skilfully crafted fiction: its substance is the lives of its characters, photographed 

while living – and dying.26 The intentionally „boring‟ structure of Together makes the 

repetition of actions (work/pub/home) correspond to the repetition of concepts 

(incommunicability/alienation/loneliness) so that they can be better assimilated by 

the audience. Repetition allows for the entrails of the film‟s reality to be grasped, 

for an emotional liaison with the audience to be engaged, for a poetic and not 

merely intellectual form of knowledge to be achieved.  

                                                 
24 André Bazin, “Defence of Rossellini (1955)”, tr. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, in David Forgacs – Sarah Lutton – 
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (eds.), Roberto Rossellini, Magician of the Real, British Film Institute, London 2000, p. 159. 
25 Cf. Mark Le Fanu, “Metaphysics of the „Long Take‟: Some Post-Bazinian Reflections”, in P.O.V., n. 4, December 
1997, http://pov.imv.au.dk/Issue_04/section_1/artc1A.html: “What [Bazin] found missing [from contemporary 
cinema] – what he felt had been lost – was the sense of passionate contemplation (contemplation here being only 
another word for reality: an unmediated openness to the world) that had been a governing aspect – a spiritual aspect 
almost – of the finest examples of early primitive cinema”.  
26 Thomas Elsaesser and Malte Hagener clarify that, in Bazinian terms, “The smallest unit of filmic construction is 
[…] not the shot or the scene […] but the „fact‟, a given and pre-existing element which overrides technique and 
technology. For Bazin […] the meaning of a film does not arise from a collision and cohesion of elements but from 
the ontological presence of the things themselves […] filtered through the film-maker‟s sensibility” (Thomas 
Elsaesser – Malte Hagener, Film Theory, p. 30). 
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When Gavin Lambert defined Together “a poet‟s film”27 endowed with a 

“secret, intuitive, visionary”28 method, he was foregrounding the film‟s lyricism, 

which singles it out from the other Free Cinema films. The „lingering effect‟ 

obtained through the rarefaction of the action ends up separating Together from the 

psycho-social attitude of many other Free Cinema films.29 Instead, it assigns the 

film to the realm of pure, self-sufficient art which conveys “an existentialist take 

[…] on the sublime”,30 expressing “the fragility of the characters‟ existence”,31 

dwarfed by the immanence of the urban landscape. 

 

 

 

3.7. In the world of silence 

Despite its neorealism-influenced aesthetics, Together still works on a metaphoric 

level. It combines the realistic depiction of East London and its people with the 

autobiographical elements that Mazzetti injects in the film through the symbolic 

value of its deaf-mute characters. As we have seen, Mazzetti‟s reflections on the 

theme of the outsider that permeated her first film, K, are developed here through 

the protagonists and their being unrelated and uninfluential. While K is a tale of 

personal solitude and self-isolation, the two deaf-mutes of Together try to relate to 

the community around them. If K represents Mazzetti‟s sense of inadequacy 

                                                 
27 Gavin Lambert, “Free Cinema”, p. 174. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Cf. Christopher Wagstaff, “È possibile che De Sica non porti da nessuna parte? Il neorealismo italiano e il Free 
Cinema inglese”, unpublished paper written for the 15th „Convegno internazionale di studi cinematografici‟, Rome, 
13-16 December 2009. 
30 Ibid., p. 12. 
31 Ibid. 
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towards the whole of life, Together has a narrower scope, reflecting as it does her 

own inability to communicate with her social environment. Together poses a 

linguistic problem in itself symbolic: the two deaf-mutes are destined to 

communicate through an artificial language, which instead of integrating/including 

them in the community ends up isolating them. Theirs is a non-relational language 

that is hardly understood outside the niche in which it is spoken.32 No matter how 

loved and cared for by the community (and they are not, judging from the 

expressions on the Eastenders‟ faces), the two deaf-mutes will always be like 

strangers among men. Likewise Mazzetti, an outsider in London, felt that she 

would always speak a different language.  

Furthermore, Together is a sound film whose sounds the characters 

cannot hear. The film keenly records the rich and textured soundscape of the 

docks, mapping the area‟s noises and voices33 which define its peculiar identity. The 

outskirts of London are mapped through the sounds of machinery and barges in 

the morning and of people and music at night in the pub. Sounds are as important 

as visuals in the identification of the city and in the depiction of life in the dockland 

community. The sounds from the docks are a sort of primordial music score, a 

piece of concrete music to accompany the film.34 Being unable to hear the aural 

pattern through which East End life expresses itself, the two deaf-mutes are 

isolated from a relevant part of the experience of living and, as Together seems to 

suggest, are missing something important and vital. Furthermore, the deaf-mutes 

                                                 
32 It is quite clear that not even Andrews and Paolozzi knew the sign language and put virtually no effort into 
researching it: their gestures in the film are purely conventional and fictional. 
33 Cf. Jez Winship, “Lorenza Mazzetti‟s Together”, http://sparksinelectricaljelly.blogspot.com/2010/07/lorenza-
mazzettis-together.html (posted on 19 July 2010). 
34 Cf. Maria Francesca Agresta, Il suono dell‟interiorità, p. 11. 
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live in a world full of noises but are unable to make any noise, which makes them 

go through life unnoticed. Together is antithetical to Anderson and Brenton‟s 

Thursday‟s Children – a film that Mazzetti had not seen prior to the making of 

Together. In Thursday‟s Children, young pupils of the Royal School for the Deaf in 

Margate learn how to speak and how to make themselves understood in a world of 

sounds, noises and words that they cannot hear. As the voice-over says: “These 

children are being saved from the worst enemy of the deaf: from being alone, cut 

off in silence”. The two deaf-mutes of Together were not so lucky: their inability to 

speak worsens their condition and makes interaction impossible, and the two are 

trapped in a world of silence. 

When the sound cuts off, a thing which happens often and abruptly 

throughout the film, we enter the deaf-mutes‟ world as if from their aural point of 

view – their point of hearing. At the very beginning of the film, for example, the 

soundtrack is crammed with the voices of children singing and with the heavy 

industrial noises coming from the docks. When the point of view shifts to the two 

deaf-mutes, the ambient sound is cut abruptly and we enter their aural 

environment, which is devoid of diegetic sounds (no noises, no voices) and 

commented by Daniele Paris‟ score. The two talk to each other via the sign 

language, a means of communication which does not rely on the transmission of 

sounds.  

In the silent sequences (and in those without dialogue or diegetic 

sounds), the visual experience – deprived of its aural counterpart – is boosted, and 

the spectators‟ attention concentrates on what is visible, momentarily disposing of 
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the audible. However, the separation of the images from their corresponding 

sounds engenders a sense of isolation and incompleteness: the deaf-mutes‟ lives are 

a film from which something vital is missing. As Rudolf Arnheim writes, 

In the days of silent film, Chaplin in City Lights used blindness to make human 
solitude and isolation visible. It is fitting that a sound film should symbolize the same 
theme by deafness and muteness.35 

 
If Andrews and Paolozzi‟s characters cannot enjoy the pleasures of environmental 

sound, they are given an aural „objective correlative‟ elsewhere, that is, in the score 

composed by Daniele Paris.  

 

 
 

Daniele Paris recording the music score of Together, 1955. 

 

The Italian composer, who had already worked with Mazzetti on K, was called 

upon by Anderson to enrich the film with his compositions. Paris devised a main 

theme for violin and oboe that mirrored the Andrews-Paolozzi duality: the high-

pitched sound of the violin stands for lanky Andrews, whereas the rounder and 

much more solid timbre of the oboe is associated to stout Paolozzi. Like the film, 

                                                 
35 Rudolf Arnheim, “Free Cinema II”, in Film Culture, v. 4 n. 2, February 1958, p. 11. 
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Paris‟ music does not rely on a traditional structure, reminiscent as it is of jazz and 

improvisation. Moreover, Paris‟ predilection for musique concrète and for the music 

experimentations of the twentieth century influenced him into constructing an 

avant-garde score, which with its timbres and a peculiar use of woodwind 

instruments mimicked the noisy soundscape of the Docklands.36 Fascinated by 

traditional children‟s songs that Anderson played during their meetings, Paris 

incorporated those themes in the score in different orchestral variations. Not only 

are the pestering children thus given their own counterpart in the film‟s soundtrack 

(where they also perform songs and rhymes such as “Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Mo” and 

“Michael Finnegan”), but Paris‟ „children‟s music‟ seems to imply that the two main 

protagonists are still living a sort of perennial infancy,37 that their inability to 

communicate has resulted in the impossibility to grow up – and the scene of 

Paolozzi stealing the children‟s marbles could confirm this. 

The final sequence of Together is highly reminiscent of the endings that 

seal the neorealist films written by Cesare Zavattini, in particular those directed by 

Vittorio De Sica. The film‟s final long shot is a last, poetic statement following the 

death of Michael Andrews‟ character. A barge crosses the Thames heading towards 

the horizon, suggesting that reality and the lives of the film‟s characters – including 

Paolozzi‟s, now on his own – proceed well beyond the margins of the film. As 

Gavin Lambert wrote:  

the barge passing along the Thames at the end, carries tragedy with it: a symbol of 
time, indifference and oblivion that seems unforced and deeply sad. […] The river 

                                                 
36 Cf. Maria Francesca Agresta, Il suono dell‟interiorità, p. 13. 
37 Cf. Ibid., p. 11. See also Giorgio Betti, L‟italiana che inventò il Free Cinema inglese, p. 20. This is also suggested in 
sequence 7, where the scenes of the deaf-mutes at work are intercut with scenes of the kids playing and singing, 
implying a correspondence between the two activities and reinforcing the idea of the deaf-mutes as childish or 
immature characters. 
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flows on, the dredgers roar, a barge passes; someone has died – and this too is part 
of the significant obscurity of everyday.38 

 
Together can then be defined as an „open film‟, an open form whose scope is larger 

than what is contained in the frame.39 The narrative does not come to a close: we 

see Paolozzi going his way without even knowing or suspecting his partner might 

be dead. The film‟s narrative is not perfectly tailored: so much is left loose, so 

much is left to the audience‟s imagination, that we cannot even define the film‟s 

margins as a proper beginning and a proper ending: Together is a window momentarily 

open onto the two deaf-mutes‟ lives. The director decides, poetically and not 

rationally, when to start recording the events and when to stop, following intuition 

and artistic pregnancy instead of well-organised narratological schemes – 

scrutinising reality instead of creating it. The film proceeds through accumulation 

of vignettes and a condensation of meaning until it comes to a climax that seals it 

with no denouement. Andrews‟ character dies because of the pestering kids who, 

albeit innocently, provoke his fall into the Thames. His condition prevents him 

from crying out loud, so his muted invocations become one final statement of the 

character‟s loneliness: the two deaf-mutes have been living their daily life together as 

a two-member community but, as Mazzetti seems to suggest here, in the moment 

of need everyone, especially the „alien‟, is alone. 

 

                                                 
38 Gavin Lambert, “Free Cinema”, pp. 174-175. 
39 Cf. Leo Braudy, The World in a Frame. What We See in Films, University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1984, p. 49. See 
also Thomas Elsaesser – Malte Hagener, Film Theory, p. 17. 
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4. 

The fear of being laughed at: Nazli Nour‟s Alone With the Monsters (1958) 

 

 

 

4.1. Desperately seeking Nazli 

Nazli Nour‟s Alone With the Monsters is probably the most obscure of the films 

analysed here. Written and directed by Nour, the film is one of the Experimental 

Film Fund‟s least accomplished enterprises, mainly due to its director‟s lack of 

expertise.  

Little is known about Nazli Nour‟s biography and my attempts to locate 

her were not successful. One of my sources, artist Liliane Lijn, currently 

collaborates with Nazli Nour creating installations based on Nour‟s poems. 

However Lijn does not know where Nour lives and, though suggesting that Nour 

might be based in Brooklyn, has not been able to help me track her down. It is my 

knowledge that Nour is married to Dharma Publishing‟s founder Tarthang Tulku, 

but my requests to the publishing company for further information never went 

through.  

Though some biographical notes report Nour as having been born in 

Egypt, Lijn claims that Nour was born in Britain of an Egyptian father. Elsewhere, 

she is described as “a young girl of French-Egyptian parentage”.1 The minutes of 

the thirteenth Experimental Production Committee meeting, held in 1957, refer to 

                                                 
1 “Alone With the Monsters”, in The British Film Institute Presents: Experiment in Britain, programme of screenings held 
at the National Film Theatre, London, 4th – 7th October 1959 (BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive Collection, 
Box 121 [location O/19/1], File 2: Experimental Film Fund). 
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her as an actress and drama student of seventeen, which implies that Nour was 

born in or around 1940.2  

 

 

 

 
A rare picture of Nazli Nour, on the cover of the book New Writers V, 1966. 

 

Nazli Nour submitted her proposal for Alone With the Monsters to the committee in 

May 1957. The original treatment is quite long for a two-reel film and replete with 

camera directions, which were closely followed during the shooting. When the 

treatment was presented, it came with the alleged availability of Walter Lassally as 

director of photography. This was at first unconfirmed, but then Lassally went on 

to become the film‟s cinematographer. 

Nour and Lassally were granted £100 for the shooting of the visuals and 

a further £250 were allocated for the completion of the film. On 23 October 1957, 

                                                 
2 Minutes of the 13th Experimental Production Committee meeting, 8 May 1957 (BFI Special Collections, BFI 
Archive, Box 121 [location O/19/1], file 2: Experimental Film Fund). 
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a test screening of the sole visuals was held during the committee‟s fourteenth 

meeting. The material was deemed disappointing but £164 (of the £250 previously 

allocated) were granted for the completion of the soundtrack and the clearance of 

music rights. The 16-minute black-and-white film was ready by February 1958. It 

was then screened as part of the “Experiment in Britain” programme at the 

National Film Theatre in London, on 4 to 7 October 1959. Curiously, in his 

memoir Itinerant Cameraman, Walter Lassally recalls just a few marginal details of the 

making of Alone With the Monsters, the title of which he does not even mention: 

before film schools existed, I shot a short for a girl of seventeen, Nazli Nour, and 
what intrigued me here was the idea of just supplying the technical know-how to 
enable Nazli to make this film without interposing myself more than minimally, so 
that her ideas could reach the screen in as unadulterated a form as possible. I think 
we succeeded in this, but although the film enjoyed a brief release, the negative got 
thrown into the Thames one day, during a quarrel that Nazli unfortunately chose to 
have in the middle of Hungerford Bridge.3 

 
Alone With the Monsters tells the story of a crippled old woman who is pursued by a 

disquieting bunch of people. They make fun of her, laugh at her and follow her to 

her house, where she imagines being young again and „free‟. It is clear that these 

people, the monsters from the title, are all in the old lady‟s mind, and represent her 

discomfort at her present condition.  

A copy of Alone With The Monsters is preserved at the BFI National Film 

Archive and is available for viewing purposes only. Since it was not possible to 

extract stills from the film, I am reprinting the original treatment that Nazli Nour 

submitted to the committee. 

  

                                                 
3 Walter Lassally, Itinerant Cameraman, p. 133. 
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4.2. Alone With the Monsters. A treatment4 

ALONE WITH THE MONSTERS 

A proposal by Miss Nazli Nour 

 

Treatment. 

The film begins with a great crowd of people seen walking in haste across 

the Park. As we come closer and enter the crowd, we see a little crippled 

woman surrounded by all these people who point out and deride her crippled 

body. 

As the crippled woman struggles through the crowd with embarrassment and 

difficulty, she looks from side to side for a way to escape. 

Seeing the crippled woman, the crowd begin to stare down at her deformed 

body with mockery and disgust as she fights her way through to the front. 

The crippled woman, who has been edging her way through the crowd, having 

succeeded, now hobbles in front of them as quickly as she can, with her 

head bent down looking now and then from side to side, expressing her 

disgrace and fear as she bears the cruel laughter, the jokes and the 

mockery coming from the crowd who follow on her heels. 

The crowd, who follow the crippled woman mischievously, are seen nudging 

each other as they laugh... some pointing their fingers with mockery, 

others mimicking her and pulling horrible faces behind her back. 

Side view of the crowd is seen diminishing in the distance, with the 

crippled woman still hobbling in front of them. 

From the opposite side of the street, we see the crippled woman coming up 

the road keeping very close to the railings of each house, for she is tired 

and lonely... A few seconds later, the crowd are seen swooping round the 

corner with a mischievous joy as they find her and intend to follow her. 

The crippled woman is now seen in her room (it is a big dark room full of 

odd bits of ordinary furniture). She paces up and down for a few seconds, 

                                                 
4 The text is taken from the original treatment written by Nazli Nour. Cf. paper n. 6 attached to the minutes of the 
13th Experimental Production Committee meeting, 8 May 1957 (BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive, Box 121 
[location O/19/1], file 2: Experimental Film Fund). 
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then walks towards an old armchair; she sinks into it, giving a sign of 

relief. 

The crowd has diminished but we still see a few of them walking along a 

dark passage. They seem to be getting up to some sort of mischief, as they 

wink mysteriously at one another... They advance quickly on tiptoe and stop 

outside the crippled woman’s room. We see there is a huge hole in the wall 

which allows each one to see what goes on in her room... They all place 

themselves comfortably so that each one may have a good view of her. 

One of the people in the crowd switches on the radio, and winks meaningly 

at the one next to him. 

Crowd to be seen from the front as they approach the hole, but when they 

sit down to watch they are filmed from behind, so that we also will see 

through the hole. The camera slowly goes through the hole into the crippled 

woman’s room... then takes a close-up. 

The crippled woman does not know that she is being watched, for from her 

position, the hole is invisible. Sitting in her armchair, still with sunk 

head, she gradually becomes aware of the music. Slowly her head lifts; then 

she raises her stiff body from the chair; an expression of agony crosses 

her face. She stands listening, her feelings roused by the music, then 

begins to turn in a slow circle, revolving faster and faster until she is 

spinning round. 

We superimpose for a few seconds a shot of whirling clothes in a washing 

machine, spinning round and round, with the crippled woman seen in the 

background; gradually she becomes a young woman... 

The crippled woman becomes a completely different person, young and 

beautiful, eyes sparkling with happiness, intoxicated with joy and freedom. 

She dances round the room, throwing open the curtains, letting in brilliant 

light – throwing open everything – windows, cupboards, books – flinging up 

her arms in the air, singing and dancing joyously as the music goes on. 
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Then we turn back through the hole and film the watching crowd, who look 

with malicious joy at the young woman. They laugh and whisper with a 

certain wickedness as they rub their hands exultantly. 

Returning to the young woman, we see her still dancing with happiness and 

complete abandon. Suddenly she becomes aware of the voices whispering and 

laughing. Panic-stricken, she rushes towards the door; then opens it a 

crack,, very slowly. She looks, but sees nobody. She slowly shuts the door 

and stops to listen anxiously, full of fear of being seen as a young woman… 

She still hears the laughing and we leave her for a few seconds to turn 

towards the crowd, viciously laughing). 

Then we return to the young girl who still stands listening with horror and 

fear and begins to moan and cry... She then suddenly dashes around her 

room, closing up all that had been opened a few moments before, still 

moaning and crying as she does all this. Then, weary with discouragement, 

hesitantly walks back to her chair, stops, and begins to spin around once 

more. Again is seen the superimposed whirl of the clothes in the washing 

machine, and in the background the young woman returning once more to the 

crippled woman (at the same time, the room becomes darker and darker). The 

crippled woman, now exhausted, drops into her armchair. 

We leave her and return to the crowd, seen quitting their places, leaving 

the hole empty (they walk down the corridor and we watch their retreating 

backs as they fade in the distance)... 

The crippled woman is now sitting in her armchair, with her head deep in a 

newspaper, peering as she tries to decipher it. We leave her for a moment 

and turn towards the hole, where we see the crowd coming back to their 

places. They seem more excited than ever this time, as they rush, jostling 

each other, to get the best places... eating peanuts, smoking cigarettes, 

waiting impatiently to watch the crippled woman’s transformation. One of 

them switches on the radio. The all look at each other clapping their hands 

softly with excitement. 
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We look back to the crippled woman, whose transformation begins once more. 

Hearing the music, she gets up slowly and begins to whirl round as before 

(whirling clothes superimposed as before; her crippled body, transforming 

to a young woman’s body, is seen in the background). Now young, as before, 

she dances with the greatest joy, flinging the curtains wide apart, letting 

the light enter, and caressing them – picking up her shawl, dancing with it 

in front of the mirror, admiring her unknown beauty. 

We return through the hole to see the crowd, laughing and clapping their 

hands hysterically, watching every movement with excitement. Some of them 

try to persuade the other not to make so much noise but they too are 

overcome with laughter. 

We turn back to the young woman, who is still dancing. Suddenly she hears 

the laughter again and rushes round the room in a panic, closing the 

curtains, flinging down her shawl – then begins to search for the source of 

the laughter – but in vain. Then, as her pain at the laughter grows, she 

clenches her hands and begins to tear down the pictures and hangings, 

clawing at the walls as if to destroy them, beating against them with her 

fists moaning and weeping desperately for the voices to stop laughing. 

Exhausted, she comes back close to the chair; stops and slowly begins to 

whirl back into her old form (again, the spinning clothes are superimposed 

on the transformation)... then drops into her chair and sits sobbing with 

her face hidden in her hands. 

The crowd is seen once more, nearly weeping with laughter – they then leave 

their places and saunter down the passage. They fade into the distance. 

Back to the crippled woman, who is still crying. She then slowly begins to 

look down her room with agony and pain as the tears stream down her cheeks. 

She raises her tired body and hobbles towards the gas fire. Bending down 

with difficulty she stoops to the gas pipes, grasping both firmly, tugging 

at them with all the energy she has left. Her hands tremble as she 

struggles frenziedly to break the pipe. It breaks with a snap and she 

collapses, twisting herself beneath the pipe, holding it to her mouth and 
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nostrils, clasping it to her breast as if it were a rose, a flower of 

death. She gasps as the gas runs up her nostrils, breathing it in 

desperately, though her body jerks and trembles as the gas seeps into her 

lungs. The sense of suffocation grows stronger and stronger, until death 

invades her body, leaving it quiet and still. She lies tranquilly, with the 

pip still held on her breast. We leave her in the darkened room. 

Back through the hole, we see the crows returning, skipping with 

anticipation. Excitedly, they take their places… switching on the radio and 

wait [sic] for their entertainment to begin. (They do not know the crippled 

woman is dead and that gas still flows from the pipes). They wait as though 

nothing had occurred. 

Moving back into the crippled woman’s room (but this time looking at the 

waiting crowd), we see the heads poking all around the hole, gazing 

expectantly into the dark room. (But now we notice something strange and 

horrible in their physical appearance. Their faces have become those of 

monsters while at the same time on each one’s head horns are pricking up. 

Then slowly, one by one, these terrifying horned monsters fall shrieking 

from the hole, as the unnoticed gas begins to stupefy and kill them. Each 

one, falling, leaves behind traces of fire which soon merge into one great 

fire where all the monsters, the watchers, have perished.  

Slowly turning towards the crippled woman’s body, we see, as we get closer, 

the body of a young and beautiful woman, on her face an expression of 

profound peace and happiness as she lies in her room, now filled with 

light. The pipes lie still against her breast. 

We draw back slowly. 
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4.3. A tale of self-rejection 

Despite its technical deficiencies and the overall shallowness of the final result, 

Alone With the Monsters shows some interesting aspects when contextualised and 

seen against the backdrop of the films analysed so far. Nour describes her film as 

“a plea for the outcast, for the mentally and physically deformed”,5 claiming that 

“the cinema can become like a church and achieve a communion of thought 

between people”.6 Despite the director‟s optimistic statements, though, the film is a 

dark and pessimistic take on the condition of the outcast. 

Conceived as an easy-to-read parable on senility, Alone With the Monsters 

is a much deeper film than it may appear. Through the image of the laughed-at 

crippled old woman (played by Molly Terry), Alone With the Monsters represents the 

dismissal of the alien from the community. In a rather radical twist of the usual 

parable of the outcast, though, the film seems to imply that it is the outcast who 

carries the elements of rejection within him/herself. This is a really disruptive 

element which singles this film out when compared to the others discussed here. 

Moreover, as in Lorenza Mazzetti‟s K, the outcast‟s dismissal is a self-dismissal 

which in Alone With the Monsters takes on an even more uncompromising form.  

At the beginning of the film, we see the old woman surrounded by 

people as she walks in a park. Those people are literally all around her but do not 

interact with her. She is, as the film‟s title suggests, alone in a crowd. This is an 

effective image of isolation and alienation, but its implications are drastic. 

                                                 
5
 “Alone With the Monsters”, in The British Film Institute Presents: Experiment in Britain, programme of screenings at the 

National Film Theatre, London, 4 – 7 October 1959. BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive Collection, Box 121 
[location O/19/1], File 2: Experimental Film Fund.  
6
 Ibid. 
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Evaluated a posteriori, this image is disturbing since it crudely presents the film‟s 

main trope: the woman is haunted by presences that she herself makes up – she is 

literally dragging her own ghosts and monsters home with her. Probably the old 

woman was pestered „for real‟ in a time preceding her life on the screen – so the 

monsters might be the hallucinated result of a past trauma. However, it is clear that 

now her persecutors are only in her head and she cannot get rid of them – even 

worse, she generates them. 

A few seconds into the film, a scene shows the typical trope of the 

buildings dwarfing the film‟s protagonist, which Robert Vas‟ Refuge England fully 

develops (see chapter 5). The old woman walks unsteadily and all hunched up, in a 

posture that diminishes her height; at the same time, the buildings in the 

background look menacingly tall, thus configuring the old woman‟s identity as 

belittled, marginal or irrelevant.  

At first the film treats the monsters ambiguously: in the first sequences, 

there is no clear distinction between the physical world of the old woman and the 

imaginary one of the monsters. While the monsters follow the woman through the 

park and along the street, they seem to be physically there, surrounding her like a 

haunting presence. It is only when the woman retires to her room that the film 

draws a distinction between the realm of reality (which is inhabited only by the 

protagonist) and the realm of imagination (inhabited by the monsters and by the 

woman‟s inner self). However, the two realms are interdependent and not 

separated: the woman can perceive the presence of the monsters and the monsters 

can see the woman.  
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Music puts the different ontological layers into communication: the 

monsters turn the radio on in order to make the inner self spring out of the old 

woman (who can clearly hear such music in her head). This can happen only because 

both the inner self and the monsters belong to the same body, that is, to the old 

woman‟s. All the characters in the film (the protagonist, the antagonists and the 

deuteragonist) share the same point of origin: the old woman herself. This is a 

crucial point: the woman contains both her intimate transfiguration and her own 

persecutors. Because of her fear of being laughed at and judged, she is her own 

worst enemy.  

 

 

 

4.4. Peeking through the hole in the wall 

At home, the old woman sits in her armchair, the monsters gazing at her through a 

hole in the wall. That of the hole is an eloquent image of the obtrusiveness of 

society in a person‟s private life. At first, the woman does not know that the 

monsters are there (the hole in the wall cannot be seen from her point of view, and 

is obtained through superimposition), but she can perceive their presence as soon 

as one of them turns the radio on. When the music plays, the woman can clearly 

hear it, though she does not know where it is coming from. She stands up and 

starts spinning: her inner self emerges and dances gracefully. The visual device that 

stresses the transformation of the old woman into her inner self is a superimposed 

image of whirling clothes in a washing machine. Far from being evocative or 
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visually enticing, the effect is ludicrous and naïve, but it manages to convey the idea 

of a radical change in the woman‟s character. An overwhelming revolution is 

happening within herself which she cannot control. Her inner self, though, does 

not arise according to the old woman‟s will: it is the monsters that turn the music 

on – music which then plays in the old woman‟s head.  

The sequence of the inner self‟s dance is intercut with shots of the 

monsters watching through the hole and laughing. In the “Experiment in Britain” 

catalogue, Alone With the Monsters is described as a “strange and fascinating study in 

cruelty. Not conscious, sadistic cruelty, but the everyday wrongs committed by one 

man on another, sometimes without even being aware of the pain inflicted”.7 The 

actions of the monsters are radically cynical: they provoke the emergence of the old 

woman‟s inner self just to make fun of her. They lay bare her most intimate hopes and 

dreams just to vilify them. The inner self hears the laughter (but cannot see the 

monsters) and stops dancing. As the monsters draw back, she retreats to her bed 

and starts crying as she is turned again into the old woman.  

The film brilliantly represents the fear – which evolves into an obsession 

– experienced by an outcast who believes she is being targeted, pointed at and 

laughed at by people. The hole in the wall, through which the monsters observe the 

woman, stands for the uncontrollable obtrusiveness of the people‟s judgement (and 

of the woman‟s fear of it). The image is a perfect rendition of the condition of 

paranoia, the belief of always being watched and followed which strips the 

individual of every form of spontaneity and personal freedom. While Lorenza 

                                                 
7 “Experiment in Britain” catalogue, British Film Institute, Spring 1958, p. 16. BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive, 
Box 121 [location O/19/1], File 2: Experimental Film Fund. 
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Mazzetti‟s Gregor Samsa finds refuge in his own room, where the process of his 

social metamorphosis comes to a close, the old woman cannot even count on a 

private haven where to feel free and let her inner self take over. It is not important, 

at this point, whether the monsters are „real‟ or not: they are a presence the old 

woman feels as something real – in the street or on her doorstep, they are (like) real 

and mean people to her.  

The woman‟s old age is in itself an element of ostracism: old people are 

marginal in a society which evolves quickly and has lost the importance of heritage 

and tradition. At the same time, the old lady is a metaphor for every condition of 

marginality and might as well mirror the director‟s sense of otherness and 

„foreignness‟. The fact that Nazli Nour performs in the film as the inner self allows 

for such reading: the old woman is in fact Nazli Nour (her inner self being her real 

self), but when she is looked at she is seen as something different. The old woman 

hides within herself a young ballerina that aspires to something higher than the 

average – but she is constrained into a condition of social irrelevance. The old 

woman thus become a universal symbol of exclusion: old, poor and foreign people 

are all represented by this character that hides the best part of herself and is 

ashamed of showing it to the others, for fear of being judged. Hers, like Gregor 

Samsa‟s, is a metaphysical diversity, not a physical one. There seems to be no escape 

from the old woman‟s parable except for suicide – which, as we will see, must be 

read as a political act, not a physical one. 
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4.5. The suicide: liberation or final defeat? 

A relevant thing happens during the inner self‟s second apparition. While dancing, 

in a sudden burst of enthusiasm, the inner self opens the living room windows to 

let light and fresh air in. The inner self thus illuminates the darkness of the old 

woman‟s „outer‟ life, but only for a brief moment. When she hears the monsters‟ 

laughter, the inner self rushes to shut the windows and drawers, restoring the house 

to its initial drabness and darkness. The fact that the action of seclusion is 

performed by the inner self is highly significant: it is not the old woman who 

rationally puts an end to her dreams and aspirations, but her irrational part. It is the 

inner self who renounces to express herself in order to avoid the people‟s 

judgement. What we see on the screen is an act of self-mutilation, an act of 

violence on oneself that comes from within. The monster‟s cruelty is cynical and 

unbearable, but the inner self‟s gesture of closure and self-censorship is even more 

radical, because it leads directly to the suppression of the main character‟s fantasies. 

The old woman is a defeated character that cannot find redemption because she 

incorporates the cause of her own defeat. The monster‟s judgement is ultimately 

her own judgement towards herself.  

Under this light, the film‟s ending is worth considering. Knowing or 

feeling that the monsters are coming back to haunt her for the third time, the old 

woman takes her own life by inhaling gas. When the monsters arrive to peek 

through the hole, she is lying on the floor, unconscious. As she dies, a fire burns 

the monsters, who die screaming. The camera pans in on the dead woman and her 

image cross-dissolves into that of her inner self detaching from her body.  
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The old lady‟s suicide might be read as an act of liberation. In the film, 

her suicide is physical and concrete: she does get rid of her own life and, by doing 

so, she definitely escapes the monsters‟ judgement. Her suicide, though, can also be 

read as the suppression not of her outer self – her body – but of her inner self – 

her soul. Her inner self is also the place where the monsters live: the woman‟s 

aspirations and her demons share the same internal space, and in order to suppress 

the latter it is inevitable to repress the former. In a pessimistic reading, the old lady 

renounces her inner life, gives up expressing herself (her true self) and succumbs to 

the mediocrity of life. At the same time, though, she finds an escape into freedom – 

a kind of freedom that the others (the monster, society, the average people) cannot 

touch. The film‟s ending differs from the one in the treatment. After the old 

woman commits suicide, we see her inner self detaching from her body and 

running on the street among the bodies of the dead monsters. This might be taken 

as a final affirmation of freedom, whereas what the scene conveys is a sense of 

ultimate defeat: the inner self is free, but at the expense of her body, that is, her 

outer and social life. She is free at last, but only in death. There is no way out of the 

condition of the outcast: it is a condition which implies being excluded from life, be 

it social death (as in Mazzetti‟s K) or physical death. The inner self dances freely 

among the corpses of the dead monsters, but the scene comes with a bitter morale: 

the inner self has gained an eternal life which, individually and socially, amounts to 

nothing.  
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5. 

A stranger estranged: Robert Vas‟ Refuge England (1959) 

 

 

 

 In London, the men and women of many 
nations were waiting to register as foreigners. A 
hundred thousand people from other lands. 
They‟re part of London, part of its broad 
culture, its tolerance. Some are without a 
homeland when war comes passing by. 
 

– from the film The First Days, directed by 
Humphrey Jennings, Harry Watt, Pat Jackson (1939) 

 

 

 

5.1. Robert Vas, displaced director 

On 24 July 1958 the BFI Experimental Production Committee gathered for the 

sixteenth time. Among the new proposals to be evaluated by the committee was 

the synopsis of a film entitled D.P. [Displaced Person].1 The project was given the go-

ahead and a budget of £250 for the shooting of the visuals. A few months later, on 

3 February 1959, an inter-office memo sent to James Quinn by John Huntley reads 

as follows: 

Robert Vas has completely finished his budget on his film “D.P.” and in fact has 
slightly overspent. He has finished the visuals and needs to go ahead with the sound 
track in order that the film should be ready for the N.F.T. shows.2 

 

                                                 
1 The original synopsis of D.P. is reprinted below, see Appendix 4. 
2 John Huntley, memo sent to James Quinn, 3 February 1959, held at BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive 
Collection, Box P/1 [location O/25/5]. 
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Though not yet completed, the film had already been chosen, probably by 

committee member Karel Reisz, to become a part of the sixth and last Free Cinema 

programme, “Look at Britain”, to be screened at the National Film Theatre in 

London on 18 March 1959. In a typewritten note dated 23 March 1959 the film is 

listed as finished and the title has been corrected by hand from D.P. to Refuge 

England.3 The film, a 27-minute long black-and-white odyssey of an Eastern 

European refugee through London, is the directorial debut of the Hungarian-born 

Robert Vas. Refuge England, co-written by László Márton and Robert Vas and 

photographed by Walter Lassally, was the fourth film produced by the 

Experimental Film Fund and the third directed by a foreign director (following 

Mazzetti‟s Together and Alain Tanner‟s and Claude Goretta‟s Nice Time). 

Robert Vas was born in Budapest in 1931 and grew up in a Jewish 

ghetto. Following the failure of the Hungarian uprising against the Soviets in 1956, 

Vas escaped his home country and fled to England with his wife and child. 

Through his presence in Britain, Vas embodied the disastrous results of the revolt 

in Hungary that had disillusioned many British affiliates of the Communist Party 

and had contributed to the birth of the New Left.4 Refuge England revives Vas‟ 

experience as a refugee in London: the main character, simply referred to in the end 

credits as Young Man (played by Tibor Molnar, an actual Hungarian refugee), 

arrives at Waterloo Station early in the morning and finds his refuge (a private 

                                                 
3 Cf. BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive Collection, Box P/1 [location O/25/5]. See also Box 139 [location 
O/21/4].  
4 Cf. Bert Hogenkamp, Film, Television and the Left in Britain. 1950 to 1970, Lawrence & Wishart, London 2000, pp. 52-
101. See also Christopher Booker, The Neophiliacs. The Revolution in English Life in the Fifties and Sixties, Pimlico, London 
1992, pp. 123-124. Incidentally, the Hungarian uprising served as a model for the students‟ revolt in Lindsay 
Anderson‟s If…. (cf. Charles Drazin, “If… Before If…”, in Journal of British Cinema and Television, v. 5 n. 2, 2008, pp. 
322-323). 
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house where he is taken in) late at night. During his search for somewhere to stay, 

he crosses the city and sees it with curious, enthusiastic, perplexed or weary eyes. 

Refuge England thus becomes a portrait of London and its people as seen from an 

outsider‟s point of view.  
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5.2. Refuge England in sequences 

 

Sequence 1. Opening credits (1‟ 22”) 

 

 
 

  

The opening credits are superimposed on the shots of a train crossing the screen. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 Views of South London are accompanied by a quotation from a László Cs. Szabó poem  
as the train approaches the station.  
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Sequence 2. The Young Man arrives in London (5‟ 20”) 

 

 
 

  

At Waterloo Station,  
people get off the train. 

 
 
 

The Young Man is the last to leave 
the platform. 

The platform gate  
closes behind him. 

 
 

  

At rush hour, the station is crowded. The Young Man makes his way through the crowd. 
 
 
 

 
 

  

The Young Man sees a poster 
portraying a refugee… 

 
 
 

…and women singing to raise money for the refugees. 
 

 
 

  

He looks up the address of the house where he will be taken in… …and crosses the bridge to Central 
London. 
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Sequence 3. The Young Man takes a first look at London (5‟ 27”) 

 

 
 

  

Views of central London from above. 
 
 
 

The Young Man walks across 
London, down the Strand 

 
 
. 

 
 

  

He observes people working… 
 
 
 

 
 

  

…and gazes at the most peculiar characters populating the city. 
 
 

 

 
 

He notices the Strand… 

 
 

…and a puppet that tells the future. 

 
 

He looks up the term “future”  
in his dictionary. 
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Sequence 4. The Young Man helps a foreigner and asks for directions (1‟ 10”) 

 

 
 

  

The Young Man meets a foreigner who is looking for the Strand. Having been there, the Young Man 
gives the foreigner directions. 

 
 
 

 
 

  

“For a moment,  
I felt myself at home.” 

 
 
 

The Young Man then asks for directions to reach Love Lane… 

 
 

  

…which he is given in many different ways. 
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Sequence 5. The Young Man reaches the wrong Love Lane (3‟ 13”) 

 
 

  

The Young Man reaches his 
supposed destination. 

 
 

He meets the landlord who explains that it is not the right house. 

 
 

  

A policeman shows the Young Man that there are several Love Lanes in London. 

 

 

Sequence 6. The Young Man crosses London again (2‟ 27”) 

 
 

  

The Young Man sets off  
to cross London again. 

 
 

He feels dwarfed by the city and its buildings. 

 
 

  

He observes the Londoners again, this time with a feeling of non-belonging. 
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Sequence 7. The street artist (30”) 

 
 

  

The Young Man runs into a street artist trying to break free from chains. 
 

 

Sequence 8. Another wrong Love Lane (1‟ 42”) 

 
 

  

Caught in the rain, the Young Man walks to another wrong Love Lane. 
 

He is given a coin for the Tube. 

 

Sequence 9. The Young Man reaches his destination (4‟ 59”) 

 
 

  

The Young Man takes the Tube… 
 
 

…and is overwhelmed by Piccadilly at night. 

 
 

  

He checks the address again and 
walks towards another Love Lane. 

This time, it is the right address.  
The Young Man is welcomed and a table is laid. End credits.  
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5.3. Fragments of freedom 

Of all the Free Cinema films, Refuge England is one of the closest to Humphrey 

Jennings‟ idea of cinema. Balancing fact and fiction and relying on a sympathetic 

and deeply emotional first-person voice-over, the film explores reality and current 

affairs through the subjective introjection of autobiographical details. Vas himself 

claimed to be strongly indebted to Jennings,5 through whose work he had learnt to 

understand England: 

The Jennings films were a kind of initiation not only to England, but into the idea of 
a particular sort of subjective poetic documentary. 
As a new citizen of this country it was essential to me to understand what England 
was all about; and it was these films which gave me the understanding, mainly 
through the language which Jennings used, through the imagery, through sounds, 
through the juxtapositions.6 

 
It is not clear if the film‟s protagonist is Hungarian: he might have arrived from any 

Eastern European country. His condition as a displaced person was common at the 

time, so common that he can be considered something of a universal character: 

“He is a phenomenon of our century”, Vas said.7 The first-person voice-over and 

the Young Man‟s estranged gaze make Refuge England a subjective work – where the 

author‟s subjectivity and the character‟s tend to merge (as Vas put it: “this is not a 

factual documentary […] Its aim is poetic, subjective”).8 It is an „I‟ that takes us 

around the city, through both the best known spots in London and the less popular 

areas – with a taste for the unknown and the unexplored that makes Refuge England 

                                                 
5 “[Vas] invented a kind of subjective, personal documentary which has no parallel. He would himself have said that 
he hoped to follow in the tradition of Humphrey Jennings. Yet in my opinion he did not simply follow that tradition, 
but expanded it and developed it into something altogether richer, more varied and broader in its range of human 
understanding and compassion” (Gavin Barrie – Alan Rosenthal, “Witness: In Memoriam Robert Vas”, in Sight and 
Sound, v. 47 n. 3, Summer 1978, p. 186). 
6 Ibid., p. 187. See also Alan Rosenthal, The Documentary Conscience. A Casebook in Film Making, University of California 
Press, Berkley – Los Angeles – London 1980, p. 256. 
7 Robert Vas, original programme note accompanying the screenings of Refuge England (BFI Special Collections, BFI 
Archive Collection, Box 121 [location O/19/1], File 2: Experimental Film Fund).  
8 Ibid. 
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a radical Free Cinema act. Diverging from mere documentary praxis, Vas puts his 

character‟s „I‟ in a central position: it is the „I‟ that, through a combination of 

visuals, asynchronous sound and voice-over, creates a narrative from the sparse 

fragments of the Young Man‟s journey through London.  

The Young Man‟s voice-over is in English and mainly told in the past 

tense, which means that Refuge England is a recollection of his first day in London 

made after settling down and gaining confidence with the language. Sequence by 

sequence, Refuge England displays an apparently episodic chain of symbols and 

vignettes which the Young Man „collects‟ along the way. Such sketches of city life 

represent and inform the idea of Englishness which takes shape in the Young 

Man‟s mind. The Young Man is experiencing London – and inferring his idea of 

„Londonness‟ – through the representatives of culture and society that the city itself 

projects onto him. He is indexing the city‟s qualities in order to obtain a complex – 

but never complete – catalogue of London. The eyes of the Young Man pick up 

pieces of experience which are glued together through the film‟s editing but do not 

become a whole. The practice of film editing and of stitching together 

heterogeneous fragments of reality is the real autobiographical trait of Refuge 

England, whose bumpy flow represents Vas‟ perception of reality (and self-

perception) at the time: 

My life has been broken like a piece of film and all my attempts now are an enlarged 
version of this small act of joining it all together. One piece is the past. Another piece 
is the present. Another piece is the future. One part is communism. One the East, 
the certainty of the dogma. Another is the West, with its schisms and confusions.9 

 

                                                 
9 Vas interviewed in Alan Rosenthal, The Documentary Conscience, pp. 262-263. Cf. Barrie Gavin – Alan Rosenthal, 
“Witness: In Memoriam Robert Vas”, p. 187. 
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In the film, the wanderer tries to read the signs through which the city discloses 

itself to its inhabitants and, less clearly, to its visitors, the language divide making 

things more difficult for him. London becomes a treasure hunt map the Young 

Man needs to cross step by step, wrong turn after wrong turn, in order to achieve 

his goal, which is to reach the right Love Lane and be taken into Mr Cox‟s house.  

The film presents a series of recurring tropes: these are the instances of definition 

of the Young Man‟s identity; the mirror images, through which the Young Man‟s 

identity evolves; and the Young Man‟s cognitive map of London, which renders the 

city unfamiliar even to Londoners.10 

 

 

 

5.4. László Cs. Szabó and the „impenetrability‟ of England 

The film‟s title comes from a poem by the Hungarian poet László Cs. Szabó (1905 

– 1984), himself an émigré who moved to Italy in 1948 and then settled in London 

in 1951 (ironically, though still living in London he died during a visit to 

Budapest).11 Originally an economics historian, Cs. Szabó became a prominent 

intellectual in exile and defined himself as someone “with an English passport but 

with Hungarian pride”.12 Vas and Cs. Szabó shared the same hostility towards the 

political situation in Hungary, which was the reason why both of them had decided 

                                                 
10 Chanan, Michael, “On William Raban‟s Thames Film”, in Literary London: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Representation of 
London, March 2007, http://www.literarylondon.org/london-journal/march2007/chanan.html.  
11 Cf. Sandor Hites, “Losing Touch, Keeping in Touch, Out of Touch: The Reintegration of Hungarian Literary 
Exile after 1989”, in John Neubauer – Borbála Zsuzsanna Török (eds.), The Exile and Return of Writers from East-
Central Europe: A Compendium, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin and New York 2009, p. 521. 
12 Cf. Tibor Klaniczay – József Szauder, History of Hungarian Literature, Corvina Press, Budapest 1964, p. 248. 
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not to return to their native country. Two lines from Cs. Szabó‟s poem are quoted 

at the beginning of the film:  

Restore to me, last rock of refuge, England 
Dignity that befits me as a man.13 

  
These lines serve as a colophon asserting the two main trajectories of the film. First 

of all, England is seen as a rock, a refuge, a new homeland with sort of a sacred trait, 

the image of the rock a clear religious influence, a mystical view of a promised land. 

Secondly, England is viewed as the restorer of human dignity, a land where the 

displaced person can become a whole again, individually and socially. László Cs. 

Szabó also embodied the spirit of the Hungarian „nostalgic wanderers‟14 who 

considered themselves to be “Magyars and Europeans at the same time”:15 two 

different national and cultural identities can coexist within the same person – and 

the Young Man has just begun to acquire his English side. The evocated presence 

of László Cs. Szabó in the film also refers to his activity as an Anglophile essayist,16 

who was enchanted by London but defined the English way of thinking as 

“impenetrable”.17 What Vas (and subsequently the Young Man) does in the film is 

to put the English impenetrability to the test: is English culture really non-

understandable? Is the English way of life an undecipherable and apparently 

contradictory blend of tradition and innovation? Can the monolith of London, its 

                                                 
13 In the original film synopsis, the lines (“by a fine Hungarian author in exile”) are quoted in a different translation: 
“England, my last fortress on the rocks, / Oh give me back my dignity!”. 
14 Cf. Péter Sárközy, “Ungheresi in Italia da Jenő Péterfy a László Cs. Szabó”, in Id. (ed.), Italia e Ungheria dagli anni 
Trenta agli anni Ottanta. (Atti del VIII Convegno italo-ungherese dell‟Accademia Ungherese delle Scienze e della Fondazione G. Cini 
di Venezia), Universitas, Budapest 1998, p. 145. 
15 Ibid. p. 145. 
16 Cf. András D. Ban, “Friends of England – Cultural and Political Sympathies on the Eve of the War”, in Hungarian 
Quarterly, now available here: http://patrickleighfermor.wordpress.com/2010/10/16/friends-of-england-cultural-and 
-political-sympathies-on-the-eve-of-the-war/. 
17 László Cs. Szabó, Doveri átkelés [l.t. Dover Crossing], quoted Ibid. Ban thus summarizes László Cs. Szabó‟s 
judgement: “It was typical not only of Churchill and other British statesmen like the Earl of Halifax, the Foreign 
Secretary, but of the English in general that they sought to adjust their ideas to circumstances and never vice versa. 
Abroad, they called this hypocrisy, and spoke of perfide Albion” (ibid.). 
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life and habits, be breached? Can Londoners be approached and can they welcome 

a displaced foreigner?  

 

 

 

5.5. Entering a new epistemological environment 

Refuge England‟s opening credits are displayed over images of a train crossing 

London‟s peripheral areas and approaching a train station. The audience 

accustomed with the city of London might recognize the train‟s final destination as 

Waterloo station. A crowd of people step off the train and rush to work, while the 

Young Man, on his own, is the last to leave the platform, the gate closing behind 

him. A sense of non-belonging is suggested when the Young Man is shown moving 

slowly during rush hour, looking around in search for something familiar and 

walking against the current of human traffic, as does Gregor Samsa in Mazzetti‟s K. 

The film thus begins in a twice estranging place: the station is a proverbial non-lieu 

in which identities are not fixed; furthermore, Waterloo station is located on the 

south bank of the Thames, making it mandatory for the Young Man to cross the 

river in order to access the „proper‟ city. Refuge England, despite its fragmentary 

structure which loosely follows that of a fairy tale, is a story of self-defining, 

recounting as it does the Young Man‟s quest for a new or adapted (or additional) 

identity. The film‟s inception in a brand new realm, whose internal laws are 

unknown to the character, is followed by the crossing of the Thames – a threshold 
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moment which introduces the protagonist to the environment in which he will 

struggle to belong. 

To the Young Man, making contact with the Londoners and reaching 

the right Love Lane is like cracking a secret code, his gaze being the main sensorial 

receptor of the signs and symbols on display all around him. Some of the signs in 

this new system are at first indecipherable, mainly because of the language divide. 

Entering a new linguistic and epistemological environment leads to a continuous 

contextualising and re-contextualising of signs. The dictionary the Young Man 

carries is an instrument of knowledge and of discerning (the first word he looks up 

is, quite didactically, “future”), of distinguishing between two different contexts – a 

primary instrument to access the „new world‟ and to avoid the trap of words which 

are either obscure or misleadingly similar to his native language.18 

 

 
 

  

 

 

  

                                                 
18 While walking down the Strand, the Young Man says: “How funny! In my language „strand‟ means an open and 
public bus”. 
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5.6. Towards the definition of the Young Man‟s identity (and the image of the city) 

Before the Young Man leaves the station, a first instance of fixation of his identity 

takes place, coming from a poster plastered to the wall. The poster displays a 

sketch of a refugee, which the Young Man stares at. Shot and counter-shot are 

lined as to suggest identification of the gazer with the object of his gaze.  

 

 
 

  

 

Functioning as a mirror, the poster collocates the Young Man in a precise category, 

that of the displaced. Immediately after this are shots of women singing to raise 

money for the refugees: the Young Man has come to a place that lavishes assistance 

on the foreigner and the exile.19 Refuge England represents the „transformational arc‟ 

of its character from the initial position of displaced person to the final – albeit 

unstable and temporary – one of welcomed refugee. 

The views of London as seen from above or from below, such as the 

view following the Young Man‟s crossing of Waterloo Bridge, give an idea of the 

monumentality and intricacy of London‟s streets, thus dwarfing the Young Man 

and somehow „complicating‟ his journey. 

                                                 
19 The film‟s original synopsis reads as follows: “A woman‟s choir sings a carol: they are collecting money for the 
Hungarian refugees. A smiling girl jingles her money box also before the young man, but he shows with a clumsy 
gesture that he hasn‟t got a penny” (Robert Vas, D.P. [original synopsis of Refuge England], Paper no. 6 attached to the 
minutes of the Experimental Production Committee‟s 16th meeting, London, 24 July 1958. Held at BFI Special 
Collections, BFI Archive Collection, Box P/2 [Location O/25/5]: Experimental Film Fund). 
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The Young Man walks through the industrious life of London. It is an 

ordinary day for the Londoners, but not for him. The people of London are shown 

taking care of the city (cleaning windows, painting lamp posts...) and of one 

another (the barber shop...) as well as rushing to work. It is not only the visuals that 

contribute to the Young Man‟s cataloguing of London: the sounds, used 

asynchronously, create a noisy cloud that surrounds the protagonist and sometimes 

are so loud as to render his voice-over barely audible. The city thus expresses itself 

through its types and locations, and through the aural elements whose noisy 

intricacy heightens the Young Man‟s bewilderment and sense of displacement.  

 

 

 

5.7. The other foreigner and the mirror 

Like a new breed living through its imprinting phase, the Young Man learns from 

previous experience and each episode pushes him a step further into the process of 

integration. On his way, the Young Man meets a foreigner, probably Indian, who 

needs information on how to reach the Strand (cf. seq. 4). 

Having already seen the street‟s name, the Young Man is able to explain 

to the foreigner where the Strand is through non-verbal communication (while in 

the film‟s original synopsis the Young Man cannot help the other foreigner). Their 

dialogue, in which each of them speaks his own language, is overwhelmed by the 

noise of the stifling London traffic. What remains, to the audience as well as to the 

two men, is the language of signs and gestures, through which the Young Man can 
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express himself and his instructions can be understood. The more rudimental the 

communication, the more effective: in the end, it is the simplest means of 

communication, those that guarantee decipherability, that lead the Young Man to 

the right Love Lane. The foreigner is the second mirror image the Young Man 

finds along the way. This time, the identification is rendered through the direct 

relation with another human being who does not belong in the community, though 

judging from the way he is dressed the foreigner has already begun the process of 

integration. Cinematically, the two are kept together in the frame throughout the 

whole sequence:  

 

 
 

  

 

Confrontation arises from symmetry and from the exchange and correspondence 

of glances in semi-subjective shots. The foreigner represents a possible step in the 

Young Man‟s transformational arc: someone who is experiencing the first instances 

of integration but still does not fully comprehend the new environment he is living 

in.  

Immediately afterwards the process of definition of the Young Man‟s 

identity continues. The Young Man looks in a mirror – an actual looking glass, this 

time – while his voice-over says: “For a moment I felt myself at home. I even took 
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the courage to go and ask the people”. Apparently, the Young Man is gaining 

confidence and the confrontation with himself in the mirror is a way of defining 

the first here and now that he can consider stable. So far, the three mirror images we 

have analysed lead to a personalization of the Young Man‟s one-day odyssey: first, a 

poster defining his social and historical condition; then the relation to a human 

being in a similar state and of a similar status; finally, the self-reflecting look upon 

himself which also stands for the (momentary) acquisition of a „new self‟, a 

declination of the Young Man‟s self on British soil.  

 

 

 

5.8. Mapping the city 

The immersion of the Young Man in a milieu made of signs he cannot understand 

is shown in the scene by the newsstand (cf. seq. 4): the newsagent gives him 

directions with drawings and even with his feet (“Perhaps you don‟t know, but 

these are the ways and instruments for showing the way to a foreigner”). The 

sequence is followed by a series of shots showing people giving directions to the 

Young Man while the voice-off of the newsstand man continues his monologue. 

The people‟s mouths and lips are the prominent part of their faces in the frame. 

Here, one of the film‟s main concerns is put on display: the purely linguistic issue 

of communication not properly reaching its addressee. The very address that 

should lead the Young Man to Love Lane is incomplete: bearing no postcode, it 

does not clearly indicate the area of the city where Love Lane is located – and at 
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least half a dozen Love Lanes seem to exist. The Young Man is then involved in a 

series of communicational processes that do not work properly, mainly because of 

his inevitable ineptitude. Displacement and estrangement are also due to the 

isolation the Young Man feels as the addressee and sometimes addresser of acts of 

communication that prove to be not biunique. The aforementioned scenes where 

passers-by provide him with directions are matched by counter-shots showing the 

Young Man as a non-interacting recipient. 

While the Young Man is shown his way to (the wrong) Love Lane, a 

map of London appears on the screen with a graphic grid superimposed. This brief 

insertion effectively displays the process of mapping London which is in progress 

in the Young Man‟s mind: to the Young Man, London is a cognitive experience 

which still has to be rationalised.  
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5.9. Integration and fracture 

The Young Man wavers between moments of inclusion and exclusion from the 

English community. After visiting the first wrong house the Young Man is dumped 

back into his status of outsider, voiding the small amount of self-confidence he had 

just acquired. While crossing the city for the umpteenth time, he says: “Suddenly 

[London] had grown monstrously big around me. All the stones and walls made me 

feel more and more that I‟m a stranger here”. The configuration of the city – which 

he had optimistically greeted saying “Well, good morning then” at the beginning of 

his journey – changes according to the Young Man‟s mood and state of mind. 

London reveals an impenetrable and hostile side when the Young Man‟s attempt to 

„infiltrate‟ the community fails. The city, lively and industrious at first, becomes 

stifling and uninterested in his human tragedy. Discouraged and disenchanted, the 

Young Man takes a further look at the Londoners: this time, sustained by an 

inconsolable voice-over, his act of observation is detached, and the Young Man is 

overlooked with indifference by the passers-by.  

This new act of sampling the London people and their habits is now 

performed by someone who is in search of “a small gesture of human contact” but 

feels he will never integrate in the community. The Young Man‟s idea of the 

process of integration is to become as “simple and average as them”. Reverting 

Wilson‟s theories on the outsider (cf. par. 2.7), the Young Man sees the levelling 

agglomeration as necessary in order to become an insider. If, in order to become a 

(quasi-)Londoner, one has to resign his language and part of his background and 

personal history, then so be it. The historical events that made him a refugee 
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represent a fracture in the flow of his personal history and in the development of 

his identity. The cause of his displacement cannot be removed or forgotten, but the 

Young Man looks forward to a re-placement or rather a new placement – he has no 

intention of going back and, as a political refugee, he cannot – which could re-set his 

life and allow him to start from scratch. This point is effectively transposed on the 

screen: the Young Man has taken note of his London address on the back of a 

photograph of him as a kid with his mother.  

 

 
 

 

 

His past, present and future are therefore antithetical: there is no continuity 

between the two, which are so separated that in order to see one it is necessary to 

flip and hide the other. The Young Man‟s past and present are not seamlessly united 

but severed by a traumatic historical event – and the Young Man‟s new life in 

London is literally a turn of the page (or, of the picture).20 

 

  

                                                 
20 Refugees perceive their present as neatly severed from their past, a sort of „alternate reality‟ in which to live a new 
kind of existence. Homecoming is seen as reconnecting with the past as though the years as émigrés had not passed: 
“For [the Hungarian exiles], going home meant resuming what had been interrupted, even if some of them admitted 
that Hungary had become different from what the émigrés once knew” (Sandor Hites, “Losing Touch, Keeping in 
Touch, Out of Touch: The Reintegration of Hungarian Literary Exile after 1989”, p. 521). 
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5.10. The street artist 

Of the mirror images the Young Man runs into along the way, the most significant 

is perhaps that of the street artist trying to break free from his chains (cf. seq. 7). 

Not only is the artist an iconic representation of the Young Man‟s status, of his 

being unable to express himself, of his quest for freedom (both personal and 

political) – the scene is also powerful because the street artist is someone who is 

put on display in front of an audience.  

 

 
 

  

 

The artist is looked at the way the Young Man is looked at: as an object of fun, a 

different being belonging to an alternate environment who is struggling to achieve 

a seemingly impossible task. Trying to break free from chains and restrictions, the 

street artist functions as both a mirror image and an instance of identity fixation: 

the chained entertainer epitomizes the Young Man‟s parable in the film. The 

chained artist is wrapped in a blanket, so that his features cannot be distinguished. 

The Young Man‟s identity, as well as the artist‟s, is trapped and unexpressed, waiting to 

be unveiled. Significantly, the sequence is cut before the artist‟s release from chains. 

We can only assume that in the end the Young Man will get rid of his chains, the 
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film itself being the cinematic demonstration and recollection of his acquired 

freedom. 

 

 

 

5.11. London as place and space 

In Refuge England, London is featured both as a historical place and as a metaphorical 

space. The fictional elements in the film, combined with the documentary attitude 

with which it was scripted and shot, allow both readings of the city‟s role in the 

film‟s narrative. Having „survived‟ World War II and in particular the 1940 Blitz, 

London is a symbol for rebirth, a city which has overcome death and destruction. 

It is therefore a place where a derelict‟s life can be pulled back together. London is 

explicitly identified by the Young Man (“So this is it, what they call London. Well, 

good morning then!”) and is the actual place of refuge displaced persons fled to in 

the late 1940s and early 1950s.  

The autobiographical elements in the film, which allow us to identify the 

Young Man with director Robert Vas, thus configure London as a place. The film‟s 

London adheres to the real London Vas found upon his arrival in England. On the 

other hand, Vas‟ aim was to render his character universal by partly fictionalizing 

him and detaching him from mere autobiography, which means that the 

environment surrounding the Young Man has also undergone manipulation in 

order to respond to his mood and feelings or to inform them. Thus, London also 

becomes a space, an open range in which, as we have seen, symbolic and metaphoric 
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events take place that build the imagery and structure of the film itself and shape 

the character‟s personal, moral and social parable. Writing about the image of the 

city in kitchen sink films, Andrew Higson has said that 

Narratively, such films are about and individual‟s efforts to fulfil a wish or a series of 
wishes. Morally however, the significance of the film is not much its story as the 
reality of its events. This emphasis on place in – or against – the narrative historicises 
the narrative, shifting it away from the particular, to a more general level of concern. 
But at the same time, place is used up by the narrative at a metaphorical level, as a 
„geography of the mind‟. […] the narrative always returns to make a particular sense of 
this multiplication of detail, to psychologise rather than historicise the space, to marshal it 
into a representation of a state of mind.21  

 
As we have seen, in several scenes London becomes the „objective correlative‟ of 

the Young Man‟s state of mind. Chaotic and fragmentary as he perceives it, the city 

is a puzzle of sensations the protagonist is unable to put together.  

Apart from the examples already given, let us see how the area of 

Piccadilly Circus, where the last turning point takes place, is treated in the film. 

Refuge England‟s Piccadilly Circus by night is radically different, for example, from 

the one in the aforementioned Nice Time by Tanner and Goretta. Their view of the 

city by night is a wild, noisy montage of scenes that capture the funniest and 

wildest sides of city life whereas Vas makes use of Piccadilly Circus as the location 

for his character‟s final descent into the abyss of anonymity. The „state of mind‟ the 

Young Man is in is one of rejection, he is but a pariah among men, maybe a pariah 

among pariahs. Piccadilly Circus is just the right place to stage a man‟s feeling of 

loss and disorientation in a vortex of anonymous and endlessly wandering people. 

The Young Man knows that his destiny is in the hands of fate and that there is no 

responsibility to be claimed for what has happened to him (“We were fighting, we 

                                                 
21 Andrew Higson, “Place, Space, Spectacle”, in Screen, v. 25 n. 4–5, July–October 1984, p. 8. 
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had lost – I had to come, that‟s all. It wasn‟t my fault. Whose fault is it?”) – but at 

the same time he knows that there is nowhere else he would want to live. When the 

time for realisation comes, the city discloses the location of the right Love Lane as if 

it were an act of magic. When the Young Man makes up his mind (he says: “I want 

to live here”, and it occurs to him like a sort of epiphany) then the city abandons 

every form of resistance: late at night, the Young Man is taken in by Mr. Cox. A 

table is laid and food is served. London‟s secret code has been cracked and the 

film‟s setting changes from the unfamiliar city to the familiarity of a home 

(incidentally, the ending is the only indoor scene in the whole film).  

 

 

 

5.12. A note on The Vanishing Street 

In 1962, Robert Vas directed a 20-minute documentary, sponsored by the BFI 

Experimental Film Fund and the Jewish Chronicle, dedicated to the eradication of 

a whole Jewish community from its area. Set in the East End of London, The 

Vanishing Street records the last days of the Jewish market of Hessel Street, near 

Whitechapel. Regarding the choice of the subject, Vas said: 

As I had no English experience, I chose subjects in which I was, in a sense, at home. 
A refugee‟s first day in London. A Jewish street in London […]. In other words I was 
trying to work out a language for myself, but using the places and experiences I felt 
at home in. I‟ve brought with me from the other side a “baggage”, a great many 
things to talk about. I see myself as a self-appointed professional survivor.22 

 

                                                 
22 Robert Vas interviewed in Alan Rosenthal, The Documentary Conscience, p. 265. Cf. Gavin Barrie – Alan Rosenthal, 
“Witness: In Memoriam Robert Vas”, p. 187. 
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Though made after the Free Cinema experience had come to a close, The Vanishing 

Street has always been considered a Free Cinema-inspired documentary. Avoiding 

the use of voice over, the film portrays the Jewish community at work at the 

market and in the shops, butchers preparing kosher food and the religious side of 

the community‟s life at the synagogue. These sketches of Jewish life in London are 

juxtaposed through the sole use of editing: composition mainly concerns the 

visuals, since the soundtrack is based on traditional and religious Yiddish chanting 

that sustains the whole film.  

Through the insertion of old photographs and the insistence on the 

founding dates of the shops, Vas conveys the idea of roots and of the perpetuation 

of tradition, which is now menaced by redevelopment and a relocation plan. It is 

thanks to the dialogues caught as if by chance at the market that we come to learn 

about the imminent disappearance of the area and therefore of the whole 

community – a disintegration which has been going on for a while and which 

started with the decreasing number of people going to the market (an aspect which 

reminds us of Anderson‟s Every Day Except Christmas).  

The demolition of the area fills the film‟s final scenes, with no further 

comment other than the visuals. Excavators and bulldozers tear down buildings 

while a sense of loss and helplessness sets in. The Vanishing Street is a visual poem 

about the creation of displacement, about the uprooting of a whole community. 

Eradication, Robert Vas‟ films suggest, can happen for political reasons (Refuge 

England) or for reasons that merely concern town planning schemes, but the result 

is the same: people find themselves scattered and dispersed, personal and 
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communitarian identities are indelibly compromised, points of reference are lost, 

the bonds with tradition severed. There is no rest for the uprooted (and for the 

Jewish people in particular): the search continues for a place to call home.  
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6. 

Cinema as a personal statement: Lindsay Anderson‟s  

O Dreamland (1953) and Every Day Except Christmas (1957) 

 

 

 

 A documentary film is a portrait of the person 
who makes it. 
 

– Lindsay Anderson 

 

 

 

6.1. Introduction 

Lindsay Anderson is one of the key figures in the history of British cinema. His 

influence on film criticism and his importance in the development of British film 

aesthetics are undeniable. At the beginning of his 45-year-long career as a film 

director, Anderson shot several seminal documentaries: some of them revived and 

reinterpreted the British documentary tradition (Wakefield Express, Thursday‟s 

Children, Every Day Except Christmas…) through the romantic rediscovery of 

Humphrey Jennings‟ oeuvre, whereas others were more experimental, both 

technically and stylistically (O Dreamland, The Singing Lesson). Anderson moved to 

feature-length films in 1963, directing the adaptation of David Storey‟s This Sporting 

Life. Some consider it a late „kitchen sink‟ film but it is much more daring than it 

may look.  
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In this chapter, I will focus on two of Anderson‟s documentaries, equally 

significant in his career: O Dreamland (1953) and Every Day Except Christmas (1957). 

In terms of both themes and technique, these two films present some aspects that 

would resurface and be developed in The White Bus (1967), Anderson‟s almost-

forgotten mid-length film that will be examined in the next chapter. 

 

 

 

6.2. Welcome to Dreamland 

Lindsay Anderson shot O Dreamland in 1953 as an entirely personal enterprise. A 

truly independent film, it was made at Anderson‟s own expense, using film stock 

left over from the shooting of Wakefield Express (1952). As Anderson recalls: 

At the time of Thursday‟s Children I paid a visit to Dreamland, a fun-fair in Margate. It 
had a strange waxwork exhibition showing „Torture Through the Ages‟, featuring 
effigies of the Rosenbergs being electrocuted. […] I was very struck with this image 
and thought that it should be put on film. So I went back to Dreamland with John 
Fletcher and we just shot a ten-minute film entirely from my own resources.1 

 
O Dreamland is a 12-minute-long experimental documentary which Anderson shot 

on black-and-white 16mm, using an Arriflex camera with no synchronous sound. 

The short film was shelved for three years and then screened as part of the first 

Free Cinema programme in 1956. Though it was made long before the idea of Free 

Cinema came to exist, O Dreamland contains the seeds of the „movement‟2 and 

provides the main axes of its aesthetic manifesto: the relevance of the director‟s 

                                                 
1 Lindsay Anderson, “Finding a Style. Commentary, 1994”, in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 59. 
2 Cf. Alberto Crespi, Lindsay Anderson, La Nuova Italia, Firenze 1988, p. 32.  
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subjectivity, the observation of the English people, the discussion about the 

underclass and the instances of social critique.  

The film depicts the workers and their families during their free time as 

they arrive at Dreamland on designated buses, enter the funfair, gaze at the 

attractions, play games and then leave the park at night. The opening credits state 

that O Dreamland is “A Sequence film”: at the time, Sequence was no longer published, 

so this can be read as Anderson‟s tribute to a much-loved enterprise. Somehow O 

Dreamland develops the aesthetic and socio-political claims made by Anderson in 

his articles for the film journal (see paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4). 

 

 
 

  

 

O Dreamland, though, begins outside the funfair, with a scene that might look 

disconnected from the rest of the film: it shows a chauffeur polishing a Bentley. 
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Despite being a film about the workers‟ free time, O Dreamland opens significantly 

with a representative of the working class at work. The act of polishing the Bentley 

effectively epitomises the worker‟s subordinate position in the social pyramid – a 

position that, as we will see, the working-class maintains firmly even during leisure 

time. After these first shots, the camera pans right: the long take connecting the 

cleaning chauffeur to his fellow workers marching towards Dreamland suggests the 

actual continuity of the two supposedly different moments in a worker‟s life: work 

and leisure.  

 

 
 

  

 

As Anderson seems to imply, there is no way out of the social role imposed on 

people by a strictly class-bound system. 

 

 

 

6.3. Experimental polemics in O Dreamland 

On the one hand, O Dreamland resembles a visual sketchbook3 whose main picture 

is made up of the many fragments collected by Anderson through the candid 

camera technique. Apparently, Anderson‟s method is that of an anthropologist, and 

                                                 
3 Cf. Michael Chanan, The Politics of Documentary, p. 159. 
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the final result might be considered a Mass Observation report (cf. par. 1.6) made 

for the big screen. On the other hand, the film‟s apparent objectivity soon gives 

way to an utterly subjective „treatment of actuality‟: the portrait of the people at 

Dreamland is heavily biased and Anderson imposes his own personal view on the 

filmed material (“No film can be too personal”, states the Free Cinema manifesto), 

commenting on it through a masterfully witty manipulation of the language and 

technique of cinema. O Dreamland is the film that marks the birth of Anderson as 

an auteur, since it can be considered his first overtly personal and critical film.4  

Entering the funfair, the people are mainly attracted to a series of booths 

and stalls exhibiting the re-enactment of infamous deaths by torture.  

 

   

 

Because of the hidden camera, the people are not aware that they are being filmed. 

This allows Anderson to record the audience‟s reaction to the horrors on display at 

Dreamland and to register that they are received with a catatonic stare,5 which 

reveals the gazers‟ passivity (and in the few scenes in which the spectators look 

amused, they are amused by the most gruesome of horrors). 

The framing and the editing are the two instruments through which 

Anderson injects O Dreamland with a strong polemical charge. Instead of creating a 

                                                 
4 Cf. Allison Graham, Lindsay Anderson, Twayne Publishers, Boston 1981, p.46.  
5 Cf. Elizabeth Sussex, Lindsay Anderson, Studio Vista, London 1969, p. 25. 
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proper narrative, the editing in O Dreamland generates disruptive associations of 

identity. The mechanical puppets seen from the point of view of the public are 

framed behind bars. The reverse shot showing the gazers is taken from behind those 

same bars. The same happens in the scenes showing the animals: the point-of-view 

shots show them inside their cages and the following reverse shots are taken from 

inside the cage, so that the observers also look caged.  
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These newly-established associations identify the observers with the objects 

observed, rendering the spectators indistinguishable from the spectacle:6 the 

working-class people of Dreamland are like (or better, are) mechanical puppets and 

caged animals. As Allison Graham suggests, O Dreamland is a film of (social) 

immobility and imprisonment.7 

O Dreamland thus sheds new light on some of Anderson‟s ideas and 

ideological positions regarding the working class. Through his writings and his very 

first documentaries, Anderson fought a battle (in political and in aesthetic terms) 

for the visibility of the working class, for the restoration of dignity (also artistic 

dignity) to the world of the underclass. However, O Dreamland shows how 

Anderson‟s political thought is more complex than is usually considered. His is a 

position of double critique: on the one side, towards the industrial (and cultural) 

establishment that controls every aspect of the workers‟ lives;8 on the other side, 

towards the workers, who let themselves be controlled, who give up reacting, who 

stand acritically and passively in front of the mise-en-scene of ugliness. There is an 

aesthetic degradation in the life of the working class that makes them grow 

accustomed to ugliness instead of beauty. 9  

Even though some critics maintain the opposite, O Dreamland shows a 

subtle but clear trace of judgement: it is not „simply‟ a documentary, it is a film 

                                                 
6 Cf. Alberto Crespi, Lindsay Anderson, p. 33.  
7 Cf. Allison Graham, Lindsay Anderson, p. 50. 
8 O Dreamland and the „institutionalised nature‟ of the workers‟ leisure are also referred to in The White Bus (see 
chapter 7), when the Mayor says: “Science has liberated the worker and given him more leisure. But, he needs to be 
educated for that leisure. Oh yes, indeed. And we are justifiably proud of the steps that we have taken to help solve 
this problem”. 
9 As Paul K. Cornelius writes: “Implicit in this criticism is also the question of what type of society it is that reduces 
people to looking for facile entertainment amidst such ugly and demeaning surroundings” (Paul K. Cornelius, Images 
of Social Disfunction in Films of Lindsay Anderson, UMI, Ann Arbor / University of Texas, Dallas 1987, p. 26). 
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discourse of social critique whose target is the very object it depicts: the people. As 

Elizabeth Sussex writes: “Can there be any doubt that Anderson hates, not just the 

entertainment, but the people – hates them for not fighting, for opting out of the 

battle that is life?”10 

 

 

 

6.4. Leisure for dummies 

Once put into film and taken as an exemplum, the name of the funfair, Dreamland, 

reveals its own self-annihilating bitter irony: Dreamland is not a „place for dreams‟, 

it is the worst of all possible nightmares, a place where leisure and entertainment 

are turned into an automated and soulless mechanism. The funfair thus becomes a 

powerful social metaphor. As Gavin Lambert asks: “If this is Dreamland, what 

kind of nightmare is everyday life?”.11 

The exhibition of torture at the funfair mirrors the „tortures‟ the working 

class undergoes every single day. The mechanical mannequins and the caged 

animals are on-site metaphors of their social condition. Nevertheless, the working 

class (including the children) gazes at this truculent idea of fun and does not 

recognise it as a mirror image (as the insistence on the audience‟s blank faces clearly 

shows). As Allison Graham provocatively suggests, the people‟s state is even worse 

than that of the dummies and animals: at least the attractions move and exhibit 

                                                 
10 Elizabeth Sussex, Lindsay Anderson, p. 25. 
11 Gavin Lambert, Mainly About Lindsay Anderson, p. 73. Anderson himself writes: “O Dreamland is a consistently 
satirical film, almost a „hate film‟” (Lindsay Anderson, “Finding a Style”, p. 59). 
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(mechanical) signs of life, and the animals show uneasiness with their caged 

condition – whereas the people do not.12  

The absence of critical judgement leads to the absence of an urge to 

fight, to the lack of desire for emancipation. The working class seems to be 

confined to a life whose public and private aspects are regulated from above. 

However, I believe that Anderson‟s scope was larger, and that the 

working class portrayed in O Dreamland is just a segment to represent the whole of 

society (except, of course, the upper classes). As Gavin Lambert says, O Dreamland 

is Anderson‟s “first declaration of love-hate for the English, predict[ing] the shape 

of films to come”.13 O Dreamland is a parable on the rise of mass culture,14 which 

stages life (everybody‟s life) as a mechanical system, an automatised trap with no 

escape. What we see happening in the film is the direct consequence of the 

uncontested rise of materialism in the age of affluence: “The listless trippers are the 

oppressed, exploited victims of a spiritually nihilistic system”.15 

One of the main concerns of the film is one of Anderson‟s typical issues: 

the individual and collective relationship with tradition. What O Dreamland shows 

and denounces is the reduction of history (“This is history portrayed by life-size 

working models”) to a puppet show.  

                                                 
12 Cf. Allison Graham, Lindsay Anderson, pp. 50-51. 
13 Gavin Lambert, Mainly About Lindsay Anderson, p. 73. 
14 As Richard Hoggart writes in 1956: “We are moving towards the creation of a mass culture; […] the remnants of 
what was at least in parts an urban culture „of the people‟ are being destroyed; […] the new mass culture is in some 
important ways less healthy than the often crude culture it is replacing” (Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy, p. 13). 
15 Elizabeth Sussex, Lindsay Anderson, p. 25. 
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From Joan of Arc to the Rosenbergs with hints at the colonial history of Britain, 

history and cultural heritage are popularised and marketed, rendered ineffective and 

innocuous, deprived of their social and political values and turned into iconic 

pretexts for gory entertainment.  

 

 

 

6.5 The treatment of sound in O Dreamland 

Many of Anderson‟s documentaries rely on an omnipresent voice-over guiding the 

understanding and feelings of the audience, sometimes performed by the director 

himself. O Dreamland does not contain a voice-over narration but Anderson‟s 

subjectivity is nevertheless present. The sound pattern of O Dreamland is made of 

environmental noises and voices, mainly coming from Dreamland‟s mechanical 

puppets. A recorded creepy laughter surfaces several times throughout the film, 

with a clear derisive purpose. As Hallam and Marshment write, discussing a 

sequence of Tony Richardson‟s A Taste of Honey (1961): 

When Jo accompanies her mother and her new boyfriend on a trip to the seaside, the 
couple dance to the sounds of a popular tune. The shots of obvious pleasure on the 
faces of the couple are intercut with a close-up of the laughing face of a clown (used 
in an earlier documentary on Southend and Margate, Oh Dreamland [sic]) that seems to 
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mock their enjoyment, critiquing the commercial culture that is the source of their 
delight.16 

 
Anderson turns the unavailability of synchronous sound into an aesthetic act. Apart 

from the voices of the sellers and the monotonous calling out of bingo numbers, 

there is no other trace of human voice in the film. The people in O Dreamland are 

deprived of their voice(s): in the film as well as in real life, the people are robbed of 

what characterises them as social beings. The only „voice‟ the film provides them 

with is the pattern of sounds and noises in the soundtrack: the people are endowed 

with a voice that comes automatically from somewhere else but at the same time from 

within themselves. They are similar, in this, to the mechanical dummies of 

Dreamland,17 and the use of sound reinforces this similarity. 

In the automatised context of Dreamland, even music is part of a 

mechanical process: it comes from a juke-box (and also from some of the puppets), 

which we see as it is activated, and seems to repeat the same two songs (I believe and 

Hold Me Thrill Me Kiss Me) over and over, with a group of young women singing 

along.  

 

 
 

  

 

                                                 
16 Julia Hallam – Margaret Marshment, Realism and Popular Cinema, Manchester University Press, Manchester – New 
York 2000, pp. 49-50. 
17 Cf., on a similar position, Erik Barnouw, Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford 1993, pp. 231-235. 
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The entertainment industry is based on the reiteration of items, which do not 

become popular because they correspond to actual popular taste, but which are 

made popular through repetition (here being popular does not mean „for the people‟ 

or coming „from the people‟, but just common, usual, average). 

In the same way, the calling out of bingo numbers, as captured and 

edited by Anderson, sounds like a heathen mantra.  

 

 
 

  

 

Apart from being a losing game on which the people „invest‟ their hard-earned 

money, the ritual of bingo is meant to hypnotise the people. As much as the 

visuals, the treatment of sound testifies to the social phenomenon then at play, that 

is, the dulling of the masses by turning people into unstimulated beings.  

Thus, O Dreamland denounces the levelling of personal taste, the 

vulgarisation of history and tradition, the reduction of life to a mechanism and the 

eventual subjugation of the people obtained through the industrial invasion of 

leisure time, which becomes not a private (or collective) moment to be enjoyed but 

a product to be sold and bought.  
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6.6. An introduction to Every Day Except Christmas 

O Dreamland and Every Day Except Christmas might seem poles apart, and under 

many aspects they are. While the former satirises the habits of the working class 

with a touch of cynicism, Every Day Except Christmas portrays the workers at work 

and emphasises their dignity and the importance of their role within society.  

In 1956, Anderson was invited by Karel Reisz to make a film using funds 

coming from the Ford Motor Company. Reisz had just begun to work with Ford as 

a maker and supervisor of advertisement films, and had obtained the right to divert 

some of the allocated money to projects not directly involving advertising, vehicles 

or transport. With just a few ideas, no proper script, a 35mm camera (with Walter 

Lassally as director of photography) and a sound recorder (operated by John 

Fletcher), Anderson began to pay regular visits to the workers of Covent Garden 

market during two weeks. He collected hours of filmed material which then took 

five months to edit.18  

 

  

 

  

                                                 
18 Cf. Elizabeth Sussex, Lindsay Anderson, p. 34. 
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The 38-minute-long finished film covers the span of a day in the life of the Covent 

Garden market workers, from the moment at night when the goods are collected, 

stocked and delivered, to the late afternoon when the market is dismantled. 

Every Day Except Christmas represented England at the 57th Venice Film 

Festival. The British Ambassador tried to have the film withdrawn because it gave 

“a poor view of British life”,19 privileging the working class without including 

representatives of the upper classes (or „Top People‟, in Anderson‟s terms). The 

film went on to win Grand Prix for Best Documentary and was also screened as 

part of the third Free Cinema programme (“Look at Britain!”) at the National Film 

Theatre in London, 25 to 29 November 1957.  

 

 

 

6.7. Behind the scenes of everyday life 

Every Day Except Christmas carries out of one of Anderson‟s concerns as a film 

critic: to give screen time to the previously unportrayed lower classes. As he writes, 

“Every Day was very much a portrait of people who, until then, had not appeared in 

British films except as comic relief”.20 The film offers a romanticised view of labour 

that foregrounds the individual effort, the sense of community and the idea that 

everyday work is the cornerstone of society. 

  

                                                 
19 Gavin Lambert, Mainly About Lindsay Anderson, p. 102. 
20 Lindsay Anderson, “Every Day Except Christmas. Commentary, 1994”, in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 72. 
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Every Day Except Christmas opens with an on-screen dedication to the 

market workers, who are mentioned by their names. 

 

  

  

 

Unlike the workers visiting Dreamland, the Covent Garden workers are given a 

precise identity. Moreover, even if the workers do not speak directly facing the 

camera, their voices were recorded (albeit asynchronously) live at the market and 

can be heard during the documentary along with their whistling and singing.21 

Instead of being sketchy and fragmentary, Every Day Except Christmas lingers on its 

protagonists: it captures their features, their movements, the passion and precision 

they put in their work, the way they relate to each other… Through these scenes, 

the film “achieves an ethnographic montage in which each face contributes to the 

                                                 
21 Cf. John Hill, Sex, Class and Realism. British Cinema 1956-1963, British Film Institute, London 1986, p. 133. 
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sociological effect”:22 Every Day Except Christmas creates the portrait of a community 

by focussing on some of its members.  

 

 
 
 

  

 
 

  

 

These men operate behind the curtain of everyday life. They work when other 

people sleep and arrange the market so that in the morning life can resume as usual. 

With a high sense of duty, commitment and involvement, the Covent Garden 

workers govern the making of society in its simplest form, that is, daily life. 

The actions depicted in the first half of the film resemble the „behind-

the-scenes‟ of an upcoming show. The loading of the goods, the delivery, the 

unloading and the setting up for sale are part of a process whose final result is the 

market.  

 

  

                                                 
22 John S. Hassard, “Researching Work and Institutions Through Etnographic Documentaries”, in Alan Bryman - 
David Buchanan (eds.), The SAGE Handbook of Organizational Research Methods, SAGE Publications, London 2009, p. 
276. 
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6.8. The making of a nation 

The film commences in Sussex in the middle of the night. Flowers are boxed and 

loaded on lorries heading to London. BBC radio wishes its listeners goodnight and 

the National Anthem plays at the end of the last programme of the day.  

 

 
 

  

 

The travelling lorry connects different areas of England thus mapping the region. 

The National Anthem is the soundtrack to this „process of unification‟ and is 

carried across the roads of the country as a symbol of social and political cohesion. 

Flowers arrive at the market from Sussex together with “apples from Kent and 

Evesham, potatoes from Norfolk, oranges and lemons from the Western ports”. 

Covent Garden is the place where products from different areas of England 

converge: the market contains and represents England and therefore Britain, which 

is depicted as a vast and self-sufficient orchard or garden. 

When the setting up of the market is almost complete, the visuals linger 

on the orderly display of crates and boxes, full of fruit and flowers. This perfect 

geometry gives the film a shade of formalism. Its pace slows down and the camera 

pans elegantly across the stalls.  
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The editing merges the images with an effortless cross-dissolve. The noise of the 

crates being moved and piled up gives way to Daniele Paris‟ score, which 

intervenes to bring back harmony and peace. The puzzle of boxes and products 

coming from all over England is complete, which results in the market eventually 

opening. 

Covent Garden represents a matrix, the place where British imagery and 

social life are generated and displayed. The market becomes a moment when 

national identity is defined. As well as the Anthem, Every Day Except Christmas is a 

song about a country which delivers its very own idea of patriotism: being patriotic 

means building the nation from its basis. Every Day Except Christmas shows the 

effort people put into providing a „basic‟ service that might be taken for granted. In 

spirit and intentions, Every Day Except Christmas is similar to documentaries such as 

Harry Watt and Basil Wright‟s Night Mail (1936),23 about the British postal service, 

and to the myth-making Listen to Britain (dir. Humphrey Jennings and Stweart 

                                                 
23 Cf. Scott Anthony, Night Mail, British Film Institute, London 2007, pp. 22-25 et passim.  
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McAllister, 1942). As Dave Saunders writes: “The lifeblood of the nation, 

according to Free Cinema, remains its vital base of (mostly older) workers”.24 

 

 

 

6.9. Images of tradition 

In Every Day Except Christmas, Anderson makes use of a linear and simple film 

syntax: the framing is rigorous and vital, the scenes are seamlessly adjoined through 

the editing and tracking shots are used to follow the workers along the indoor 

market corridors, giving an idea of constant movement and dynamic effort.  

Unlike O Dreamland, Every Day Except Christmas follows a straightforward 

narrative which, after the sequences I have just examined, builds up to the opening 

of the market. When the market opens, at five in the morning, the film‟s focus 

shifts from the motif of national identity to that of tradition.  

As the first customers flock in, the film sets up a discourse regarding 

tradition as a mediator of the past, present and possibly the future. One of the first 

customers we are introduced to is a West End dealer, Mr. Bayliss, who has been 

going to the market every day for 30 years.  

 

 
 

  

                                                 
24 Dave Saunders, Documentary, Routledge, London 2010, p. 61. 
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When buyers like Mr. Bayliss select the products, these are carried and loaded on 

trucks by porters. Here, we make the acquaintance of another key figure in the 

documentary: Alice, the last female porter of the market. She has been a porter for 

35 years and, the voice-over says, “when she goes, that‟s the end of it”. 

 

  

 

Mr. Bayliss and Alice complement two views of tradition.. Mr. Bayliss, typically 

dressed in an overcoat and a bowler hat, walks with confidence through the 

corridors and alleys of the market. He represents the perpetuation of a habit which 

becomes a recognisable trait of a nation‟s culture. 

Alice, on the other hand, is a sign of continuity which will soon be 

discontinued. Her role as a female porter has been gradually abandoned, and the 

documentary clearly shows that Alice is surrounded only by younger male 

colleagues. She represents an evolving tradition that has changed its features, giving 

way to a new and „modern‟ generation. 
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A third figure representing tradition is that of Jenny.  

 

  

 

As the voice-over says:  

Late in the day, when prices have fallen, the old ladies come around who sell their 
flowers in the London streets. But things aren‟t what they were. […] When Jenny 
started selling flowers on street corners, Victoria was Queen and every gentleman 
wore a buttonhole. But that was a long time ago. 

 
Jenny represents an image of England that has now been ceased. She is a 

depository of history which resists modernity and is therefore destined to fade. 

There is, in Anderson‟s intentions, nostalgia for that certain „touch‟ (represented by 

the buttonhole flower) that made the British look British and therefore be British. 

However, Anderson believes the perpetuation of tradition is possible only through 

renovation. The images of Jenny are followed by those of the workers dismantling 

the market while the supplies for the following day are coming in, in a continuous 

fashion (that stops only for Christmas). The film is a portrait of the present which 

summons the past while it is clearly oriented towards the future.  

The final image of the film is the close-up of a young worker with a 

superimposed text reading: “London 1957”. As Cátalà and Cerdàn suggest,25 the 

final frame of Every Day Except Christmas might be seen as an answer to the ending 

                                                 
25 Josep María Cátalà – Josetxo Cedràn, “La mirada y la ira”, in Carlos F. Heredero – José Enrique Monterde (eds.), 
En torno al Free Cinema. La tradición realista en el cine británico, Institut Valencià de Cinematografia, Valencia 2001, p. 63. 
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of Humphrey Jennings‟ A Diary for Timothy (1945). In Jennings‟ film, the narrator 

asks the new-born baby how he will handle his life. The final close-up of Every Day 

Except Christmas shows how the generation born right before or during the war 

would take care of the community, perpetuate tradition and inject it with new 

vitality.  

 

 

 

Against its director‟s will, Every Day Except Christmas has come to represent a lost 

tradition. A few years after the film was made, the 300-years-old Covent Garden 

market relocated. Thus, the film has changed from a snapshot of the present to a 

picture of the past, where tradition gives way to modernisation. Now the film 

indirectly denounces the dismantling of a peculiar area of London, the selling off of 

the city‟s identity, the dismissal of an entire community. Writing in 1994, Anderson 

declares: 

Every Day Except Christmas is very much a portrait of the English, of a certain group 
of Londoners, as they were. There was something almost Dickensian about the 
people in this film, and that has all gone now. […] There is a very strong evocation in 
the film of a vanished past.26  

                                                 
26 Lindsay Anderson, “Every Day Except Christmas. Commentary, 1994”, p. 72.  
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7. 

Satire and disillusionment: Lindsay Anderson‟s The White Bus (1967) 

 

 

 

 Probably it is better to put off using words as 
long as possible and get one‟s meaning as clear 
as one can through pictures or sensations. 
 

– George Orwell 

 

 

 

7.1. Red, White and Zero: the wreck of a project 

In 1964, Oscar Lewenstein, a founder of the English Stage Company in 1956 and a 

frequent stage producer and collaborator of Lindsay Anderson‟s, was appointed by 

Woodfall Films as producer of a compendium film made of three episodes taken 

from three short stories by Shelagh Delaney. Lewenstein – who was at the time 

attached to the British branch of Universal Artists – at first arranged that each 

episode would be directed by a different director with the intention of reviving the 

Free Cinema group ten years after the screening of the first Free Cinema 

programme. Inevitably, Lewenstein‟s choice fell on Lindsay Anderson, on Woodfall 

co-founder Tony Richardson and on Karel Reisz. Anderson took on a story by 

Shelagh Delaney, The White Bus, which sealed her 1963 collection Sweetly Sings the 
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Donkey.1 Soon after the collective project was given the go-ahead, Tony Richardson 

started developing his own episode, Red and Blue, based on an original story he had 

reverted to after dumping one of Delaney‟s subjects, Pavane for a Dead Prince.2 Karel 

Reisz withdrew after a short while, having realized that his episode – not taken from 

Delaney‟s work – deserved to be blown up to a full-length feature, which was 

eventually made and released as Morgan: A Suitable Case for Treatment (1966). Reisz 

was then replaced by Peter Brook, the choice of whom voided the idea of reviving 

the Free Cinema group. Brook stepped in with an unfitting 15-minute-long black & 

white slapstick comedy, Ride of the Valkyrie, starring Zero Mostel – hence the title 

Red, White and Zero, which Anderson concocted for the ensemble of films.  

After seeing the complete compendium for the first time, Anderson 

noted:  

6 January 1967. […] the long awaited screening of the TRILOGY […] my view of 
the recut of Peter Brook‟s Ride of Valkyries [sic] and first glimpse of Tony‟s Red & 
Blue. The first remains amateurish and confused; the second has Tony‟s usual 
virtuosity, combined with a very flashy, commercial-style colour, and a phoney, 
masturbatory sensuality, exploiting to an uncomfortable degree the monstrous 
narcissism of Vanessa [Redgrave].3 

 
The final result lacking cohesion and unity, Red, White and Zero was shelved by 

Woodfall and Universal. By mid-1967, the film was all but forgotten and virtually 

unknown to the public. The White Bus was shown in Prague in April 1966, then in 

London in June and in Venice in September during three private screenings set up 

by Anderson himself.4  

                                                 
1 Cf. Shelagh Delaney, “The White Bus”, in Shelagh Delaney, Sweetly Sings the Donkey, Methuen, London 1964, pp. 
123-140. 
2 Cf. Charles L.P. Silet, Lindsay Anderson. A Guide to References and Resources, G.K. Hall & Co., Boston 1979, p. 51. 
3 Unpublished entry from the Lindsay Anderson Diaries, 6 January 1967 (Lindsay Anderson Collection, University of 
Stirling, location LA 6/1/54). Also quoted in John Izod, “A Bumpy Ride on The White Bus”, 
http://www.is.stir.ac.uk/libraries/collections/anderson/documents/IZODABUMPYRIIZ.pdf, p. 10. 
4 Ibid. 
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Anderson‟s episode went on to have a minor distribution in England: in 

1968 it was coupled with an experimental surrealist Czech film, Věra Chytilová‟s 

Daisies, and the two had a short run in London. 1968 saw the release of Anderson‟s 

second feature film, the iconic If...., to which The White Bus is an introduction and a 

compendium. Due to conflicting distribution companies, The White Bus and If.... 

(marketed by Universal and Paramount respectively) were never screened alongside 

each other.  

Of the few copies of the film still available today, one is held at the 

British Film Institute National Archive, but is not in a satisfying condition. Viewers 

willing to watch the film at the BFI premises are usually given a time-coded VHS 

tape to view. A fairer copy has been televised by MGM lately: though the screen is 

watermarked with the MGM logo, the image is crisp, the shades of grey deep and 

defined, the colours well balanced and the sound track neat. This is why I have 

chosen the latest TV broadcast of The White Bus as a source for the stills that 

illustrate this chapter. 

 

 

 

7.2. Road to The White Bus 

The entries in Lindsay Anderson‟s diaries help us draw a timeline of the making of 

The White Bus as precise as possible.5 Anderson was attached to the project in early 

1964, though for at least one year The White Bus did not become his main concern. 

                                                 
5 Many of the diary entries strictly regarding The White Bus were left out of Anderson‟s published diaries as edited by 
Paul Sutton. Cf. Lindsay Anderson, The Diaries, ed. Paul Sutton, Methuen, London 2005. 
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After discarding a film version of Wuthering Heights scripted by David Storey and 

starring Richard Harris, in 1965 Anderson began to collaborate closely with 

Shelagh Delaney on the development of the White Bus script:  

13 March 1965. Shelagh [Delaney] arrives with a bad cold […] we talk about the 
project [The White Bus]. She is sympathetic, direct, and I feel creative. […] We agree 
to do it.6 

 
By July 1965, Anderson was completely into the project (“I long just „to do it‟”).7 

Problems began to surface in a month‟s time: Lewenstein, mainly a man 

of theatre, was clearly unfit for the task of producing a film – and of all films, one 

with three directors. Associate producer Michael Deeley, whose involvement 

Anderson seemed to reject, was not aware of the nature of the project and, 

according to Anderson, had not read Delaney‟s story.8 Meanwhile, Shelagh Delaney 

proved a bit slow in delivering her script drafts.  

Since the early stages of production, Delaney and Anderson worked 

together on drafts and revisions of the screenplay, which followed only in part the 

original short story.9 During the months preceding the shooting, the screenplay 

underwent several alterations which were mostly suggested by Anderson himself. 

Though Anderson and Delaney worked side by side for a long time and despite 

Anderson‟s frequent interventions on the screenplay, Delaney was credited as the 

sole screenwriter of The White Bus. The writer also became a regular on-set presence 

during the shooting, as shown in John Fletcher‟s inestimable documentary About 

“The White Bus”. 

                                                 
6 Lindsay Anderson, The Diaries, cit., p. 105. 
7 Ibid., p. 124. 
8 Cf. Ibid., p. 127. 
9 Cf. John Izod, “A Bumpy Ride on The White Bus”, p. 2. 
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By September 1965, the list of technical contributors to the film was 

ready. Lindsay Anderson chose the Polish Miroslav Ondricek as director of 

photography. The two had met on the occasion of Anderson‟s visit to director 

Miloš Forman in Prague. Ondricek had just finished photographing Forman‟s 

Lásky jedné plavovlásky (Loves of a Blonde, 1965), a Czech New Wave film Anderson 

wrote enthusiastically about:  

13 April 1965. To Barrandov to see the cut of Forman‟s film Loves of a Blonde. Full of 
superb and delicate poetic things; the reminiscence of Free Cinema is extraordinary: 
the drinkers, the National Anthem – but with of course a great „something more‟.10 

 
Ondricek could not speak English and Anderson did not understand Polish, so an 

interpreter was needed during pre-production and on the set. Both the language 

divide and visa issues put Ondricek‟s recruitment in jeopardy, but in the end The 

White Bus greatly benefited from Ondricek‟s young and avant-gardist gaze. The 

experiments with colour and cinematography devised for The White Bus were 

further developed by Anderson and Ondricek in Anderson‟s following films, If.... 

and O Lucky Man!. 

The leading role was given to the young actress Patricia Healey, who was 

a close friend of Shelagh Delaney‟s and who, according to many, bore a 

resemblance to the writer.11 Healey had already pursued a rewarding career as a 

stage actress and had starred as Peg in Delaney‟s much-criticised second play, The 

Lion in Love, during 1960 and 1961.  

 

                                                 
10 Lindsay Anderson, The Diaries, p. 107. 
11 Lindsay Anderson recalls: “At one point I suggested that [Shelagh Delaney] should play the central role of the girl 
but she didn‟t want to, and I am sure she was right to decline. She‟s quite self-conscious and not an actress” (Lindsay 
Anderson, “The White Bus. Commentary, 1994”, in Lindsay Anderson, Never Apologise, p. 106). 
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Patricia Healey as Peg and Peter Fraser as Loll  
on the cover of Shelagh Delaney‟s The Lion in Love. 

 

Arthur Lowe, who had starred as Mr. Slomer in Anderson‟s This Sporting 

Life, was cast as the Mayor. Lowe‟s collaboration with Anderson continued 

throughout the following years, up to Britannia Hospital (1982), always embodying, 

with the exception of the latter film, roles of power and authority. 

The White Bus also sees Anthony Hopkins making his on-screen debut in 

a brief scene, singing Brecht‟s Resolution der Kommunarden. 

Filming began on 19 October 1965 and took place in London, Salford 

and Manchester. Editing began in December 1965, with Kevin Brownlow as chief 

editor and John Fletcher as his assistant. Brownlow insisted in employing 
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Eisenstein‟s techniques of „intellectual montage‟,12 a thing which Anderson 

dismissed as “a meaningless wreck”.13 Anderson then took advantage of 

Brownlow‟s leave to the USA to get Fletcher to work on a re-editing of the film, 

which was then polished by Brownlow after his return to London. 

 

 
 

Lindsay Anderson on the set of The White Bus. 

 

 

  

                                                 
12 Cf. John Izod, “A Bumpy Ride on The White Bus”, p. 6. 
13 Lindsay Anderson, unpublished diary entry dated 29 August 1965, quoted Ibid. 
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7.3. The White Bus in sequences 

 

Sequence 1. Opening credits (28”) 

   

[Note: in some versions of the film, the title is accompanied by a number, 2,  
The White Bus being the second episode in the Red, White and Zero trilogy.] 

 

 

 

Sequence 2. Entering the Shell Building (1‟ 58”) 

   

The establishing sequence of the film is composed of three main shots accompanied by the elegiac sound of horns:  
a view of the House of Parliament, the shot of a boy on a barge petting a dove and a view of the Shell Building. 

 
 

 
 

  

Inside the building, a young 
typewriter is still working while  

the office is being cleaned. 
 

While typing, she hallucinates 
a version of herself 

hanging from the ceiling. 

Her work day is over,  
and she exits the building. 
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Sequence 3. On the street (1‟ 58”) 

   
 

Outside the building, the Girl observes a man who is listening to the football 
match on the radio. 

 
 
 

 
When his team loses, the man 

smashes the radio on the pavement. 

 

 

Sequence 4. At the station (1‟ 56”) 

   
   

At the station, the Girl is joined by a young man in a bowler hat,  
who follows her to the platform. 

When the girl leaves, he kneels down 
and bursts into song 

   

 

 

Sequence 5. On the train to Salford (4‟ 05”) 

   
   

Aboard the train, supporters of the 
team that has just lost the match 

chant and sing, involving the Girl. 

Once they arrive in Salford, the Girl 
is left alone on the platform. 

She stares at a procession of people 
carrying someone in an iron lung. 
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Seq. 6. Strange occurrences on the streets of Salford (2‟ 24”) 

 

   
   

Crossing the deserted town, the Girl observes its statues and monuments. 
 
 
 

   
   

Odd things happen all around her: a 
woman is kidnapped… 

…and a lonely long-distance runner 
passes by. 

A woman is cleaning her shop before 
the opening: the scene is 

unexpectedly full-coloured. 
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Sequence 7. On board the white bus (2‟ 58”) 

 

   
   

A white tour bus approaches. The Girl gets on the bus, which is full of upper-class, picturesque  
and politically connotated passengers.  

 
 
 

   
   

She is welcomed on board by the Mayor, who offers her candies,  
and by the tour conductress. 

 

The bus stops in order to let school 
kids cross the street.  

The scene is in colour. 

 

 

 
Sequence 8. Visiting the factory (6‟ 20”) 

 

   
   

The bus crosses the town‟s outskirts 
to the factory. 

 
 

The passengers are given walkie-
talkies for the tour of the factory. 

The tour begins with a colour scene. 

A rather compelling sequence begins in which no word is spoken. Among the foundry workers and the machinery the 
tourists look misplaced. The sudden bursts of colour add to the captivating and somehow mystic look of the sequence: 
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Sequence 9. On the road again (1‟ 12”) 

   
   

The white bus sets off again. On the upper deck, the Mayor 
recollects his childhood, while feeling 

the Girl‟s leg. 

The Girl then moves towards the 
Mace-bearer, who says: “Money is the 

root of all progress”. 

 

Sequence 10. The social centre (2‟ 58”) 

   
   

The bus reaches the town‟s social and 
recreational centre. 

 
 

The Mayor addresses the tourists with a speech about the industrial revolution 
and working-class leisure time. 

   
   

The tourists visit labs of pottery… 
 
 

…bakery… …and embroidery. 

   
   

They attend a play where a young 
actor sings Brecht‟s Song of Resolution. 

They also take part in a 
demonstration of martial arts… 

…and one of the tourists steps in. 
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Sequence 11. The built-up areas and the blocks of flats (1‟ 11”) 

 

   
   

The bus crosses a residential area with newly-built tower blocks. The conductress praises the rehousing of citizens.  
 
 

 

 

 

Sequence 12. The countryside and the park (1‟ 20”) 

 

   
   

The bus takes the tourists through the countryside. 
 
 
 

Visiting the   

   
   

We are shown the re-enactment of 
three famous paintings: Francisco 

Goya‟s El pelele… 
 

Édouard Manet‟s Le déjeuner sur 
l‟herbe… 

…and Jean-Honoré Fragonard‟s 
L‟escarpolette. 
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Sequence 13. The hothouse and Armington Hall (53”) 

 

   
   

The tourists make a brief visit to a hothouse and the Lord Mayor stops to 
confer with the gardener.  

 

Then they approach Armington Hall, 
now a school for girls. 

 

 

 

Sequence 14. The Armington Hall choir (1‟ 50”) 

 

   
   

Inside the school, a small student 
orchestra is rehearsing.  

At the presence of the tourists,  
the school choir sings. 

The Girl imagines herself  
singing in the choir.  
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Sequence 15. The central library, art gallery and museum (6‟ 50”) 

 

   
   

The tourists visit the public library, 
art gallery and museum. 

The Mayor reads an inscription taken 
from the Book of Proverbs. 

Visiting the library shelves, he gives a 
speech against „dirty books‟. 

 
 

   
   

Inside the art gallery, Mr. Wombe follows the Girl.  
He talks about tribal culture but the Girl does not listen. 

 

On their way to the museum, the 
tourists enter a lift that does not work. 

   
   
Inside the museum, the visitors look at the stuffed animals as if in a mirror image. 
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Sequence 16. The Civil Defence demonstration (2‟ 52”) 

 

   
   

The tourists attend a Civil Defence demonstration, shot in the style of a Humprhey Jennings documentary.  
 
 

   
 
 
 

  

   
 
 
 

  

   
   
By the end of the show, the tourists have turned into dummies. The Girl leaves.  
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Sequence 17. The town (4‟ 50”) 

 

   
   

In the evening, the Girl crosses the town of Salford and gazes at vignettes of simple everyday life. 
 
 
 

   
   

 She has fish and chips while the 
owners are closing the chip shop. 

Fade to black. 

 

 

 

Sequence 18. End credits (1‟ 24”) 
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7.4. The relevance of The White Bus 

The White Bus represents an enormous step ahead in the filmmaking career of 

Lindsay Anderson. The five years that passed between This Sporting Life and The 

White Bus saw Anderson directing theatre plays and commercials but were also 

years of further maturation and sharpening of his idea of a poetic cinema. The 

influence of Bertolt Brecht played a major role in a further definition of Anderson‟s 

aesthetics and The White Bus was a major improvement in his film technique. The 

White Bus might also be considered as an experiment with film genre, resulting in a 

newly-defined form we might call „satirical film‟ which Anderson would fully 

develop with If.... and O Lucky Man!. 

As we have said before, The White Bus is also a film which prepares the 

way for If.... and serves as a bridge between two films that look like worlds apart. 

From a purely visual point of view, This Sporting Life is a black and white film, If.... a 

colour film with black and white inserts, while The White Bus levels out the 

transition from one to the other being a black and white film with colour inserts. 

Anderson is gradually evolving from monochrome to colour, that is, from a cinema 

that owes much to the social-realist tradition of „kitchen sink‟ films to an all-new 

type of cinema, both socially committed and visually and technically experimental, 

which draws on the French Nouvelle Vague (and on Godard in particular) but is 

declined in thoroughly British and „Andersonian‟ terms. 

The White Bus also looks back on Anderson‟s virtual mentor, Humphrey 

Jennings. Some of the sequences in The White Bus reveal Anderson‟s continuity with 

Jennings, whose dramatic form of documentation is honoured and paraphrased in 
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the film. The hybrid structure of documentary and fiction, the surrealistic aspects 

of the visuals and the heartfelt approach at the sparse humanity that still populates 

Salford are a clear token of Jennings‟ legacy.14  

Moreover, The White Bus presents a dense pattern of intertextuality, 

which connects this film to Anderson‟s early documentaries, both in terms of 

themes and in visual terms. It is in The White Bus, and not in This Sporting Life, that 

the influence of Free Cinema can be clearly seen – and it is in this film that some of 

the concerns of Free Cinema are re-discussed and re-elaborated. The White Bus is 

then both a sum of Anderson‟s influences and a prospect for a future development 

of his film aesthetics. 

 

 

 

7.5. Flashback: about Shelagh Delaney and A Taste of Honey 

The chain of events that led to the making of Lindsay Anderson‟s The White Bus 

began in 1958, when a young aspiring playwright, Shelagh Delaney, wrote a letter to 

stage director Joan Littlewood. The letter accompanied the typescript of Delaney‟s 

first attempt at playwright, a drama called A Taste of Honey. When Littlewood read 

it, she found it naive, neglectful of the basic conventions of stage writing and closer 

to a film script than to a play.15 Nevertheless, the provocative plot and its display of 

seemingly unfiltered reality attracted Littlewood‟s attention and the play went into 

production in 1958.  

                                                 
14 Cf. Daniel Millar, “The White Bus” (review), in Sight and Sound, v. 37 n. 4, Autumn 1968, p. 206. 
15 As Littlewood recalls: “It needed a film unit” (Joan Littlewood, Joan‟s Book. Joan Littlewood‟s Peculiar Story as She Tells 
It, Methuen, London 1994, p. 515). 
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As usual with Littlewood‟s company, the avant-garde Theatre Workshop, 

the text of the play was reworked by the director and her cast. They took the 

“higgledy-piggledy”16 play and reinstated it into theatre conventions, which were 

then fiddled with by Littlewood‟s peculiar and para-Brechtian approach to staging. 

Theatre Workshop‟s conscious breaking of theatrical conventions corresponded to 

the breaking of social conventions staged in the play. What Delaney handed to Joan 

Littlewood was a play with many disjointed scenes and with characters slightly out 

of focus: the company compensated for the author‟s lack of experience in writing 

by making “short work of the long-winded speeches”17 and by boosting its weakest 

scenes “with snatches of popular song”.18 

A Taste of Honey premiered at the Theatre Royal in Stratford, East 

London, on 27 May 1958. There, the first, virtual encounter between Lindsay 

Anderson and Shelagh Delaney took place: Anderson attended the premiere of 

Delaney‟s debut pièce and, impressed by the play and by its “real, contemporary 

poetry”,19 penned a review which appeared in the July–August 1958 issue of 

Encore.20 

A Taste of Honey is set in contemporary Manchester and opens with 

showing a “comfortless flat and the street outside”.21 A relationship between the 

inside and the outside, the private and the public, the characters and the city is then 

                                                 
16 Ibid., p. 517. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Lindsay Anderson, “A Taste of Honey” (review), in Encore, v. 5 n. 2, July–August 1958, p. 42. 
20 Anderson‟s review was not included in the collection of Anderson‟s writing edited by Paul Ryan, Never Apologise but 
was reprinted in Charles Marowitz – Tom Milne – Owen Hale (eds.), The Encore Reader, Methuen, London 1970, pp. 
78-80. It is also reproduced below, see Appendix 5. 
21 Shelagh Delaney, A Taste of Honey, Methuen, London 1959, p. 1. 
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established: the play could not but be set there,22 the social environment of 

Manchester informing the lives and ethics of the characters. Jazz music plays 

throughout the beginning of the first scene where we are introduced to the main 

characters: Helen, “a semi-whore”23 and her daughter Jo. Jo‟s very first words are 

“And I don‟t like it”:24 she refers to the comfortless flat, of course, but we cannot 

help reading this line as a statement of purpose, a credo. Jo does not like the 

present situation at all. In the span of the play, which is relatively short but covers 

several months (Jo‟s pregnancy marking the passing of time), Jo breaks all the 

conventions – social and theatrical – that used to inform British society and culture 

at the time. A uniquely rebel character in the British theatre of the time, Jo quits 

living with her mother (the severing of family bonds); has an affair with a black 

sailor (thus trespassing social prejudice); gets pregnant of his baby (the issues of 

single motherhood and teen pregnancy); and shares a flat with a young homosexual 

art student, Geoffrey (one of the first non-indulgent gay characters in British 

theatre).25  

Delaney does not look for nor provide us with a solution to the social 

disarray she shows. The only possible solution is that which Jo enacts: she carries 

on, careless of the people‟s judgements, of moral restrictions, of men and of the 

rules of patriarchal society (including proper marriage).26 

 

                                                 
22 Significantly, Tony Richardson‟s 1961 film adaptation of the play, which was co-scripted by Delaney, was the first 
British film shot entirely on location. 
23 Shelagh Delaney, A Taste of Honey, p. 1. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Cf. Michelene Wandor, Carry On, Understudies: Theatre and Sexual Politics, Routledge, London 1986, pp. 143-144. 
26 Her mother seems to agree with her on at least one point when she says: “Enjoy your life. Don‟t get trapped. 
Marriage can be hell for a kid” (Shelagh Delaney, A Taste of Honey, p. 41). 
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Frances Cuka as Jo and Jimmy Moore as the Boy 
on the cover of Shelagh Delaney‟s A Taste of Honey 

 

Delaney‟s „revolution‟ consisted in staging what was already there and had not been 

represented yet. Realism in theatre and cinema at the time meant exactly this, that 

is, breaking established restrictions and showing on a stage or on the big screen 

what was really going on in the poorer and neglected areas of the country. A Taste 

of Honey represents a political and aesthetic battle in which social, sexual, racial and 

class issues were represented and therefore rendered recognizable.27 

  

                                                 
27 Colin MacInnes valued the play for its daring and naturalistic descriptions of social types usually ignored by the 
English theatre: “Shelagh Delaney‟s A Taste of Honey is the first English play I‟ve seen in which a coloured man, and a 
queer boy, are presented as natural characters, factually, without a nudge or shudder. It is also the first play I can 
remember about working-class people that entirely escapes being a „working-class play‟: no patronage, no dogma, just 
the thing as it is, taken straight” (Colin MacInnes, “A Taste of Reality”, in Encounter, April 1959. Reprinted in Colin 
MacInnes, England, Half English, The Hogarth Press, London 1986, p. 205). 
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7.6. About Lindsay Anderson‟s review of A Taste of Honey 

According to Lindsay Anderson, the first novelty in A Taste of Honey was that it was 

a novelty in itself. He advocated a popular theatre whose characters and stories 

were based on everyday life, a theatre which addressed mainly working-class 

audiences: in A Taste of Honey, Anderson found the realization of this apparently 

out-of-reach wish (“such theatre [is] finally here, sprung up under our feet!”).28 

Anderson‟s remarks, though, did not concern only the themes and content of the 

play, but also its style and technique: A Taste of Honey was “written in vivid, salty 

language and presented without regard for conventions of dramatic shape”.29 

It is now widely agreed that the „Angry Young Characters‟ protagonists 

of the novels and plays of the late 50s were not actual rebels. They were angry, of 

course, and through their anger they helped uncover social injustice and class divide 

but they did nothing to revolt against what forced them to their lower condition. 

One of the novelties in A Taste of Honey lies in its being led by a character who is  

tougher, with a commonsense, Lancashire working-class resilience that will always 
pull her through. And this makes her different […] from the middle-class angry 
young man, the egocentric rebel. Josephine is not a rebel; she is a revolutionary.30 

 
Jo goes from stating: “I don‟t like it” to doing something to escape her unwanted 

condition. She is closer to This Sporting Life‟s Arthur Machin (renamed Frank in 

Anderson‟s film) than to Look Back in Anger‟s Arthur Seaton – and that is probably 

why she deserved Anderson‟s praise. In O Dreamland, Anderson clearly despises the 

working class for not reacting to their condition, for letting themselves being 

                                                 
28 Lindsay Anderson, “A Taste of Honey” (review), p. 42. 
29 Ibid. According to Joan Littlewood: “All the characters spoke in pedantic Salford style” (Joan Littlewood, Joan‟s 
Book, p. 516). 
30 Lindsay Anderson, “A Taste of Honey” (review), p. 43. 
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fooled, for compromising with the system that controls not only their daily life but 

also their leisure time and entertainment. Jo, instead, says it out loud: “I‟m not 

having anybody running my life for me”.31 

In his review, Anderson praises the slightly over-the-edge acting, one of 

the „mild‟ Brechtian devices employed by Joan Littlewood, which kept the actors 

detached from their characters though infusing them with a touch of realism.32 He 

also approves of the theatrical inventions which avoided the emotional 

participation of the audience and therefore eluded sentimentalism, thus allowing 

the public to see through the performance itself and catch the flickers of reality that 

surfaced during the play:  

This quality was emphasised by Joan Littlewood‟s production, which seemed to me 
quite brilliant. Driving the play along at breakneck pace, stuffing it with wry and 
humorous invention, she made sentimentalism impossible. The abandoning of the 
fourth wall, the sudden patches of pure music hall, panto-style, were daring, but 
completely justified by their success. No soppy “identification” here; just the 
ludicrous, bitter-sweet truth, a shared story.33 

 
Delaney writes with autobiographical involvement but also with sardonic analytical 

detachment: her approach, boosted by Joan Littlewood‟s methods of production, is 

at the same time realistic and anti-naturalistic. She is less interested in telling than in 

analysing and criticising the aspects of working-class society. So many were the 

affinities between Delaney and Anderson that the two eventually teamed on the 

White Bus film project which, as we have said, became the unluckiest and yet one of 

the most significant in Anderson‟s career. 

  

                                                 
31 Shelagh Delaney, A Taste of Honey, p. 60. “Shelagh Delaney, a nineteen-year-old working-class girl from Lancashire, 
is the antithesis of London‟s „Angry Young Men‟: she knows what to be angry about and what to laugh at” 
(Unsigned foreword to Shelagh Delaney, A Taste of Honey, p. i.). 
32 “Surely this was real Brechtian playing” (Lindsay Anderson, “A Taste of Honey” (review), p. 43). 
33 Ibid.  
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7.7. A taste of vinegar: The White Bus short story 

The White Bus short story was written by Shelagh Delaney as an act of literary 

revenge on the town of Salford, where her debut play A Taste of Honey  had been 

bitterly criticised by local critics. Delaney had found herself rejected by her own 

people when her criticism towards northern English society was mistaken for a 

raging vent against her hometown.34  

The protagonist, a young writer who speaks in the first person, goes 

without a name but is clearly Delaney herself. The Girl (as she is referred to in the 

film script) is found guilty of having foregrounded the less presentable aspects of 

life in Salford, compromising the town‟s respectability. Misunderstanding and mis-

reception of her work led not to an act of self-criticism by the town‟s authorities 

but to the marginalization of the young writer (“You‟re very unpopular with some 

people in this city, you know”)35 and to consequent attempts to restore the town‟s 

credibility through embarrassingly self-laudatory bus tours (which took place for 

real in Manchester). In the Lord Mayor‟s words: 

“Recent publicity […] has dwelt on the less savoury aspects of life here. We all know 
that slums exist here. We all know that there are some unhappy and unfortunate 
people here. We know we have a certain amount of prostitution and so on and so 
forth. […] We heads of local government therefore have decided to throw the city 
open to the public. You are invited to see your city as it really is – a decent place 
inhabited by decent people.”36 

 
The story begins with the Girl bumping into a young man who smashes his 

portable radio after hearing of his favourite football team‟s defeat. In the boy‟s 

words, (the team representing) England has become “the laughing stock of the 

                                                 
34 Cf. Cecil Wilson, “Salford Revisited, With a Taste of Vinegar”, Daily Mail, 9 July 1968. See also Erik Hedling, 
Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-Maker, p. 62. 
35 Shelagh Delaney, “The White Bus”, p. 130. 
36 Ibid., p. 128. 
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world”37. Indirectly addressing the loss of national and cultural identity (a motif 

which would be pivotal in the film), the young man says: “I think they‟re in the pay 

of foreign power”38 – then later he states: “Mediocrity. That‟s what we‟re exporting. 

Mediocrity”.39 English national politics are depicted as „sold‟ to the international 

market and subject to the influence of foreign countries. Moreover, the dialogue 

states the downgrading of cultural inheritance and the marketing of the average 

instead of the excellence. 

The same happens in the following paragraph, where the Girl meets the 

team supporters at the train station. One of them is dressed “from head to foot in 

Red, White and Blue”:40 the „Union Jack lady‟ accompanies the “dead-march”,41 a 

funeral to the football match which forebodes the funeral to the entire country. 

The vinegar-tasting satire devised by Shelagh Delaney contemplates the degradation 

of the Union Jack which is here used as a dress or a prop in pantomime. The film 

trilogy‟s title, Red White and Zero, which Anderson came up with, is a final take on 

the British flag: the substitution of one of the three colours for a nought stands for 

the annihilation of the whole kingdom.  

When the Girl reaches her destination, a special train to Lourdes is about 

to leave from a nearby platform.42 The scene might allude to an anachronistic faith 

in miracles which gathers and guides the masses more than politics or culture, but 

also hints to the fact that only a miracle could save England (the man in the iron 

lung?) from its present situation.   
                                                 
37 Ibid., p. 125. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Cf. Ibid., p. 127. 
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7.8. The old and the new 

The imagery of the White Bus story insists on the demolishing of buildings and the 

dismantling of entire portions of the „old‟ town of Manchester which is to be 

replaced by a new city made of high towers and skyscrapers.43 Even the traditional 

chip-shop is accompanied by “a poster announcing its imminent demolition”.44  

The clash of the old town and the new buildings also informs the very 

first sequence of Anderson‟s film, in which the „old‟ monumental London is made 

to contrast with the „new‟ architecture of the Shell Centre. The first sequence of The 

White Bus is made of three adjoined scenes: 

 

   

 

After the credits, we see the Houses of Parliament and Westminster – then the film 

cuts to a boy stroking a dove on a barge down the Thames; then we are shown the 

Shell Centre in Lambeth, along the south bank of the Thames. That the two 

buildings are at odds is corroborated by Misha Donat‟s score, which makes use of 

elegiac horns when Westminster is shown and becomes harshly electronic when the 

Shell Centre appears. 

                                                 
43 “To get to where I lived I had to walk through a part of the city that was being demolished. […] It was like a ghost 
town in a cowboy picture. […] All round this deserted place the new city sheered up higher than before. Not so far 
away I saw the top half of the tallest building ever raised in England.” (Ibid., p. 139). 
44 Ibid., p. 140. 
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Transposing on the screen the imagery of dismantlement in the White Bus 

short story, this first sequence attests the film‟s interest in the transition from 

tradition to modernity and its consequences.45 Modernity is represented by the 

Shell Centre, which was built in 1961 and became the highest tower in London, 

thus outclassing the Victoria Tower of Westminster. Though, as we have seen, 

Anderson had criticised Kevin Brownlow‟s predilection for Eisenstein‟s „intellectual 

editing‟, the way these scenes were adjoined follows that kind of procedure: the two 

buildings and the boy are put in a relation by the very act of editing, though such 

relation remains covert, not explicit and not narrativised. These instances of 

relational editing also indicate that the film will follow Anderson‟s idea of a poetic 

cinema: the film will suggest rather than say, it will illustrate through juxtapositions 

and will not follow a traditional diegesis.  

The image of the boy stroking the dove becomes particularly relevant 

from a poetic point of view: the boy, whom we will not see again throughout the 

film, is petting the animal, thus implying that The White Bus will not be against 

something (against modernity or massified society, for example) but rather pro a 

care for traditional values. Like most of Anderson‟s film, even The White Bus is 

made out of love for something, not hatred or resentment.  

  

                                                 
45 Though intimately related to the short story, these shots did not appear in Delaney‟s first version of the script and 
were added by Anderson who penned them directly on the flipside of the script pages during one of his revisions. 
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7.9. Personal and sensory unrelatedness  

Like the other films we are analysing here, The White Bus is a tale of alienation. 

Unlike those films‟ characters, though, the Girl was not but has become an outsider in 

a cultural frame she used to know (the same happened to Delaney, who found 

herself ostracised from her own community). 

Going back home from her workplace in London, the Girl cannot find 

her place in the town she comes from. Boarding the bus which is supposed to re-

join her to her hometown, she is offered artificial and „staged‟ examples of 

community. The Girl and the passengers are fed pre-determined artefacts: the city 

the tour shows (and the way in which it is shown) is pure and simple propaganda. 

The bus tour is a mise-en-scene, and so The White Bus is the mise-en-scene of a mise-en-

scene: this is where the self-conscious artificiality of the film comes from. Only 

through the overt staging of something which is being staged can the film depict 

the cultural sterility of the tour, which is as stiff and solemn (in a laughable and 

embarrassing way) as the soviet and fascist propaganda newsreels. 

Captained by the Lord Mayor and by the Mace Bearer, the tour is an 

institutional show-off of the town‟s alleged qualities, a tour of the town‟s hot-spots 

(the factory, the library, the museum...) which does not say much about the town 

itself46 and almost forgets to put the tourists in touch with the town‟s real „soul‟: the 

people. The people of Salford are shown „at work‟ at the social centre (seq. 10) but 

their activities seem to be staged for the sake of the tourists and do not convey that 

sense of community that can be found in Every Day Except Christmas. Moreover, in 

                                                 
46 The White Bus is also a satirical take on what we learn about cities through school books or tourist guides. The 
information about Manchester the tourists are given does not catch the essence of the town and dangerously 
presents its surface as if it were its core. 
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the Mayor‟s words, the social centre was created to „educate‟ the worker to leisure – 

that is, through the social centre the authorities exercise control over the workers 

and their spare time, exactly as in O Dreamland.  

Not only are the tourists kept at safe distance from the town‟s 

inhabitants: they also experience no exchange among themselves. Though 

representing different ethnics and cultures, they do not seem to be interested in one 

another. Between the Girl and the other passengers in the bus, between the Girl 

and the town and between the passengers and Salford there is no real and humane 

connection:  

loneliness is one of the central aspects of the film […] the obvious irony being that 
with all the paeans sung to “community” (“Meet the people of the city noted for 
their friendliness,” boasts the hostess), with all the hearty good cheer on the bus, no 
one ever makes contact with anyone else.47 

 
The tourists‟ is a system of non-related people; outside this enclosed circle is the 

Girl. The White Bus is ultimately a tale of loneliness, the Girl‟s isolation from 

everyone and everything being the pivotal element in the film.  

Only through the eyes of a young girl set adrift can the discrepancies in 

culture and society be seen and criticised.48 The film insists on the act of seeing, 

especially through the scenes where the Girl puts on and takes off her glasses. The 

bus displays a “See Your City” sign on the side, which raises the question: what do 

we see when someone is (literally) guiding your sight? What do we really see when 

there is someone telling us where to look? The White Bus explicitly implies that what 

                                                 
47 Allison Graham, Lindsay Anderson, p. 87. 
48 According to Daniel Millar, the film is “a statement about the quality of modern life in the English industrial 
conurbations, as seen through alienated eyes” (Daniel Millar, “The White Bus”, p. 206). 
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we see is what we are shown and that only a liberated gaze, free of preconceived 

superstructures, can see what is really there (as Delaney did with A Taste of Honey). 

 

   

   

 

The White Bus might be read as the adventures of an unrelated young woman who 

experiences different forms of community but in the end has to cope with her own 

intrinsic non-belonging.49 Much of the film‟s surreal and disorienting imagery can 

be ascribed to the Girl‟s perception, as if The White Bus were poured out of the 

Girl‟s subjectivity, even in its objective scenes. Through the Girl‟s loneliness and 

alienation, The White Bus displays how individual identity can find itself deranged in 

a contemporary post-capitalist society which has overwritten memory and cultural 

roots. 

A few seconds into the film, we see the Girl at work, sitting at her desk 

and typing. The act of typing, apart from suggesting monotonousness and 

                                                 
49 Cf. Elizabeth Sussex, Lindsay Anderson, p. 59. 
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repetitiveness, can also be seen as a degeneration of the act of writing: the Girl is a 

degraded version of Delaney, a playwright turned into a hack writer.  

 

   

 

During the sequence, the Girl imagines herself hanging from the ceiling: 

her suicide is an act of escape which happens only in her fantasy but is visually not 

distinguished or distinguishable from „reality‟. It is a signal, the first and one of the 

strongest in the whole film, of the Girl‟s urge to detach herself from her daily 

routine – or from life as she is experiencing it.  

The Girl‟s personal unrelatedness is translated into cinematic terms 

through “sensory unrelatedness”:50 as in Lorenza Mazzetti‟s K and Together, sounds 

and visuals in The White Bus are often disengaged, and so is the Girl from the world. 

In the film, the visuals seldom match the aural elements, and the film presents an 

unconventional interaction of images and sounds: 

I wanted to create the unreality through small particulars like sound – or even the 
lack of sounds when you would normally expect to hear them. This would take the 
film away from naturalisation without making it look bizarre.51 

 
Transitions from one aural environment to another are often abrupt and the 

treatment of sound is at times anti-naturalistic; voices are sustained by exaggerated 

echoes or reverbs, while dialogues and sound effects are mixed using awkward 

                                                 
50 Allison Graham, Lindsay Anderson, p. 87. 
51 The White Bus fact sheet quoted in Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-Maker, p. 72. 
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volume levels. On the visual side, the shifts from monochrome to colour do not 

obey to narrative logic (see par. 7.8), while space is treated with a taste for the 

surreal, which privileges emptiness (empty train platforms, empty town squares, 

desolated outskirts...) to verisimilarly populated settings. These are devices meant to 

sustain the character‟s instability and to disorient the spectators so that they can 

feel as lost as the Girl. Many of Anderson‟s aesthetic choices are accompanied by a 

sense of inexplicability which leaves the audience wondering. It is the same feeling of 

impotence and bewilderment which pervades the Girl when she confronts a world 

which used to be familiar but now seems unfathomable. 

There is only one sequence in the whole film where the Girl seems to 

feel at place. While visiting Armington Hall (seq. 14), the boarding school she 

presumably attended, she listens to the school choir singing. As in sequence 2, 

when she imagines herself hanging from the ceiling, now she sees herself in the 

choir and singing along with the pupils. 

 

   

 

The same process that, in sequence 2, suggested a suicidal sense of estrangement, is 

employed here to convey a sense of belonging: the Girl seems to have found, albeit 

momentarily and only in her fantasy, a way to relate to a community which is 
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located simultaneously in the past (the choir might have triggered a childhood 

memory in the Girl) and in the present. However, the shot immediately following 

shows the bus on the road again. The Girl is on board: her journey of non-

belonging continues.  

 

 

 

7.10. Black, white and colour 

In several occasions, referring to If...., Anderson explained that the sudden 

transitions from colour to black-and-white were done for economic and technical 

reasons, thus trying to defy any possible interpretation of the tint shifts in his film.52 

Richard Misek has discussed the role and function of colour in the development of 

film aesthetics, also giving a political and counter-cultural reading of some choices 

of colour (or non-colour) in experimental directors, most of them European, in the 

60s and 70s. Here is a fundamental passage from his book Chromatic Cinema, which 

will help us contextualise the tint shifts in The White Bus:  

[in classical cinema] chromatic hybridity conventionally required explanation. [… 
But] in films including Claude Lelouch‟s Un homme et une femme (1966), Pier Paolo 
Pasolini‟s Teorema (1968), Oshima‟s Diary of a Shinjuku Thief (1968), and Lindsay 
Anderson‟s If.... (1968), black-and-white and color sequences alternate apparently at 
random. […] not only do the above films reject the various oppositional meanings 
conventionally given to black-and-white and color, they also reject the opposition 
itself. […] 
Given the political climate of the late 1960s, it is possible also to see the counter-
paradigm of unmotivated chromatic hybridity in counter-cultural terms. It is surely 
no coincidence that the film-makers who used this technique the most – Anderson, 
Pasolini, Oshima, as well as Alexander Kluge and the Straub-Huillets – were all 
political as well as stylistic radicals. Unmotivated chromatic hybridity was one of an 
arsenal of techniques with which they assaulted bourgeois cinema.53  

                                                 
52 See, for example, Lindsay Anderson, “If.... The Colour of Monochrome”, Reprinted in Lindsay Anderson, Never 
Apologise. The Collected Writings, ed. Paul Ryan, Plexus Publishing, London 2004, pp. 116-119. 
53 Richard Misek, , Chromatic Cinema, Wiley-Blackwell, Malden-Oxford-Chichester 2010, pp. 69-71. 
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The tint transitions in The White Bus are not motivated by narrative or diegetic 

reasons: there is no apparent logic in the film‟s shifting from black-and-white to 

colour. The alternation of colour and non-colour scenes does not distinguish 

between two worlds (London and Salford, for example) or two states of mind 

(hallucination and reality). Rather, the shifts in tint follow the rules of taste and 

intuition, with no set pattern to regulate the emersion of colour during the film. 

Having no clear function within the film, the tint shifts operate outside the film, on a 

metatextual level and on the audience‟s reception. Colour hybridity in The White Bus 

mirrors the stylistic hybridity of the film. The colour shifts mimic the alterations of 

register and come abruptly, shaking the film‟s structure (and the audience‟s 

attention) and reconfiguring it:  

the only reason I can give for [the switches from black-and-white into colour] is that 
I felt that they gave the right emphasis at those particular moments; the right, 
unpredictable accent.54 

 
The transitions from monochrome to colour put emphasis also on the medium of 

cinema itself: the film as a device becomes obtrusive, the presence of the cinematic 

medium is foregrounded, seen and felt by the spectators, who become aware they are 

watching a representation. In this sense, the colour alterations in the film are one of 

Anderson‟s renditions of the Brechtian devices.55  

As Anderson writes in the introduction to the published screenplay of 

If....: 

                                                 
54 The White Bus fact sheet, quoted in Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson. Maverick Film-Maker, p. 68. 
55 Gorgon Gow has argued that Anderson‟s use of colour is of a „spiritual‟ nature. The distinctive colour palette 
contributes to the creation of a „mystic‟ element in the film which turns the colour shifts into something 
transcendental: “something approaching a mystique is conjured from the red-hot steel, but the sustaining element is 
the visual displacement of the girl [who] is repeatedly seen at a spiritual remove from the people around her” 
(Gordon Gow, “The White Bus” (review), in Films and Filming, v. 14 n. 12, September 1968, p. 43). 
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When Shelagh Delaney and I were working on the script of The White Bus, which was 
also a poetic film, moving freely between naturalism and fantasy, I remember 
suggesting that it would be nice to have shots here and there, or short sequences, in 
colour. […]  
We felt that variation in the visual surface of the film [If....] would help create the 
necessary atmosphere of poetic license, while preserving a „straight‟, quite classic 
shooting style, without tricks or finger-pointing. 
I also think that, in a film dedicated to „understanding‟, the jog to consciousness 
provided by such colour change may well work a kind of healthy Verfremdungseffect, an 
incitement to thought, which was part of our aim.  
And finally: Why not? Doesn‟t colour become more expressive, more remarked if 
drawn attention to in this way? The important thing is to realise that there is no 
symbolism involved in the choice of sequences filmed in black and white, nothing 
expressionist or schematic. Only such factors as intuition, pattern and convenience.56 

 

 

 

7.11. Tableaux vivants 

In a visually compelling sequence, the bus approaches a park where we can see 

three famous paintings re-enacted in full colour: Francisco Goya‟s El pelele, 

Édouard Manet‟s Le déjeuner sur l‟herbe and Jean-Honoré Fragonard‟s L‟escarpolette.  

 

 

                                                 
56 Lindsay, Anderson, “Notes for a Preface”, in Lindsay Anderson – David Sherwin, If.... (screenplay), Lorrimer 
Publishing, London 1969. 
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The sequence is a slip into fantasy: fragments of collective cultural memory pop out 

of nowhere and become alive and visible. However, it is not clear whether or not 

the bus passengers can see the tableaux vivants during their walk through the park. 

The sequence is a moment of pastoral suspension: the film‟s narrative is interrupted 

in favour of a few seconds of pure, essential cinema, of film for film‟s sake.  

Through the choice of those particular paintings, Anderson activates a net of 

metatextual references that Erik Hedling summarises as follows: 

All three paintings paraphrased by Anderson suggest a kind of aesthetic rashness, 
since art history has connected Goya as well as Fragonard and Manet to the aesthetic 
upheaval and aspiring modernity which eventually led to the breakthrough of 
impressionism. […] The paintings, and in consequence their cinematic 
reproductions, all deal with ways of seeing colours, things and actions in a „new 
way‟.57 

 

                                                 
57 Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-Maker, pp. 69-70. 
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Through this sequence, Anderson comments on the power of art, and of cinema in 

particular, to trespass cultural boundaries and disclose new ways of interpreting 

reality. Anderson believes in art as a means of cultural and social advance. Cinema, 

Anderson seems to imply, has the power to revive tradition, to make the past live 

again, to revitalise tradition and to assist in the transmission of knowledge. 

However, the tourists seem to pass by the tableaux without noticing them, which 

voids Anderson‟s effort and turns the painting into fragments of almost forgotten 

memories.  

 

 

 

7.12. Anderson‟s Brechtian formula 

Since the release of If...., Anderson has been pinpointed as one of the relevant 

European filmmakers who made use of distancing and estranging devices in the 

mise-en-scene derived from Bertolt Brecht‟s theatre practice (other Brechtian directors 

being, for example, Jean-Luc Godard and Rainer Werner Fassbinder).58 The White 

Bus is the first of Anderson‟s films made under the undeniable influence of 

Brecht.59 

Brecht‟s affirmation in Britain dates back to the mid-50s. The playwright 

died in 1956, so most of his plays were staged in Britain after his death. In June 

                                                 
58 Anderson‟s use of Brechtian devices is discusssed in Carl David Ferraro, Toward a Brechtian Film Aesthetic. With an 
Investigation Into the Films of Lindsay Anderson, Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Luis Buñuel, UMI, Ann Arbor / Wayne 
State University, Detroit 1988, pp. 80-177. See also John Izod et al., “„What Is There to Smile At?‟ Lindsay 
Anderson‟s O Lucky Man!”, in Paul Newland (ed.), Don‟t Look Now: British Cinema in the 1970s, Intellect Books, Bristol 
2010, pp. 215-227. 
59 Lindsay Anderson had already experimented with Brechtian devices in his stage productions of The Lily White Boys 
and Billy Liar in 1960 (cf. Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-Maker, p. 65). 
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1955, Joan Littlewood directed and starred in the first British production of 

Brecht‟s Mother Courage and Her Children with Theatre Workshop at the Barnstaple 

Festival. The staging of the play was advised by Brecht‟s assistant and Berliner 

Ensemble member Carl Weber.60 In 1956, the Royal Court Theatre presented an 

adaptation of The Threepenny Opera, directed by Sam Wanamaker and produced by 

Oscar Lewenstein. Short after Brecht‟s death, the Berliner Ensemble toured 

Europe and stationed at the Palace Theatre in London for three weeks presenting a 

season of Brecht‟s plays (Mother Courage, Trumpets and Drums, The Caucasian Chalk 

Circle).61 Anderson enthusiastically attended several shows, discussing the plays and 

their author‟s method with the actors and with Anthony Hopkins, who used to 

accompany Anderson to theatre.  

By the mid-60s, the critical debate on Brecht had been going on for 

years. In the same issue of Encore where Anderson‟s review of A Taste of Honey 

appeared, Ernest Bornemann criticised Brecht‟s theatre which in the English-

speaking world had been received as unintelligible, elitist and in the end self-

defeating, a formal(ist) experiment which failed to achieve its cultural and social 

goal.62 

In Britain, far away from the epistemological environment where 

Brecht‟s oeuvre was conceived, such theatre made an impact mainly because of its 

innovations in technique, not so much because of its political content.63 The 

                                                 
60 Cf. John Willett, “Ups and Downs of British Brecht”, in Pia Kleber – Colin Visser (eds.), Re-interpreting Brecht: His 
Influence on Contemporary Drama and Film, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1990, p. 78. See also John Elsom, 
Post-war British Theatre, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London 1979, pp. 112-125. 
61 Cf. Philip Barnes, A Companion to Post-War British Theatre, Croom Helm, Beckenham 1986, pp. 4, 46. 
62 Cf. Ernest Bornemann, “The Real Brecht”, in Encore, n. 15, July-August 1959, reprinted in Charles Marowitz – 
Tom Milne – Owen Hale (eds.), The Encore Reader, Methuen, London 1970, pp. 136-152. 
63 Stephen Lacey, British Realist Theatre: The New Wave in Its Context 1956-1965, Routledge, London 1995, p. 156. 
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„British Brecht‟ was mainly a question of Verfremdungseffekt, the „distancing devices‟ 

that would prevent the audience from becoming too involved in – that is, 

anesthetized by – the flow of the play. The sense of aloofness created by the V-effect 

conjures up a thinking atmosphere the purpose of which is the audience‟s knowledge 

and self-knowledge.64  

What Anderson did, or was accused of doing by his detractors, was stripping 

Brechtian practices of their socio-political implications and employing them mainly 

for the sense of estrangement that the distancing devices produce, in order to lure 

the audience into a connotative reading of the play or film.65 Thus, Anderson‟s 

Verfremdungseffekt is somehow „un-Brechted‟. In Anderson‟s own words:  

„Alienation‟ is the Brechtian term – a translation of his Verfremdungseffekt – usually 
applied to such a style, but I have always thought this a heavy word and not a very 
accurate one. The real purpose of such devices, which can include songs, titles 
between scenes, etc., is not to alienate the audience from the drama, but rather to 
focus their attention on its essential – not its superficial or naturalistic – import.66 

 
Deeply influenced by surrealism as well as by Brecht, Anderson domesticates them 

both in a formula which comprises emotional detachment, weird imagery, direct 

addressing of the audience and a typically Andersonian and intellectual sense of 

humour. When incongruous elements appear on the screen or when theatrical 

stylization takes over the mise-en-scene, Anderson is exploiting both the potentialities 

of the V-effect and those of surrealism. Producing a shift from a realistically 

                                                 
64 Cf. Fredric Jameson, Brecht and Method, Verso, London & New York 2000. Cf. Werner Hecht, “The Development 
of Brecht‟s Theory of Epic Theatre”, Tulane Drama Review, v. 6, 1961, p. 50, quoted in Carl David Ferraro, Toward a 
Brechtian Film Aesthetic. With an Investigation Into the Films of Lindsay Anderson, Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Luis Buñuel, 
UMI, Ann Arbor / Wayne State University, Detroit 1988, p. 125.  
65 Cf. Erik Hedling, Lindsay Anderson: Maverick Film-maker, p. 65. Colin MacCabe accuses Anderson of turning “the 
techniques for the production of alienation effects into pure narcissistic signals of an „intellectual‟ work of „art‟” 
(Colin MacCabe, “Realism and the Cinema: Notes on Some Brechtian Theses”, Screen, v. 15 n. 2, Summer 1974, p. 
26). 
66 Lindsay Anderson, “An Introduction [to Alan Bennett‟s The Old Crowd]”, in Alan Bennett, The Writer in Disguise, 
Faber and Faber, London 1985, p. 164.  
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regulated representation of reality to a pro-filmic suddenly altered with 

discrepancies, Anderson gets hold of the audience‟s critical attention and centres it 

on the discrepant element in the frame. By doing so, he generates not only the 

already mentioned alienating effect but also a direct critique of the distorted and 

exaggerated object on the screen, thus engendering a particularly sharp form of film 

satire, which we will discuss in the following paragraph.  

 

 

 

7.13. On film satire in The White Bus: the „Anderson effect‟ 

In The White Bus, Anderson makes use of the modes of film satire to create a 

relationship between the audience and the film itself.67 Satire consists mainly in the 

exaggeration of characteristic traits of reality or of a character. Exaggeration makes 

those traits dissonant, allowing for a critical reading. Therefore, satire is a question 

of defining and then breaking the limits of verisimilitude, thus drawing attention on 

those elements that appear distorted or weird. Satire can be considered a distancing 

device, since the modifications of the profilmic are an obvious intrusion of the 

film‟s author in the film itself – an intrusion which reveals the film to be a fictional 

representation. In Anderson‟s film(s), the editing, the treatment of sound and 

colour, Brechtian practices and film satire converge, thus creating a distinctive 

aesthetic mode that is witty, enticing, disorienting and thought-provoking – a mode 

we we may call „the Anderson effect‟. 

                                                 
67 Our discussion of satire in The White Bus is based on the definition of film satire given by Leo Braudy (despite 
Braudy‟s sharp criticism of Anderson‟s aesthetics). Cf. Leo Braudy, The World in a Frame: What We See in Films, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1984, pp. 57-65. 
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In The White Bus, the limits within which the ordinary representation of 

reality operates are set effectively in the film‟s inception, and then broken all of a 

sudden just a few seconds into the film. The opening and the scenes with the Girl 

typing define the boundaries of the film‟s supposedly ordinary register, which are 

then broken by an insertion that shows the Girl hanging from the ceiling. The film 

boundaries are then re-established when the ordinary register is resumed. The Girl‟s 

hallucinated suicide sheds a grinning light over her professional life, which the 

insert reveals as something alienating and de-personalising.  

Further into the film, a genre slip occurs when the young man at the 

station bursts into song (sustained by a full orchestra) thus temporarily turning The 

White Bus into a musical (cf. seq. 4). The young man is an idealist and at the same 

time someone who is proud of not being committed to anything in particular (“I‟m 

definitely not class conscious. It simply never occurs to me, this business about 

class”, he says – which makes of him a nemesis to Anderson). He seems to live in a 

world of his own made of great ideals whereas he is trapped in a specific social role 

(he wears a suit and a bowler hat). When he bursts into song, he trespasses briefly 

into a different film genre, the musical, which is in itself a utopian genre, where the 

intervention of music momentarily suspends the laws of verisimilitude and where, 

in many cases, song lyrics are an expression of unrealisable dreams. The distance 

between the young man‟s beliefs and his actual social position is represented by the 

change of register which, like the young man‟s aspirations, is sudden, unfitting and 

only momentary.  
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7.14. The self-annihilating power of language 

The White Bus also satirises what we learn (and think we know) about cities and 

countries through the educational system and the books we read at school. The 

characteristics of Manchester and Salford shown to the bus tourists by the Mayor 

and by the tour guide are the same as those commonly found in learning books or 

in tourist guides: the information given does not catch the soul of the city but 

present its surface as if it were its core. The aspects of Salford that are illustrated by 

the conductress and eulogised by the Mayor might be the town‟s pride but are not 

distinctive: they are in fact quite common to every other town. While studying 

Robert Vas‟ Refuge England, we have seen how the mapping of the city by the film‟s 

protagonist leads directly to the heart of the city itself, and turns London into an 

existential experience. The bus tourists, instead, stroll around Salford and look at it 

as if they were in a permanent open-air museum, the town being a dead and 

unmovable entity. Here, Anderson picks up his discourse on the loss of tradition by 

showing the transmission of knowledge as a faulty process: we learn the wrong 

things because we are shown and taught the wrong things. The traditional values that 

deserve to be passed on are all but forgotten. 

Satire can be found also in the use of language and in the way the 

characters‟ cues are written and delivered. Anderson is particularly keen on 

foregrounding the farcical and grotesque element latent in his characters‟ speeches. 

For example, many of the cues spoken by the Lord Mayor in The White Bus were 

taken from actual political statements made by Members of Parliament. Those 

statements already contained a self-destructive farcical element which is made 
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evident in Arthur Lowe‟s acting (his Mayor is a pompous, arrogant and 

preposterous man); in the character‟s clothes and props (a cocked hat and a priest-

like ceremonial gown);68 and in the camerawork (which often frames the Mayor 

from below, establishing and at the same time mocking his authority).  

Anderson‟s aim is to uncover the latent self-annihilating element in 

political language. Political speeches are contradictory and self-belying and can be 

satirized without even being reversed, distorted or exaggerated (if not in tone): 

satire uncovers reality‟s intimate absurdity. The medium of cinema functions as a 

magnifying glass: the Lord Mayor in his speeches unveils his own intolerance, the 

“bigotry, philistinism, and boosterism of a municipal politician”.69 While visiting the 

public library, he pronounces anathema against “disgusting books […] containing 

homosexual practices disguised as literature” whose author “maintains that public 

revulsion at perversion is middle-class prejudice”. All this is said right after reading 

a motto taken from the Book of Proverbs (4:7-9) inscribed on the library‟s wall:  

Wisdom is the principal thing. Therefore, get wisdom. And with all thy getting, get 
understanding. Exalt her and she shall promote thee; she shall bring thee to honour 
when thou dost embrace her. She shall give to thine head an ornament of grace, a 
crown of glory shall she deliver to thee. 

 
This is a motto which, once uttered, reveals the Mayor‟s inadequacy and hypocrisy 

(clearly, he does not want or wish to promote any kind of wisdom).70  

The library itself is sort of profaned by the tourists: as they enter its 

spacious central hall, they all begin to chant and make noises in order to test its 

resonance, as if the public library were a playground for kids. If these are the 

                                                 
68 Cf. Leonard Quart, “The White Bus” (review), in Cineaste, v. 37, n. 2, 2012, http://www.cineaste.com/articles/ 
from-the-archives-emthe-white-busem. 
69 Ibid. 
70 This motto is also cited in the opening credits of Lindsay Anderson‟s If...., thus confirming the continuity between 
the two films. 
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keepers of tradition, Anderson seems to say – if these are the criteria by which 

culture is defined, then no wonder we are tripping down a „descending spiral‟.71 

 

 

 

7.15. Of stuffed animals and dummies 

Anderson achieves satire also through the use of editing. In The White Bus, the 

tourists are taken to the museum, in a sequence which – according to Anderson – 

was improvised during the shooting.72 There, two of the women passengers 

confront a group of stuffed animals. The scene foreshadows the one in which the 

whole party of tourists is reduced to dummies (see below) and also represents an 

intertextual reference to Anderson‟s O Dreamland (cf. par. 6.3). As well as in O 

Dreamland, the use of shot and counter-shot and of associative editing puts the 

animals and their observers in a relation of identity, as though the stuffed animals 

were a mirror to their gazers, reflecting their unanimated selves. The puppets in O 

Dreamland, the stuffed animals and the dummies in The White Bus as well as the 

iconic foetus in a jar in If.... are rhyming images that represent the “stultifying 

effects of […] conformity”.73  

                                                 
71 The following statement by Danny Powell about If.... might as well be referred to The White Bus: “If.... examines not 
only a system which imposes rules but also the suitability of those who make them” (Danny Powell, Studying British 
Cinema: The 1960s, Auteur, Leighton Buzzard 2009, p. 204). 
72 “A lot of The White Bus was not scripted […as for example] the scene in the museum of the stuffed animals 
confronting the human beings: for some reason, Shelagh wouldn‟t go into the museum, so she never saw the animals 
or put them in the script. But I saw them when we were going around the museum, and decided to improvise the 
scene” (Lindsay Anderson, “The White Bus. Commentary, 1994”, p. 106). 
73 Carl David Ferraro, Toward a Brechtian Film Aesthetic. With an Investigation Into the Films of Lindsay Anderson, Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder and Luis Buñuel, UMI, Ann Arbor / Wayne State University, Detroit 1988, p. 162. 
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Towards the end of the film, the Girl leaves her fellow travellers after a 

Civil Defence demonstration but she does not have a chance to say goodbye: as 

soon as the demonstration finishes, the Mayor, the Mace Bearer and all the other 

representatives have turned into dummies. 

This is the most radical trick in the whole film. Its disorienting impact is 

heightened by the sudden silence that falls on the scene. The expedient gives a final 

statement on the ruling class: those who are supposed to be in a leading role are 

bloodless, lifeless dummies, incapable of action. The Mayor and his fellows attend 

the Civil Defence drill but are by no means touched by the civil and social 

relevance of the demonstration. Now that the tour of the town, an itinerant form 

of propaganda, is complete, their function is over. The touring politicians are now 

useless: they do not have an active role in society, they are socially, politically and 

ideologically stale – or dead. The party of dummies thus expresses social critique 

but also a sardonic sense of closure, the idea of a fantastic elimination of a whole 

political and ruling class. 

Moreover, the expedient of having the tourists turned into dummies 

leaves the Girl even more alone than before: she is the only human being left, and 

she continues her journey on her own. Free from the deceiving promises of the bus 

tour, she can now enter the heart of the town, where common people live and 

everyday actions are performed.  

The film‟s closing bears a different tone and a completely different 

system of references. Now that the Girl has detached herself from the bus and the 

tourists, the filmic environment changes. We are no more inside a surreal and 
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Brechtian satire, but in a sequence which looks like a late Free Cinema act – or like 

the re-enactment of Humphrey Jennings‟ visual universe.  

As the Girl walks through the town in the evening, she confronts 

vignettes that reference directly to past experiences in the British cinema. A boy is 

hitting on a girl who rejects him, in a scene which has the same drabness and 

straightforwardness of A Taste of Honey. A window shows a girl playing the piano; a 

nearby window, a woman shaving her husband. Streets and shops are populated – 

but not crowded. These sketches, these micro-documentaries embedded in the 

film‟s last sequence, are portraits of everyday life in the town, and are collected and 

shot with the same heartfelt accuracy that Humphrey Jennings used to employ. 

They are a final look at Britain, a return to the origins of British life, a look at how 

life is lived far away from the industrial centres. As David Millar noted, these 

scenes “relate to Jennings in spirit, not in parody”.74 These are the streets of old 

Salford where, as Shelagh Delaney said to Ken Russell, “you can almost feel the 

heart of the city beating”.75 

In the closing scene of The White Bus, the Girl enters a fish-and-chip 

shop which is about to close. As she eats, the proprietors start to tidy up. The man 

would prefer to postpone the cleaning till the following day, but the woman replies: 

If we don‟t do Saturday‟s work till Sunday, we won‟t do Sunday‟s work till Monday, 
we won‟t do Monday‟s work till Tuesday, we won‟t do Tuesday‟s work till 
Wednesday, we won‟t do Wednesday‟s work till Thursday, we won‟t do Thursday‟s 
work till Friday, we won‟t do Friday‟s work till Saturday and we‟ll never catch 
Saturday‟s work again.  

 

                                                 
74 Daniel Millar, “The White Bus” (review), p. 206. 
75 Shelagh Delaney interviewed by Ken Russell in Shelagh Delaney‟s Salford, dir. Ken Russell, BBC Four, 1960. See also 
http://www.thespectraldimension.com/2011/01/down-here-you-can-almost-hear-heart-of.html. 
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It is a very down-to-earth, working-class and utterly effective statement on the 

importance of commitment: commitment to one‟s own life, job, and role in the 

community. This, and not money as the Mace Bearer says, is „the root of all progress‟. 

At the end of the film, the Girl is alone once again. As Gavin Lambert 

puts it: “First seen surrounded by empty desks in a typing pool, last seen 

surrounded by upended chairs in a fish-and-chips shop, she‟s Miss Alienation of 

1965”.76 The film‟s final shot is neither a closure nor a conclusion. As David Millar 

writes: “The final fade-out on Patricia Healey is a filmic question-mark”.77 Has the 

girl found a place to call home? Is her return to her town definitive or only 

momentary? Will she go back to work tomorrow, to imagine herself hanging from 

the ceiling? Was the bus tour reality or fantasy? All this is left unanswered and, as 

far as we know, the process of alienation continues. 

 

                                                 
76 Gavin Lambert, Mainly About Lindsay Anderson, p. 155. 
77 Daniel Millar, “The White Bus” (review), p. 206. 
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Conclusions 

 

 

 

I believe that the films I have chosen and examined should be made available to 

everyone and should be screened and watched more often. Their compelling 

stories, problematic characters and enticing visuals deliver a complex and 

unparalleled portrait of their makers and of post-war British society. Conceived and 

shot during the age of welfare and affluence, they reveal how, in a supposedly solid 

social context, personal identities were going astray. 

These films work on different levels: they are personal statements, 

universal parables, precious documents and also attempts to create new cinematic 

forms. Each of them relates a personal experience, overtly or covertly 

autobiographical: the characters of K and Together are crystal-clear projections of 

Lorenza Mazzetti‟s identity; Nazli Nour herself stars in her own film, allowing for 

an autobiographical reading; Robert Vas‟ Refuge England is a reconstruction (a 

„documentary a posteriori‟) of his arrival in London; the Girl in The White Bus 

synthesises the personalities of Shelagh Delaney and Lindsay Anderson. These 

films cannot be separated from their authors, and sustain the quest for an 

independent and subjective cinema. 

At the same time, each story works on a metaphorical level, thus 

becoming universal. People that find themselves at the margins of society, those 

who are targeted for their „otherness‟ (be it ethnical, sexual, social, political or 
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„simply‟ existential), those who struggle to affirm their ideals but go unheard, have 

more than one trait in common with K‟s Gregor Samsa, with the deaf-mutes of 

Together, with a disoriented young refugee or a derided old woman. 

They are also important as documents, since they were shot on location, 

using non-professional actors and involving common people: they are valuable 

portraits of British life and society in the 50s and 60s, and bear witness for the scars 

left by the war and those left by hasty social and urban reconstruction.  

Last but not least, these films demonstrate how vital and ground-

breaking examples of cinema can be found (and made, and supported) outside the 

usual mainstream circuits. Lorenza Mazzetti, Nazli Nour, Robert Vas and Lindsay 

Anderson were endowed with a wandering and questioning gaze. The Slade School 

(albeit involuntarily), the BFI, the Experimental Production Committee and the 

aesthetic frame of Free Cinema provided the means for such gaze to wander freely. 

The result was a bunch of films that depict loneliness and alienation (but also 

„togetherness‟) with unprecedented grace, strength, originality and poetic sensibility 

– an achievement to be proud of, which should not be overlooked.  
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Appendix 1 

Lindsay Anderson‟s review of Chance of a Lifetime 

 

Lindsay Anderson, “Chance of a Lifetime” (review) 
Sequence, n. 11, Summer 1950, pp. 39-40. 

 

For the failure of Britain to achieve, in fifty years of picture making, any considerable tradition of 
cinema – at least as far as fictional films go – many and various reasons have been suggested. 
One, seldom stressed but surely among the most relevant, is the influence of Class. The British 
commercial cinema has been a bourgeois rather than a revolutionary growth; and it is not a 
middle-class trait to examine oneself with the strictest objectivity, or to be able to represent 
higher or lower levels of society with sympathy and respect – limitations which account for the 
ultimate failure of even so exceptional an attempt as Brief Encounter. Whether from lack of ability 
amongst our film-makers, or from fear of provoking controversy, it has been the function of the 
working-classes to provide “comic relief” to the sufferings of their social superiors, or to nip in 
here and there with Dramatic Cameos; at any rate, to support self-consciously rather than 
spontaneously to pre-figure.  

To this mournful rule there have been certain valiant exceptions, of which Chance of a 
Lifetime is the latest and amongst the brightest. It is exceptional, too, in presuming to tackle a 
contemporary theme of the most urgent interest: the relationship of management and labour in 
industry. The simple story is set in a small provincial engineering works, the owner-director of 
which has designed a new type of plough. The prototype of this is giving trouble, and the men 
are becoming disgruntled at the owner‟s refusal to listen to their suggestions. Then a serious 
dispute blows up: one of the workmen is precipitately dismissed for insolence (not wholly 
unprovoked), and in protest the men come out on strike. In fury, the owner addresses them, 
accusing them of irresponsibility and unwisely challenging them to “have a go at my job”. To his 
amazement and dismay they accept, and, unwilling to go back on his word, he agrees and leaves. 
The rest of the film shows the men‟s effort to run the works on their own, their varying 
reactions, fundamental disagreements and the opposition from neighbouring industrial combines. 
When, finally, a stroke of bad luck jeopardises the venture, the owner comes to the rescue, puts 
through some crucial telephone calls, and saves the day. the end is a compromise: the owner 
returns, on equal terms with the young, enterprising works manager who has proved his worth. 

It can hardly be claimed (or charged) that the film is a call for social revolution. In 
fact, before praising its achievement it is as well to establish clearly its level – not to crush it with 
inappropriate superlatives. Chance of a Lifetime is a sentimental comedy, an affable little sermon on 
the virtues of tolerance, co-operation and mutual goodwill. Its approach is liberal. We all have 
our uses: even the vermin have skill and experience which can and should be made use of. No 
one section of the community can afford not to give a Tinker‟s Cuss for another. 

The revolutionary qualities of Chance of a Lifetime lie less in its message, than in the 
liveliness and lifelike-ness of its people and its places. Shot on location, at a real factory, its 
backgrounds are splendidly genuine: the ramshackle works are cramped and littered with the 
refuse of years; the village pub is attractive without being offensively picturesque; and when one 
of the workmen comes to London he has the temerity to ride in a real bus. The direction is very 
craftsmanlike, and the photography admirably achieves the drab tones of everyday without 
sacrifice of visual interest. Best of all, though, are its people. For once here is a producer who has 
troubled to look around and pick players of fresh talent instead of efficient stereotypes: the 
speaking parts are excellently cast, with actors who merge naturally with the non-professionals 
who fill out the backgrounds. Furnished with some good, racy lines and observed with a humour 
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that never even threatens to patronise, the workers play with an unaffected, highly enjoyable 
spontaneity that comes almost as a revelation; particularly notable are Geoffrey Keen, the 
incorrigible though not vicious grumbler; Hattie Jacques, as the young works manager; and Julien 
Mitchell and Bernard Miles himself as the men‟s representatives, two beautifully solid 
characterisations. 

Intentionally a sketch rather than a document, Chance of a Lifetime does not penetrate 
deep into character and situation. It is none the less an entertaining comedy, an achievement of 
originality and promise. The last, perhaps, is the word to be stressed. It is strongly to be hoped 
that this film proves not only a success in itself, but also a forerunner, a pioneer. 
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Appendix 2 

“If I look at the world in horror”: an interview with Lorenza Mazzetti 

 

Transcript of an interview given by Lorenza Mazzetti in Porretta Terme (Bologna, Italy) on 16 
August 2010. Translated by Marco Duse, revised by Frank Burke.  
Taken from the Italian version as featured in Cabiria, n. 168, September 2011, pp. 4-10. 
 
 
 
On August 3, 1944 the family of Robert Einstein, cousin to Nobel laureate Albert Einstein, was wiped out by 
the Schutzstaffel in their Villa in Rignano sull‟Arno, in the Tuscan countryside. Robert‟s wife Cesarina “Nina” 
Mazzetti and their daughters Annamaria and Luce were murdered in cold blood by the same Nazi soldiers who 
had been occupying the top floor of the villa since the previous year. Robert, who had been warned of the impending 
danger, managed to escape the tragedy but committed suicide one year later on July 13, 1945.  
Robert Einstein was a German intellectual, Jewish by family but not an observant Jew; Nina came from a 
Christian Protestant family. It is probable that the killings were an act of indirect revenge on Albert Einstein, 
guilty of betraying of the Nazi cause and of giving up his German nationality.  
The slaughter of the Einstein family took place in front of the Einsteins‟ two nieces, the sixteen-year-old twins 
Lorenza and Paola, daughters of Nina‟s brother, the late Corrado Mazzetti (their mother, Olga Liberati, had 
died during childbirth).  
In 1951, after a few months spent in France with Paola at Marguerite Duras‟s, Lorenza decided to leave her past 
behind and moved to London, where she would struggle attending the Slade School of Fine Art. 
 
Lorenza Mazzetti: I went to London because I wanted to run away from Tuscany and from 
Florence, where the slaughter had happened. I needed to get away, and I hoped that, far from my 
uncle‟s house and from Tuscany, my nightmares would cease. That‟s because every night I used 
to see the Nazis in my sleep. So I thought: “Maybe, if I run to a different place, I will finally be 
able to sleep.” 
The villa in Tuscany had been burnt down, but the house in Florence was still there. There was a 
beautiful window, with a view over San Miniato, on Lungarno delle Grazie. It was wonderful, but 
its beauty brought back the memories of Tuscany and of what had happened there. 
London, on the contrary, was awful in comparison with Florence, full of fog and black with 
smoke. To me, it was a radical change. It was like hell to me – and I must say that at the time hell 
became me.  
When I saw the East End that no English director had ever filmed, made of streets and houses 
blackened by the fog, with bridges and cranes everywhere, and all those streets levelled by Hitler‟s 
bombs, and all those kids, swarming everywhere, like mosquitos... It all had such a strong impact 
on me, that it cleared away my memories of the Nazis. I had managed to remove myself from the 
tragedy. The strange thing was: I was supposed to have become “normal”, but instead I kept on 
acting quite strange.  
Until then, I had been under the tutelage of a distant relation, who took care of what I had 
received by inheritance: an estate, some villas... Two months after I had moved to London, I was 
told that my guardian had lost all his money in bad investments, and there was not a penny left 
for me! I was down and out! I was penniless, and could not pay the boarding house I was staying 
at. What can a young woman do when she has no money? She can be a waitress. A whore or a 
waitress – I chose to be a waitress.  
At a certain point, endlessly washing cups, I realised I could not live like that, in such a narrow 
world. I would close myself off in my small bedroom: there was just a small bed and a device in 
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which you had to insert a coin in order to have gas. I did not have a room of my own. I did not 
know who I was. 
 
 
 
Once in London, Lorenza found a city still shattered by the bombs. The English, though, seemed to have forgotten 
the spirit of solidarity that had kept them together during the war. The British society was once again divided into 
classes and a reactionary „process of Restoration‟ was taking place.   
 
L.M.: I had survived – we all had survived the war. The English had survived the German 
bombs, and also the Italians had survived the Germans and the bombs. Everyone could be said 
to have been a survivor.  
A society which had just made it through war and mass slaughter could not just go back to 
laughing and joking. All those victims and the end of the war itself were meant to provide the 
survivors with a deeper meaning. 
I believe this is what I had in common with Lindsay Anderson, Karel Reisz and Tony 
Richardson: we wanted to cast a different eye at the world. After the horrors of war, one couldn‟t 
simply restore life as it was. 
In Italy, a revolution took place. Let‟s just think about Bicycle Thieves, De Sica, Rossellini... There 
was newfound love among people, solidarity towards the poor and the destitute – and the Italian 
cinema was showing all this. The same was happening in London: after the victory over Hitler, 
England was alive and had survived through solidarity. Gone were the sharp distinctions between 
upper and lower class. There was no point in restoring the supremacy of Cambridge and Oxford. 
And in fact it was from the graduates of Cambridge and Oxford that emerged the struggle against 
caste supremacy. 
What characterised Lindsay Anderson‟s films on the workers at the market was the love he had 
for those people – love, and lack of snobbery. He wasn‟t analysing them, he wasn‟t studying the 
way they talk. He loved them. Documentaries can be made in many different ways: one can 
remain an observing eye that studies the poor as if they were ants, or one can love the people 
being filmed.  
 
 
 
In October 1951 Lorenza Mazzetti decided to pursue her studies and to attend the Slade School of Fine Art, 
where she would study drawing and painting. She soon got acquainted with young and talented artists such as 
Michael Andrews (whom she cast as Gregor Samsa in her debut short film K) and Eduardo Paolozzi (who 
would star in Mazzetti‟s most famous film, Together, alongside Andrews). 
 
L.M.: I introduced myself and said I wanted to attend the School. The secretary chased me away 
because the classes were scheduled to start the following day and I hadn‟t filled out the 
application forms, taken the required exam, or done anything to qualify for entrance – so it was 
absurd that I should expect to enrol. So I began to shout that I wanted to meet the school 
director. I thought the director would understand. So she raised her voice, I raised mine over 
hers, people gathered to see...  
Then someone came, a very thin man with a wise demeanour. 
He said: “Why all this noise?” 
I said: “I‟d like to meet the principal, I‟d like to show him my drawings.” 
He said: “Can I take a look?” 
I replied: “Of course, go ahead.” 
He looked at my drawings and said: “Well, they are interesting! Fine, starting tomorrow, you are a 
student here. Please, fill out this form.” 
I said. “Fine, but I‟d like to speak to the principal.” 
“Well, I am the principal”, he said. 
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“You are?” 
“Yes, I am. Be here tomorrow at 9.30 sharp!” 
There I met some extraordinary people. Everybody had a unique aspect about them. In 
particular, a young man called Michael Andrews. He was so delicate, fragile but sharp and 
interesting. But I wasn‟t yet thinking of him as an actor.  
It happened when I went walking through the corridors of the university and found one with 
many narrow doors, reading “Tennis club”, “Swimming club”, “Check club”, “Ping Pong club”... 
Many different clubs. And then I read “Film club”. I opened the door and I found a sparkling 
treasure. A camera, film stock, lights... Long story short, I stole the whole lot, bit by bit, along 
with Michael Andrews, this handsome young man. 
Then I met a very pretty girl, to whom I said: “Will you act as Franz Kafka‟s sister?” 
“Who‟s Kafka”, she said. 
“Oh, don‟t worry about it, he‟s just a writer”. 
“What will I have to do?” 
“You will have to play the violin.” 
“But I can‟t play!” 
“No matter, you‟ll just pretend.” 
A young man asked: “What can I do?” 
“You can play the guest. You will sit in an armchair and smoke. I will cast the remaining actors 
and then we‟ll meet.” 
I walked down Portobello Road, and there I found a small storeroom packed with stuff – that 
will be Gregor Samsa‟s place. Then I started looking for a man to play Gregor‟s employer. I ran 
into a gentleman with a bowler hat. I asked: “Sir, I‟d like you to act for me.” 
“It sounds funny. Sure I will”, he said. “My name is Lowensberg”. He gave me his phone 
number. 
I knocked at many doors till I met a lady who let me use her living room, with a carpet and a 
piano. I asked her if she would play the piano in the film, and she said yes, happily. 
Once I cast all the actors, I had to convince Michael he was not supposed to play Shakespeare – 
he was not supposed to act and speak at all... 
I have to say that, in order to make K, I signed requisitions without permission. When the School 
received the bills, the principal refused to pay for them. He realised I was the one who had signed 
all those invoices in order to have the film developed. He called for me and asked me if I would 
pay. He did not know I was broke. I said I could not pay, so he said: “Here we send people to 
prison”.  
So I said: “Well then, send me to prison.” There was nothing more I could say. 
Being a meritocratic Englishman, he said: “First let‟s see the film. If it‟s good, we will produce it.” 
He asked Denis Forman, head of BFI, to attend the screening. Forman then asked me: “Would 
you like to make a film without going to prison?” 
I said: “Sure!” 
“Then come to the BFI tomorrow for tea at 5 pm, and bring me the subject for a film, not longer 
than a page.” 
 
 
The one-page subject Lorenza submitted to the BFI was a short story entitled The Glass Marble, which would 
grow to become a major achievement, Together. The film was released in 1956 and was included in the first Free 
Cinema programme, alongside O Dreamland by Lindsay Anderson and Momma Don‟t Allow by Karel 
Reisz and Tony Richardson. While Together is a meditation on incommunicability set among the East London 
ruins of the Docks, K is Mazzetti‟s autobiographical (albeit Kafka-based) rendition of the figure of the outsider. 
Kafka‟s Metamorphosis is used as a pre-text to deliver a highly personal story of alienation.  
 
L.M.: I had heard about Kafka‟s Metamorphosis at my uncle‟s. I heard them discussing this story, 
written by an extraordinary writer, when Professor Paoli, who taught German literature at the 
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University of Florence, came to lunch from a villa nearby. He brought this book, which he had 
translated into Italian, saying it was extraordinary.  
I heard the story when I was a child, and then when I bought the book and saw Kafka‟s face... In 
him I saw a fragility in relating to the world, a sense of being different: an outsider, one who can‟t 
enter into other peoples‟ worlds. I was like him: I felt exactly like Kafka who would never be able 
to enter the castle – I would never connect with others.  
Kafka helped me out. In his eyes I saw terror, a feeling of estrangement from the world – and 
that was how I felt: a stranger. I was in a city I‟d never seen before, and I felt I was a stranger to 
the world because I bore that tragedy within me. Although I had seemed to put it aside, that very 
act seemed to have a lingering effect on my subconscious… An absolute need to understand who 
I was and what had happened. 
What I wanted to convey through K was: if I look at the world in horror, the world will look in 
horror at me. So, if I want to recount my horror for the world, I have to do the opposite: I have 
to recount the horror the world has for me. If I talk about the way Gregor‟s family look at 
Gregor in horror, I will achieve what Kafka achieved so mysteriously, so implicitly. Because the 
beauty of Kafka is that he doesn‟t come out and say it, but, in fact, Gregor is an outsider. Not a 
monster, though – quite the opposite. That is why I felt close to him, that is why Gregor could 
not be a monster – and that‟s why so many have erred in seeing him as a monster. 
I once read that Kafka was asked permission to publish an illustrated edition of the Metamorphosis. 
He replied: “Absolutely not!” If they had made the cockroach visible, it would have lent credence 
to the point of view that he was horrible. It was important that Gregor‟s family be presented as 
horrified at someone who was beautiful, in fact angelic. Michael, indeed, looks like an angel. 
At the time, I was not aware of all. At the time, I was the outsider, I was a poor lost girl. Suicidal, 
I‟d say. On the brink of suicide. 
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Appendix 3 

Extracts from Cabiria 

 

Extracts taken from the Italian film journal Cabiria (v. 41 n. 168, September 2011), edited by 
Marco Duse and dedicated to Lorenza Mazzetti and to the analysis of K. 
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Appendix 4 

The original synopsis of D.P. [Displaced Person] 

 

 

Paper no. 6 attached to the minutes of the Experimental Production Committee‟s 16th meeting, 

London, 24 July 1958 (BFI Special Collections, BFI Archive, Box P/2 [Location O/25/5]: 

Experimental Film Fund). 

 

 

 

D.P. 

A proposal for a 16mm. b/w film submitted by Robert Vas 

 

 

Synopsis 

The film begins with the following lines from a poem by a fine Hungarian 

author in exile: 

  “...England, my last fortress on the rocks, 

  Oh give me back my dignity!” 

Waterloo Station on an autumn morning. A train arrives. The last one who 

alights from it is a young man with a sharp-featured face. He is a 

Hungarian about 25 years old, a country boy. He wears a shabby coat and a 

cloth cap. lonely, he walks along the platform, surrounded by the chaotic 

whirl of the station hall. A woman’s choir sings a carol: they are 

collecting money for the Hungarian refugees. A smiling girl jingles her 

money box also before the young man, but he shows with a clumsy gesture 

that he hasn’t got a penny. 

He walks out into the street and faces the whole town. Which way should he 

go? He was never here before and can’t speak English. The only thing which 

keeps him in London is a short address written on a piece of paper “G. T. 

Cox, 25, Love Lane.” He must go and find this place. 
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He sets out haphazardly. It is a typical “lovely morning”, the town almost 

takes a bath in sunshine. He shows his address to an elderly lady, then to 

a cockney; they tell him which way to go. The young man nods ardently as if 

he understands what they say. He crosses the town. He is a bit awkward and 

amazed, but still admires and enjoys the top hats, the pigeons on his 

shoulder, the chain-breaker, the busy traffic, etc. He even has time to 

take a glance at the girls and almost laughs at the comical blinking of the 

“Sidney” figure, “who tells the future”. He looks up the word future in the 

dictionary. A negro, another foreigner asks him the way showing him an 

address on paper, but the young man cannot help him. 

It’s about noon when he arrives at the house – 25 Love Lane, N. 17. He 

shows his address to a pensioner, who cuts the grass in his garden; but his 

name is not Cox, but Fitzpatrick. So the answer is just a pitying 

headshake. The young man is absolutely perplexed. Again he is on the 

street. He meets a policemen, who looks up his little atlas book, and from 

the list of streets the young man realises with something of a shock that 

there are six Love Lanes in London. 

The policeman gives him a map – and so the young man’s Odyssey goes on. But 

he is in a hurry now. He has no time to waste, he has to find the house. 

The weather becomes gloomy, the traffic chaotic and disquieting. At this 

part of the day London takes lunch. People are resting at the Trafalgar, or 

eating behind glass-walls of coffee bars. A long queue stands at the box-

office of a non-stop strip-tease theatre. An old lady feeds her dog sausage 

with absorbed concentration. He sees a poster of the “Bon Voyage” travel 

bureau: “Welcome to Sun Valley”. Two clowns are singing and dancing on the 

road: The Happy Wanderers. The young man hurries along the streets. His 

face looks drawn. A street-photographer jumps in front of him with a camera 

before the eyes. Rain begins to fall, streets become empty, umbrellas open, 

office girls take cover in doors of shops. The young man hurries along the 

rainy streets. 
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He arrives at a house in a suburban district: 25 Love Lane, S.E.18. He 

shows his address – but again the answer is a pitying handshake. The lady 

at the door gives him some money for the tube. 

It’s evening, already quite dark. The young man is almost running now. He 

has not eaten, he is tired, he does not even know where he will sleep. He 

would like to talk to someone. And now the town shows its ice-cold 

depressing and fearfully inhuman face. The rhythm of the traffic becomes 

almost frantic. Newsboys shout their sensational headlines inarticulately. 

The streets are crowded, people are enjoying themselves. Everything is 

harsh and indifferent; it’s almost unbearable. He is afraid and he is 

tired. The sky-sign of Pepsi Cola flashes; “it peps you up!” Now the only 

thing which reminds him of his native country is a name, glancing towards 

him in neon letters; the name of BARTOK – Eva Bartok, of course. 

A dark desolate street: Love Lane, E.C.2. Tired and absolutely indifferent 

the young man walks along the street. He rings the bell at the door of 25. 

The door opens, a narrow beam of light shines out into the dark street. He 

shows the address – then he stands at the door expectantly.  

After a dissolve we see a crackling fresh, snow-white table cloth falling 

gently, almost floating onto the table. Somebody puts plates, a spoon, a 

fork and a knife on the table, and a napkin too in a napkin ring. There is 

a drink in the jug and crisp rolls in the bread basket. The young man sits 

down at the table. Now he is a human being again; and so his first day 

Odyssey ends. 

 

--------- 
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The authors of this synopsis are two Hungarians who want to re-create 

something of their first fresh personal experiences of the arrival in 

London from a refugee camp. It will be a film novelette, a documentary with 

a personal theme. The main part of the film will be snapshots taken from 

life. The scenes involving the young man, by contrast, will be scripted in 

detail and directed – though here too we aim to achieve a very simple 

direct sort of effect. 

We want to convey the thrilling interest as well as the cold indifference 

of a modern Babylon. In other words: to give an innocent’s eye view of 

London. We want to show what the ordinary everyday incidents of the town 

mean to a “D.P.” – who has never been here before and who from now on has 

to live here. We want to show that the homeless do not seek pity but a 

simple human understanding. These themes should emerge through the contrast 

of a single man seen against the background of the big city. 

The theme will be expressed in the sound track too. This will consist of 

music – variations on a Hungarian folk song, played on a single flute – and 

street sounds. It is estimated that the film will run some 20-22 minutes. 

Black and white. 16mm. Shooting will be done in September-October. 

 

Budget £415 
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Appendix 5 

Lindsay Anderson‟s review of A Taste of Honey 

Lindsay Anderson, “A Taste of Honey” (review)  
Encore, v. 5 n. 2, July-August 1958, pp. 42-43 

 
 
 
To talk as we do about popular theatre, about new working-class audiences, about plays that will 
interpret the common experiences of today – all this is one thing, and a good thing too. But how 
much better even, how much more exciting, to find such theatre suddenly here, suddenly sprung 
up under our feet! This was the first joyful thing about Theatre Workshop‟s performance of A 
Taste of Honey.  

A work of complete, exhilarating originality, it has all the strength, and none of the 
weaknesses, of a pronounced, authentic local accent. Going north in Britain is always like a trip to 
another country, and A Taste of Honey is a real escape from the middlebrow, middle-class vacuum 
of the West End. It is real, contemporary poetry, in the sense that its world is both the one we 
know and read about every Sunday in the News of The World – and at the same time the world 
seen through the eyes and imagination of a courageous, sensitive and outspoken person. 

Just how far Josephine, the plump, untidy schoolgirl who moves into a Salford attic 
with her flighty Mum, just how far she is Shelagh Delaney, we cannot, of course, say. But the play 
belongs to her just as unmistakeably as The Catcher in the Rye belongs to Holden Caulfield. She 
learns about life the hard way. Her mother goes off again, this time to marry a peculiar, drunken 
upper-class boy with one eye and a weakness for older women. She spends Christmas with a 
charming Negro sailor, and ends up pregnant. She shares her room with a brisk, affectionate, 
vulnerable queer art student, who knows pretty well how to manage her and likes the idea of 
babies more than she does. Pretty well anything could have been made of this material, which is 
written in vivid, salty language and presented without regard for conventions of dramatic shape. 
In fact, so truthful is Miss Delaney, so buoyant in spirit, and so keenly alive to what is 
preposterous, vulgar and ruthless in human beings (as well as to what is generous, creative and 
warm), that she makes us forget about judging. We simply respond, as to the experience itself. 

The world has always been a corrupt and disappointing place; but the total 
commercialisation, the dead-ending over-organisation of the big societies of today makes us prize 
more than ever the naïf, spontaneous, honest visions of youth. This is where this play compares 
interestingly with The Catcher in the Rye. Like Holden, Josephine is a sophisticated innocent. 
Precious little surprises her; but her reactions are pure and direct, her intuitions are acute, and her 
eye is very sharp. The little kid she watches, out in the yard, with hair so dirty it looks as though 
it‟s going to walk away – “He doesn‟t do anything, he just sits on the front doorstep. He never 
goes to school…” Holden would have noticed him; and he would have made the same right 
moral and social comment. Mothers like that shouldn‟t be allowed to have children. But 
Josephine is luckier than Holden in some ways: she is tougher, with a commonsense, Lancashire 
working-class resilience that will always pull her through. And this makes her different too from 
the middle-class angry young man, the egocentric rebel. Josephine is not a rebel; she is a 
revolutionary.  

One of the most extraordinary things about this play is its lack of bitterness, its 
instinctive maturity. This quality was emphasised by Joan Littlewood‟s production, which seemed 
to me quite brilliant. Driving the play along at breakneck pace, stuffing it with wry and humorous 
invention, she made sentimentalism impossible. The abandoning of the fourth wall, the sudden 
patches of pure music hall, panto-style, were daring, but completely justified by their success. No 
soppy “identification” here; just the ludicrous, bitter-sweet truth, a shared story. And so, when 
the lyrical moments did come, we could credit them, knowing the reality from which they sprang.  
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Grateful (as actors always seem to be) for first-rate material and production, the 
company played together splendidly, with the complete rightness of tone that alone could bring 
off the most startling and difficult transitions. Frances Cuka, as Josephine, had exactly the right, 
adolescent fitfulness, the abrupt rages and tendernesses, the concealed longing for affection, and 
the inner, unshakeable optimism. As her mother, Avis Bunnage, managed most skilfully to 
combine the broadest, eye-on-the-gallery caricature, with straightforward, detailed naturalism. 
Surely this was real Brechtian playing. John Bay made a most exotic grotesque out of the seedy 
boy friend; and as the art student, Murray Melvin gave a performance that was a miracle of tact 
and sincerity. John Bury‟s set was bold, simple and effective as usual; and the jazz interludes by 
the Apex trio gave the whole evening a friendly, contemporary and hopeful air. The movement 
continues. 
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Appendix 6 

The DVD 

 

 

The enclosed DVD includes the restored version of Lorenza Mazzetti‟s K and the 

unreleased interview “Se guardo con orrore il mondo” / “If I Look at the World in Horror”. 

 

K was restored from 16mm negative and positive prints at Augustus Color, Rome. 

Restoration was funded by Cinit – Cineforum Italiano. Head of project: Marco 

Vanelli. Restoration supervisor: Marco Duse.  

 

“If I Look at the World in Horror”: An Interview With Lorenza Mazzetti was shot in 

Porretta Terme (Bologna, Italy) on 18 July 2010. Directed and edited by Marco 

Duse. English subtitles translated by Marco Duse, revised by Frank Burke.  

 

Format: 4:3, b/w (K) and colour (interview).  

Running time: 27‟ (K) + 20‟ (interview). 
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Chance of a Lifetime (dir. Bernard Miles, 1951, 89 mins). 

Daisies [Sedmikrásky] (dir. Věra Chytilová, 1966, 74 mins). 

Diary for Timothy, A (dir. Humphrey Jennings, 1946, 37 mins). 

Enginemen (dir. Michael Grigsby, 1959, 17 mins). 

Every Day Except Christmas (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1957, 37 mins). 

Fires Were Started (aka I Was a Fireman, dir. Humphrey Jennings, 1943, 80 mins). 

First Days, The (dir. Humphrey Jennings – Harry Watt – Pat Jackson, 1939, 23 
mins). 

Food for a Blush (dir. Elizabeth Russell, 1959, 30 mins). 

If.... (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1968, 111 mins). 

Italiane e l‟amore, Le (ep. “L‟educazione sessuale dei figli”, dir. Lorenza Mazzetti, 
1961, 110 mins). 

K (dir. Lorenza Mazzetti, 1953, 27 mins). 

Kind of Loving, A (dir. John Schlesinger, 1962, 112 mins). 

Listen to Britain (dir. Humphrey Jennings – Stewart McAllister, 1942, 19 mins). 

London Can Take It! (dir. Humphrey Jennings – Harry Watt, 1940, 9 mins). 

Look Back in Anger (dir. Tony Richardson, 1959, 115 mins). 
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Lorenza Mazzetti: In the World of Silence (dir. Giulio Latini, 2001, 52 mins). 

Loves of a Blonde [Lásky jedné plavovlásky] (dir. Roman Polanski, 1965, 90 mins). 

March to Aldermaston (prod. Lindsay Anderson – Karel Reisz – Chris Menges et al., 
1959, 33 mins). 

Misteri di Roma, I (dir. Lorenza Mazzetti et al., 1963, 94 mins).  

Momma Don‟t Allow (dir. Karel Reisz – Tony Richardson, 1956, 22 mins). 

Nice Time (dir. Alain Tanner – Claude Goretta, 1957, 17 mins). 

O Dreamland (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1953, 12 mins). 

O Lucky Man! (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1973, 183 mins). 

Omnibus: Heart of Britain (dir. Robert Vas, 1970,   

On the Bowery (dir. Lionel Ragosin, US, 1955, 65 mins). 

Red and Blue (dir. Tony Richardson, 1967, 

Refuge England (dir. Robert Vas, 1959, 27 mins). 

Ride of the Valkyrie (dir. Peter Brook, 1967, 15 mins). 

Room at the Top (dir. Jack Clayton, 1958, 115 mins). 

Saturday Night Sunday Morning (Karel Reisz, 1961, 90 mins). 

Se guardo con orrore il mondo. Intervista a Lorenza Mazzetti (dir. Marco Duse, 2011, 19 
mins). 

Shelagh Delaney‟s Salford (dir. Ken Russell, 1960, 15 mins). 

Singing Street, The (dir. N. McIsaac – J.T.R. Ritchie – R. Townsend, 1952, 30 mins). 

Small Is Beautiful: The Story of the Free Cinema Films Told By Their Makers (dir. 
Christophe Dupin, 2006, 43 mins). 

Smith, Our Fiend (dir. Derek York and Walter Lassally, 1948, 15 mins). 

Spare Time (dir. Humphrey Jennings, 1939, 15 mins). 

Taste of Honey, A (dir. Tony Richardson, 1961, 117 mins). 

Taste of Honey, A, dir. Tony Richardson 
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The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner (dir. Tony Richardson, 1962, 104 mins). 

This Sporting Life (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1963, 134 mins). 

Thursday‟s Children (dir. Lindsay Anderson – Guy Brenton, 1954, 21 mins). 

Together (dir. Lorenza Mazzetti, 1956, 49 mins). 

Vanishing Street, The (dir. Robert Vas, 1962, 19 mins). 

Wakefield Express (dir. Lindsay Anderson, UK, 1952, 30 mins). 

We Are the Lambeth Boys (dir. Karel Reisz, 1959, 49 mins). 

White Bus, The (dir. Lindsay Anderson, 1967, 47 mins). 

Words for Battle (dir. Humphrey Jennings, 1941, 7 mins). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos of Lorenza Mazzetti © Lorenza Mazzetti Private Collection. 
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End credits 

 

This thesis would not even exist had it not been for Marco Vanelli, who first 

introduced me to Lorenza Mazzetti and handed me a copy of K.  

Lorenza Mazzetti herself has played a very important role in the making of this 

thesis, providing memories and materials to draw upon. 

 

My sincerest regards go to the staff at Cinit Cineforum Italiano and to its director 

Massimo Caminiti. Their love of cinema made the restoration of K possible and 

made the film available for everyone to watch, study and enjoy. 

 

I wrote this thesis during my four years as a PhD student at Ca‟ Foscari University 

(2009–2012). I spent the first year in Venice, where I could not have done without 

my family and especially my fellow PhD students, who supported me and shared 

their knowledge. I spent most of the second year in Rome, where Federico and 

Nadia provided me with shelter, love and comfort (and heaps of delicious food), 

for which I will be eternally grateful. In Rome, I also had the pleasure of meeting 

some of the people working with or around Lorenza Mazzetti (Jolanda Casari, 

Ribes Sappa and Riki Vandelli), including her twin sister Paola. Everyone has been 

of great help. The busiest and most exciting time was the one I spent in London 

during my third year: there are many friends and Londoners I would like to thank – 

but most of all it is the city I will always be indebted to. On my fourth year, I came 

back to Venice, where I would not have wrapped up my thesis without the love 
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and support of Mario, without Angela‟s caring hospitality, and without my friends. 

 

Many people helped with my research. My deepest gratitude goes to: everyone (and 

I mean everyone) at BFI National Film Library, Film Archive and Special 

Collections, for their competence and endurance; Christophe Dupin, for being the 

first to encourage me and for providing inestimable material and information; 

Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, for his guidance and for always being my point of 

reference; Charles Drazin and the Lindsay Anderson Memorial Foundation, for 

their passion in keeping memories alive; Flavio Gregori, for tutoring me and 

bearing with my tendency to postpone things; Antonio Fernández Ferrer, for 

talking about cinema as if it were a living being. 

 

I would also like to thank the following people, whose presence (both physical and 

virtual) has been significant during these four years: Andreina Lavagetto, Armando 

Pajalich, Chris Wagstaff, Amy Sargeant, Frank Burke, Maria Francesca Agresta, 

Giulio Latini, Luis Pérez Ochando. Thank you Massimo Benvegnù for always being 

there. 

 

If this thesis is readable and written in good English, I owe it to Jo-Ann Titmarsh 

and to John Bleasdale, who patiently proofread my pages, including this one. 

Thanks for wasting your time so generously. One day I‟ll pay you back. In drinks. If 

something sounds funny, blame it on my Australian friend Rebecca Mariani, with 
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whom I have shared precious moments (and rounds of spritz) in Venice and in 

London. 

 

Somewhere out there, someone some years ago tried to auction an envelope 

containing a letter from Daniele Paris to Lorenza Mazzetti written in 1953. 

Enclosed with the letter was a handwritten music sheet of Paris‟ score to Mazzetti‟s 

K. That was the only surviving copy of an item that until then had been considered 

lost. No one won the auction (which was held at Bloomsbury, London) and the 

item went back to its original owner. It has since disappeared. Should anyone find a 

crumpled old envelope at a flea market containing an annotated composition 

entitled Metamorfos [sic], please contact me. It is worth a lot more than you can 

imagine. 

 

 

 

Venice, 24 January 2013 
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Studente: MARCO DUSE  ____________________________  matricola: 955567 

Dottorato: LINGUE, CULTURE E SOCIETA’  

Ciclo: XXIV 

Titolo della tesi: Loving the Aliens: Outsiders, Foreigners and Uprooted Characters in 
Short and Experimental British Films 

 

 

Abstract: 

 
Questa tesi analizza sette film girati a Londra negli anni ’50 da registi di provenienza straniera. 
L’italiana Lorenza Mazzetti, l’ungherese Robert Vas, l’egiziana Nazli Nour e l’inglese (ma dai natali 
indiani) Lindsay Anderson hanno elaborato, attraverso le loro opere, una visione personale 
dell’alterità. 
K (1953) e Together, di Lorenza Mazzetti, sono due variazioni sul tema dell’outsider, realizzate con 
stile sperimentale e con toni esistenzialisti.  
Alone With the Monsters (1958), di Nazli Nour, vede un’anziana emarginata venire giudicata e derisa 
da gente mostruosa – che vive, però, nella sua testa. 
Refuge England (1959), di Robert Vas, ricostruisce l’arrivo di un rifugiato a Londra, il suo primo 
impatto con la città, la ricerca di un posto in cui stare, e i tentativi di decifrare la lingua e la società 
inglesi. 
Di Lindsay Anderson, O Dreamland (1953) e Every Day Except Christmas (1957) definiscono 
l’impianto estetico e politico, che verrà poi sviluppato in The White Bus (1967), un racconto 
sperimentale, surreale e Brechtiano in cui una giovane ragazza si ritrova aliena in un contesto urbano 
al quale non appartiene. 
 
 
 
 
This thesis studies seven films shot in London in the 1950s by foreign-born directors. The Italian 
Lorenza Mazzetti, the Hungarian Robert Vas, the Egyptian Nazli Nour and the English (but Indian-
born) Lindsay Anderson developed, through these works, their personal view on ‘otherness’.  
Lorenza Mazzetti’s K (1953) and Together (1956) are variations on the character of the outsider, 
directed with an experimental style and influenced by existentialism.  
Alone With the Monsters (1958), by Nazli Nour, sees an outcast being judged and laughed at by 
monstrous people – that are all in her head. 
Robert Vas’ Refuge England (1959), narrates a refugee’s first impact with the city of London, his 
search for a place to stay and his attempts to decipher the English language and society.  
Lindsay Anderson’s O Dreamland (1953) and Every Day Except Christmas (1957) define Anderson’s 
aesthetic and political stance, which will be fully developed in The White Bus (1967), en experimental, 
surreal and Brechtian tale in which a young Girl is alienated in an urban context to which she does not 
belong. 
 
 
 

 
Firma dello studente 
________________ 
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